since the answer greatly depends upon the specific definition of vulnerability. This indicates
that vulnerability to floods is a complex phenomenon that cannot be explained by using the
results of only this study.
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Transboundary River Floods: Vulnerability of Continents, International Rive r Basins and
Countries
Chapter One: Introduction
Floods are among the world’s most frequent and damaging types of disasters and annually affect
the lives of millions all over the globe. The application of science and medicine has undoubtedly
improved humankind’s ability to predict, alleviate and survive flood disasters, but over time
population growth, climate related factors aggravated by urbanization, and social, economic and
political processes have massively increased and will continue to increase human exposure and
vulnerability to floods. Nonetheless, vulnerability of societies to floods is still poorly understood.
Studies until now have focused on a single (historical) flood events (Wind, 1999; Christie and
Hanlon, 2001), a single river (Hesselink, 2002; Mudelsee et al., 2003), a single country (Tol,
2003) or combinations of these topics. Only recently researchers have begun to analyze flood data
on a global scale (Hossain and Katiyar, 2006), and but a few have touched upon the regularly
occurring phenomena of shared, or transboundary floods occurring in international river basins
(IRBs) (Marsalek et al., 2006). At present though, there are 279 IRBs (TFDD, 2006; unpublished
data) and almost 30% of these have experienced shared river floods in the period 1985-2005.
Thus the overarching goal of the present work is to fill this gap of knowledge by investigating
transboundary flood events.
The first section of the dissertation comprises a global analysis that reveals how many river
floods have taken place and how many of these were shared between two or more countries.
Specific attention is paid the financial damages, the number of casualties and how this relates to
the nationa l Gross National Income (GNI), the Human Development Index (HDI) and the
national population density. The results indicate massive impacts of both national and
transboundary flood events on a global scale, but clearly show that transboundary floods are more
severe in their magnitude 1 , resulting in higher death tolls except in the high developed countries,
higher displacement tolls in high developed countries, and cause more financial damage than nonshared river floods do.

1

The magnitude of a flood is calculated as follows: flood magnitude = ln (duration) x severity
class x v(affected region)/100

2
The second section of the dissertation is dedicated to the identification of the quality and quantity
of institutional capacity within the IRBs that is focused on transboundary floods. To this end, we
examine the current state of existing transboundary river institutions, international water events
and international fresh water treaties related to shared flood events. The results indicate that there
might be more need for official international institutions dealing with transboundary flood-events.
Floods strike the developed and less developed countries alike, and people may face the same
potential risks, but they may not be equally vulnerable because they may face different
consequences to the same hazard. This presumably results in different responses, measures taken
and institutions created. The last section of this dissertation therefore examines a developed
downstream country prone to flooding (the Netherlands) and a lesser developed yet relative
equally exposed country (Mozambique) and uses a historical perspective to look for differences
or similarities in responses, measures taken, international water treaties signed and institutions
created. It shows flood management strategies adopted in developed countries like the
Netherlands have helped them evolve into the powerful societies that they are today. It would
therefore be very tempting to adopt similar flood policies in developing countries like
Mozambique. However, it is now recognized in the Netherlands (and many other developed
countries) that completely controlling the floodwaters is not the optimal strategy. In addition,
anticipated anthropogenic and climatic pressures will most likely demand a less rigid system of
flood management. Therefore, Mozambique should choose to investigate the options of
implementing the more flexible flood management strategy of learning to live with floods. In
order to implement such strategies, very little needs to be undone in Mozambique, so the country
can even end up leading the way and setting an example for the developed countries when it
comes to post-modern flood management.
The results of this research provide us with a more detailed picture of the world of
– transboundary – river flood events and have allowed us to discover new insights in the relations
between flood losses (human and financial) and vulnerability factors, including developmental
characteristics. Together, the results significantly increase our current knowledge on
transboundary flood events and flood-rela ted international institutions, and could also help
policy-makers identify and evaluate potential vulnerability to transboundary river floods, which
in turn can aid international water management and international cooperation over shared river
floods.

3

CHAPTER TWO: VULNERABILITY TO –TRANSBOUNDRY– RIVER FLOODS OF
CONTINENTS, INTERNATIONAL RIVER BASINS, AND COUNTRIES 2
Author : Marloes H. N. Bakker

Abstract
This paper distinguished two types of river floods : those shared by more than one country, the
so called transboundary events, and floods taking place in a single country. In the period 19852005 a total of 1760 worldwide river flood events killed over 112 thousand people, affected
354 million individuals , and caused 687 billion US dollars of damage. Almost one tenth, 175
of the 1760, of all river floods were shared by two or more countries, but globally accounted
for 32% of all casualties, almost 60% of all affected individuals and 14% of all financial
damage. These figures point to the massive impacts of both national and transboundary flood
events on a global scale. However, not much is known about vulnerability of societies to
–transboundary– floods, so we tried to uncover which and why societies are most vulnerable
to these steadily increasing events. Our objective measures of vulnerability are both physical
aspects, namely the magnitude of the river floods, and socio-economic, non-physical
variables, i.e. the financial damages, number of casualties and number of displaced individuals
they cause.
On a worldwide scale and for the considered period, the lesser developed countries experience
more casualties than the more developed countries do. The average flood-related affected
amount of individuals per million population increases when the average annual number of
river flood-related displacements increases, but this relationship does not seem to be linked to
the level of development of a country. Our research furthermore shows that intermediate
developed countries experience higher financial losses relative to their GNI than the more
developed or the less developed countries do.
When the two types of floods are compared using our vulnerability framework on a global and
per country scale, shared floods are more severe than all river floods combined. High
developed countries experience higher death tolls relative to their population during all river
floods, while the low developed countries experience higher death tolls relative to their
2

The major findings of this article have been presented as a poster at the World Water Forum
(20-26 August 2006, Stockholm, Sweden).
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population during shared flood events. Transboundary floods are more severe in their
magnitude, resulting in higher death tolls except in the high developed countries, and higher
displacement tolls in high developed countries, and cause more financial damage than nonshared river floods do. Transboundary events are becoming more frequent on every continent,
especially Asia. In addition, Asian IRBs have had the most casualties and the highest quantity
of affected individuals. The Ganges, Danube and Rhine river basins experienced the largest
amount of transboundary floods, but the highest average death tolls were found in the
Pedernales, Coatan Achute and Sembakung river basins, while the Ganges, Irrawaddy and
Indus river basins experienced the highest total amount of casualties and affected people, even
though the severity of shared floods was found to be the highest in the Irrawaddy, the
Okavango and Chamelecon river basins. The highest amount of financial damages was found
in the Danube, Elbe, and Ganges river basins.
The variety of answers indicate that when one wants to know which country, continent or river
basin is the most vulnerable to –transboundary– floods, the answer heavily depends upon the
specific definition of vulnerability. This indicates that vulnerability to floods is a complex
phenomenon that cannot be explained by using the results of this study only.

5

Introduction
Floods are among the world’s most frequent and damaging types of disasters and annually
affect the lives of millions all over the globe. The application of science and medicine has
undoubtedly improved humankind’s ability to predict, alleviate and survive flood disasters,
but over time population growth, climate related factors aggravated by urbanization, and
social, economic and political processes have massively increased and will continue to
increase human exposure and vulnerability to floods. Nonetheless, vulnerability of societies to
floods is still poorly understood.

Using global data, this paper examines the nexus of flood events and society’s vulnerability to
it in two sections: river floods in general and shared, or transboundary, river floods. Previous
studies have focused on all flood type data for specific countries or continents (Hoyois and
Guha-Sapir, 2003) or looked at general statistics of various natural disasters on a worldwide
scale (Mutter, 2005; Guha-Sapir et al., 2004; Haque, 2003). This paper will investigate one
type of flood, the river flood, and will pay attention to the financial damage caused by these
events in addition to the number of casualties and how this relates to the national Gross
National Income (GNI), the Human Development Index from the United Nations (HDI) and
the national population density.
The second focus of this paper is the phenomenon of transboundary river floods. Studies until
now have focused on a single (historical) flood events (Wind, 1999; Christie and Hanlon,
2001), a single river (Hesselink, 2002; Mudelsee et al., 2003), a single country (Tol, 2003) or
combinations of these topics. Only recently researchers have begun to analyze flood data on a
global scale (Hossain and Katiyar, 2006), but few have touched upon the phenomena of
shared, or transboundary floods occurring in international river basins (IRBs) (Marsalek et al.,
2006). But rivers ignore political boundaries and have created 2793 (TFDD, 2006; unpublished
3

New basins have been ‘discovered’ or were created since the last update of the TFDD, but
not yet published; a manual count of the IRBs resulted in an increase of basins from the
reported 263 on the TFDD website to 279 basins when writing this paper. The ‘new’ basins in
Asia are: the Johore, Tebrau, and Scudai (shared between Malaysia and Singapore), the Loes
(between Indonesia and Timor L’Este), and the Shu and Talas (shared between Kazakhstan
and Kyrgyzstan). In Latin or Central America, six more basins were found: the Temash and
Moho (shared between Guatemala and Belize), the Corredores/Colorado, the El Naranjo and
Conventillos (shared between Costa Rica and Panama), the Chamelecon (shared between
Guatemala and Honduras). In Africa, four more basins were added: the Thukela (between
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data) IRBs, all of which, without exception, create some degree of tension among the societies
that they bind4 . One source of tension is the (naturally occurring) extreme hydrological
conditions like floods. Using global data, the present study will fill this gap of knowledge by
looking at transboundary flood events and look at the relations between the number of floodrelated casualties, the HDI and the national river basin population density. In doing so, this
paper will provide insight in the magnitude of loss of life and financial damage in relation to
the level op development by country, continent and IRB.
To these ends, figures from two different databases, the Office of United States Foreign
Disaster Assistance/Centre for Research on the Epidemiology of Disasters International
Disaster Database, or OFDA/CRED Database, and the Dartmouth Flood Observatory
Database, or DFO Database, will be joined to look at floods that have occurred worldwide
between the period 1985-2005. Combined with the geographic dataset of the world’s
international river basins (Wolf et al., 1999) a useful basis for truly global studies of
(transboundary) flood events will be created. We will investigate vulnerability using the
biophysical variable of flood magnitude and the socio-economic variables of (1) the level of
development, (2) Global National Income (GNI) and how this related to the total financial
damage, (3) population density per country and per international river basin and how these
relate tot the casualties and affected individuals. Our working hypotheses are that all 3
categories are linked to the vulnerability of a society; lower developed countries will
experience more floods and have more flood-related casualties because as a society and
individuals, they have lesser means to protect themselves. People and societies with resources
and economic alternatives tend to be better protected from harm and are able to recover more
quickly than people with fewer options and resources. The financial damage on the other hand
will be higher in more developed countries because more costly properties are build in the
floodplains of developed countries. When applied specifically to IRBs, we anticipate being
able to identify those IRBs that have proven to be the most vulnerable to transboundary flood
events.

Lesotho and South Africa), the Sanaga (between the Central African Republic, Cameroon and
Nigeria), the Pungwe (shared between Mozambique and Zimbabwe), and the Pangani (shared
betweenTanzania and Kenya). There is indication of the existence of more basins between
Timor L’Este and Indonesia, but there is not yet enough spatial information to confirm this.
4
The word ‘rival’ has the same root as ‘river’, derived from the riparian concept of dwellers
on opposite riverbanks.
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While we have attempted to obtain all data available about global flood events in order to get a
firmer grasp on vulnerability to floods, it must be kept in mind that measuring the global flood
problem is fraught with problems because of (a) gaps and numerous deficiencies in data, (b)
the highly variably quality of available data and (c) the problems of comparing flood impacts
along the socio-economic development spectrum (Parker, 2000). As media penetration and
information communication have improved, events that might not have been reported in
previous years are now routinely reported. Still, in many parts of the world there is no reliable
data on the extent of exposure of people and property to flood hazards and reports of the
effects of flood disasters are always likely to be less complete in regions with limited
resources, such as Africa.
This paper has five major parts. Part two will briefly describe the science of floods and touch
upon the effects floods can have. Part three will describe the methodology used. Part four
presents the results of the investigations. Part five presents the discussion and conclusions.
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The Science behind Floods
Types of Floods
Flood events have been defined in many ways:
‘a relatively high flow which overtaxes the natural channel provided
for the runoff’ (Chow, 1956); and ‘a body of water which rises to
overflow land which is normally not submerged’ (Ward, 1978)
are just two of many. A flood event in general is any type of situation where water temporarily
covers land outside its normal confines. In general, flooding is associated with harm and
damage and considered an undesirable occurrence. Although every flood is a unique
phenomenon, several types of floods can be distinguished. The most common type is where a
river overflows its banks due to a large input of rainfall or snowmelt. These are types of flood
that can be predicted and explained in terms of catchment physical characteristics and climatic
inputs (Arnell, 2002). When one looks at the size of the affected area and the duration of
precipitation (or, in other words, the spatial5 and temporal scale of the flood events), there are
two categories of floods (Waggoner, 1990; Bronstert, 2003). The first category includes
extensive, long-lasting floods (plain floods). These describe the flooding of larger areas that is
almost invariably caused by rainfalls lasting several days or weeks in connection with high
antecedent soil saturation. Flooding caused by extensive and long-lasting rainfalls, partly
connected with the melting of snow and ice, occurs mostly in plain areas when the dikes along
the big rivers can no longer contain the flood discharges. This can lead to flooding of wide
areas, as, for example, during the flooding of the European Rhine/Meuse rivers in December
1993 and in January and February 1995. The second category is local, sudden floods, or flash
floods, which describe flooding in small catchments that is mainly caused by short and highly
intensive precipitation (e.g., thunderstorm). Flash floods occur primarily in hilly or
mountainous areas due to prevailing convective rainfall mechanisms, thin soils, and high
runoff velocities. The warning time for these events is short. In general, the duration of the
flood events is also short, but this flood type is also frequently connected with severe
damages. Flash floods are in fact the number one weather-related killer in the United States of
America, killing about 200 people every year, with most deaths caused by drowning (Ohl and
Tapsell, 2000).

5

Note that catchment size is always an important parameter when discussing floods since unit
area flow in floods of the same risk decreases with an increase of catchment area, influencing
forecast, warning, response, defense and coping with floods.
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Although heavy rain is the prime initiator of flooding worldwide, it does not follow that all
floods are necessarily caused by an excess of rainfall or snowmelt. For instance, rivers can
overflow because ice-dammed lakes are released. Some massive landscape-forming floods
were caused in North America and the Himalaya in this way during deglaciation (Arnell,
2002), and much smaller floods occur still from the periodic release of water stored behind or
within glaciers. Landslides too can create temporary dams which produce floods when
breached. Lastly, floods can be the result of an unusually high rise in groundwater levels, such
that the water table reaches the surface (Arnell, 2002). Similarly, a rise in lake levels can lead
to inundation of the surrounding land. Both these types of floods are generated by prolonged
heavy rainfall or snowfall. Finally, floods can also be generated by humans (Vevjevich in
Rossi et al., 1994), for instance when structures built by society break (e.g., break of a levee,
break of a dam or dike), or by errors in operation (such as mismanagement of flood control
gates or equipment).

10

Vulnerability, Risk, Adaptability and Resilience to Floods
Floods occur all around the world, but the effects on communities differ per location and
event. Some events take place in inhabited areas and have no impact on societies, others are so
small that they are not noticeable on an economic or personal scale, and yet others wipe away
entire villages. No matter how big the impacts, the damages resulting from flood are
commonly categorized into tangible and intangible losses. Tangible damages can be measured
in monetary terms, such as the damage to a building, although such a measurement relies
heavily on damage estimation procedures. Intangible losses are those which either defy
monetary measurement (the loss of an archaeological site by erosion caused by flooding, the
loss of valuable art treasures, the potential loss of eco-tourism regions or other productive
areas), and/or those for which monetary estimates are considered to be undesirable or
unacceptable (such as placing a monetary value on someone’s life). Thus, at one time all flood
impacts were ‘intangibles’; as the state of the art has developed, some have been converted
into ‘tangibles’. At any time, therefore, ‘intangibles’ are the bits left out of the analysis and
because they are not quantified, they may be the most or less important impacts of flooding. It
has been found rather consistently (Allee et al., 1980; Green and Penning-Rowsell, 1986,
1989; Penning-Rowsell et al., 1992) that the ‘intangible’ impacts of flooding on households the stress, disruption and loss of items of sentimental value - are more important to the
affected households than the damage to their home and its replaceable contents. Another
distinction can be made between direct and indirect flood losses. Direct flood losses are those
caused by the physical contact of floodwater with damageable property, as for example in
floodwater damaging the carpets and furniture of a home through immersion, whereas indirect
losses are those caused by the consequences of physical contact of floodwater with property –
so when floods drown livestock this is a direct loss, but when the income from the livestock
product sales is lost, this is an indirect loss. Finally, a third way of categorizing losses is
through multiple -order effects so that primary, secondary and tertiary losses are identified.
There is no unique all-encompassing definition for ‘risk’ and any attempt to develop one
would inevitably satisfy only a proportion of risk managers. In essence, risk is the possibility
of loss, damage, or any other undesirable event and has two components: the chance (or
probability) of an event occurring and the impact (or consequence) associated with that event.
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The effects of floods are extraordinarily complex and include both beneficial6 (i.e. positive)
and adverse (i.e. negative) impacts on society and the environment. Generally, however, flood
management is concerned with protecting society and hence risk is typically concerned with
the likelihood of an undesirable consequence and our ability to manage or prevent it.
One of the problems of flood impact assessments is that they often focus solely or mainly
upon the adverse impacts and a truly balanced flood impact assessment methodology has yet
to emerge. There is no doubt that floods destroy economic resources of value to society, but it
is also true that floods can generate beneficial gains which can offset financial losses (Parker,
2000).
Vulnerability, adaptability and resilience are crucial concepts when talking about the impacts
of floods. Vulnerability is the condition of an individual, a group, a society, property and the
environment, in terms of their ability and capacity to anticipate, cope with, resist, respond and
recover from the impact of a natural hazard such as a flood. For example, elderly people may
be less able to evacuate in the event of a flood than young people and so have greater
vulnerability to harm. The vulnerability of any physical, structural or socio-economic systems7
to a natural hazard is its probability of being damaged, destroyed or lost. A building
incorporating specific flood resistant construction techniques should have le ss vulnerability to
flood damage than one without these features. Vulnerability is not a static but a dynamic
process that depends upon the social, economic and political contexts that change over time,
so the probability of loss also varies. Hence, strengthening social resilience capacity could
hypothetically reduce vulnerability. This can happen to a community that is exposed to regular
disturbances, like communities build in a floodplain; they may have developed organizational
and infrastructural responses to absorb disturbances more easily than other societies. Adaptive
6

Potential beneficial effects of floods may be that they replenish the soils with alluvial silt
which adds to soil fertility and subsequently, soil productivity. They may replenish soil
moisture, which can result in increased crop yields. They can be beneficial to the aquatic
ecosystem and to human livelihoods associated with them (e.g. fishing). On a medium to long
term, industrial efficiency may be increased because plants and factories based on out-dated
designs will be replaced or redesigned and updated. Lastly, the family and community spirit
and bonding may be increased.
7
In the broadest terms, a system may be described as the social and physical domain within
which risks arise and are managed. An understanding of the way a system behaves and, in
particular, the mechanisms by which it may fail, is an essential aspect of understanding risk.
This is true for an organizational system like flood warning, as well as for a more physical
system, such as a series of flood defenses protecting a flood plain.
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capacity is an aspect of resilience that reflects learning, flexibility to experiment and adopt
novel solutions, and it also reflects development of generalized responses to broad classes of
challenges. In short, adaptive capacity is the capacity to respond to and shape change (Folke et
al. 2002). In theory, people occupying a system have the capacity to influence the level of
resilience (Walker et al., 2004) which amounts to the capacity of humans to manage
resilience. Resilience can be defined in many ways (see Adger, 2000), but overall it is the
capacity of the system to absorb or recover from the damaging effect of extreme loads, for
instance the disturbances resulting from floods. Social resilience has been defined as the
ability of human communities to withstand external shocks to their social infrastructure, such
as environmental variability or social, economic, and political upheaval. The greater the
resilience of societies, the greater is their ability to absorb shocks and perturbations and adapt
to change. Conversely, the less resilient a system, the greater is the vulnerability of societies to
cope and adapt to change.
If a society would want complete and total safety, the only way to achieve that would be to
move out of the flood plain. If they choose not to, or do not have this choice, they can become
resilient or sustainable to flood events. Resilient or sustainable communities are ones that
know about and are involved in managing their flood problems. They have good information
about those areas which are flood prone. They strive to avoid exposure to floods, or they at
least constrain the extent to which they are exposed. They seek to strike a balance in which
flood risk is weighed against other social and economic goals and benefits. They recognize
that some exposure to floods is probably inevitable and that other important community goals
may be achieved by occupying and using floodplains. They seek to adapt to floods and
increase their resilience to them, including through developing effective flood warning and
response systems. They do not necessarily rely on traditional engineering remedies. The
desired level of safety is a matter of societal choice (see chapter three, page 67 and further).
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Methodology
Measures of Vulnerability
In this paper, vulnerability8 is we will look at vulnerability from a biophysical point of view,
i.e. using the flood magnitude, but also from a non-physical socio-economic position, i.e. the
total amount of damages, casualties, people affected and level of development. All variables
are obtained using the methodology described below.
The OFDA/CRED International Disaster Database
The Centre for Research on the Epidemiology of Disasters (CRED) in Brussels in cooperation
with the United States Office for Foreign Disaster Assistance (OFDA), maintains the
OFDA/CRED International Disaster Database (EM-DAT). EM-DAT is publicly accessible at
http://www.em-dat.net/. The main objective of the database, as given on the CRED website, is
to serve the purposes of humanitarian action at national and international levels. It contains
essential core data on the occurrence and effects on international disasters, including floods. It
is an initiative aimed to rationalize decision-making for disaster preparedness. Each disaster is
recorded by type, date, country of disaster and numbers of people dying, injured and
affected/injured/homeless. Data is collected for events in which there are ten or more deaths,
or when international assistance is requested. The data is obtained from insurance companies
(Munich Re, Suisse Re and Lloyds of England), Federation of Red Cross, UN-OCHA, WHO,
Reuters and governments. Although the data shows an increase in hydro-meteorological
disasters between 1960 and 2000, flood data in developed countries is poor (WHO, 2002).
Events in EM-DAT are categorized in a way that issues can arise. For instance, in some cases
multiple separate events are aggregated to one record in EM-DAT, such as the separate floods
that occurred in multiple parts of China throughout August of 1998, but are found as one
combined event in the database (as was also experienced by Jonkman, 2005). Other
8

Vulnerability is the condition of a person or a group or a society, in terms of their capacity to
anticipate, cope with, resist, and recover from the impact of a natural hazard such as a flood. The
vulnerability of any physical, structural or socio-economic systems to a natural hazard is its probability
of being damaged, destroyed or lost. Vulnerability is not static but a dynamic process that depends upon
the social, economic and political contexts that change over time, so the probability of loss also varies.
So for instance, strengthening social resilience capacity would theoretically reduce vulnerability. This
can happen to a community that is exposed to regular disturbances, like communities build in a
floodplain; they may have developed organizational and infrastructural responses to absorb disturbances
more easily than other societies.
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classification problems may occur in assigning a disaster type because the distinction between
different types may not always be clear; a tsunami may result in flooding, and landslides
might be triggered by floods.
Dartmouth Flood Observatory Database
The second database used in this study in combination with the EM-DAT database, is
compiled and maintained by the Dartmouth Flood Observatory (DFO) in New Hampshire.
The DFO database is a global listing of extreme flood events compiled from diverse sources
for the period 1985-present. Unlike the EM-DAT database that lists events per country, the
DFO database lists individual floods. Consequently, the combination of the two databases
enabled us to detect transboundary floods. The DFO database is publicly accessible at
http://www.dartmouth.edu/~floods/. The Observatory detects, maps, and measures major flood
events world-wide using satellite remote sensing. Each flood is recorded by country, location,
date, victims, displaced people, damage and more details about the type of flood. The future
ideal is, as the archive of reliable data grows, that it will be possible to predict where and
when major flooding will occur, and to analyze trends over time.
The data used processed in the DFO database is derived from a wide variety of news sources,
governmental, instrumental, and remote sensing sources. Current events are added almost
instantly. Deaths and damage estimates for tropical storms are totals from all causes, but
tropical storms without significant river flooding are not included. DFO data are poor or
missing in the early-mid 1990s.
Selection of Floods
Because the DFO Database starts in 1985, we limited the period we look at accordingly, thus
to the period 1985-2005. In this study, only fresh water flooding of rivers will be analyzed. A
river flood is defined as the inundation of land along a riverbank due to a river or stream
overflowing natural or constructed confines. Both databases have gaps in their description of
the floods; main causes were not mentioned and/or it was not clear whether the flood was
exclusively a river flood. When in doubt about the actual nature of the flood and when
additional sources (articles, newspapers, World Wide Web) could not provide clarity about the
event, the event was excluded. Other examples of flood events that were excluded are
tsunamis and tidal waves. These events may result in river flooding in coastal areas, but they
are generally regarded different natural hazards than floods and are therefore excluded.
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Typhoons and hurricanes that led to river flooding are categorized as separate hazards and also
excluded from this study. The notion that every flood is unique and has its own unique
characteristics is not lost on the authors. However, it is assumed that patterns may be observed
when a large number of floods is taken into consideration.
Classification of Shared River Floods
The EM-DAT database lists disasters like floods per country and the DFO database lists flood
events with the exact location. Thus by combining the two sets, it can be distilled whether the
event is shared by one or more countries or, in other words, whether the flood was
transboundary or not.
However, the DFO only reports one number per event for the number of casualties and
financial damage, making it unclear how much damage each individual country has
experienced. Therefore, every shared flood reported by the DFO was compared to data from
EM-DAT. If the floods were similar in date and location, the DFO-numbers for deaths,
displaced and damage were cut and replaced by the country-specific EM-DAT data. This
resulted in a database that had numbers for every country that experienced a shared flood.
Note that whenever the date and location reported in the DFO database did not match any of
the EM-DAT events, the DFO numbers were assigned to only one country. Whenever the EMDAT data only had values for the number of casualties, but no figures for financial damage or
displacements for shared floods, the DFO figures for the casualty-count were replaced by the
EM-DAT counts, because the EM-DAT database is more accurate on a country-by-country
base.
Cautionary Remarks about Databases
Both the EM-DAT and DFO databases are important collections of data from other sources,
but some issues must be kept in mind when analyzing and interpreting the data. First, the data
are inadequate for understanding absolute levels of risk posed by floods, but they are adequate
for analyzes of areas or basins that that have had a history of floods. Furthermore, the data
should not be considered standardized, accurate or complete (see for instance footnote #11).
The quality and the reliability of underlying sources determine the quality of the data
incorporated in the databases. Especially the estimates of numbers of people of killed may
include considerable uncertainty and the figures should therefore not be regarded as the exact
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truth. Differences in development of the structures for reporting disaster damage might also
play a role when it comes to the reliability of data, as well as the availability and accuracy of
demographic data, and misrepresentation of events for political reasons (Jonkman, 2005). In
addition, smaller disasters in developing countries may be under-reported or not reported at
all.
Given the uncertainties in the estimations of numbers of people killed and affected, the
presented results should not be used as predictors for the loss of life to be expected for every
flood event per country, or floods in specific river basins. However, these global statistics do
provide insight in typical patterns in the consequences of (transboundary) river floods per
IRB, continent and country.
Some general problems arose as a result from the combination of the two datasets. Floods
mentioned in the one are not always mentioned in the other and vice versa. As said, both
datasets are incomplete (indicated as ‘no data available ’) and have ‘guesstimates’ entries
(noted as ‘hundreds of deaths’ or ‘millions of dollars damage’). And mentioned earlier, the
quality of the data is defined by what is made available through the sources used. Floods can
reportedly have no financial damage, but this might just as well be the result of deliberate
missing or poor communication. Therefore, the numbers in the datasets do not necessarily
reflect actual data, and even sometimes misrepresent factuality. Overall, data for the mid and
low HDI countries are less accurate (more guesstimates), while the values for the high HDI
countries seem more complete and precise. However, aggregating all the entries in both
databases helps compensate for missing data and reported inaccuracies. In the absence of
consistent, accurate loss estimates for individual events, the aggregate indexes reflect broad
patterns across flood events. This is particularly important in case of economic losses, which
are unevenly recorded in EM-DAT and assessed using non-standardized methodologies.
The data shows, especially in the late 1990s, a significant increase in the number of flood
events included in the datasets per year. Whether this growth is due to an increase in the
number of occurring floods, or due to a more accurate and extensive data collection cannot be
directly derived from the data. However, the improvement in data collection is believed to
play an important role in this increase, since WHO (2002) states with respect to EM-DAT:
“Since 1975 there was a substantial improvement in reporting and data collection, and since
the 1990s more than 90% coverage was achieved.” It must also be noted that the quality of
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reports on flooding in the United States is considerably higher in both databases used. This
might be attributed to the fact that both databases have an American element in them (based in
an American institution or financed with American funds).
In summary, the combination of the two datasets does not cover all flood events that occurred
throughout the world, and it did not result in a complete and accurate calculation of the floodrelated victims and flood-related financial damages per country, continent or IRB, but is
believed to form a representative sample of worldwide flood events and their impacts.
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Global Analysis of Floods and related Socio-Economic Variables
Analyzed Flood Data
Information from the two datasets were combined as described in the previous sections, using
the following types of information in the database: location (in EM-DAT noted as country, in
the DFO noted as city or region), number of people killed, number of people displaced or
affected, and financial damage (at the time of occurrence) in United States dollars (USD).
The result was a database that consisted of 2850 floods. However, as previously outlined, this
general category still includes floods that are not freshwater river floods, so distilled from
these were the river floods, resulting in a total of 1760 floods, causing over 112,000 people
their lives, affecting around 354,370,000 people and causing USD 6,87 × 1011 in financial
damage. As can be seen in figure 2.1, the total amount of river floods differs per year, but a
steady increase is noticeable. The distribution per year per continent and reveals that 43% of
all river floods take place on the Asian continent, while only four per cent have taken place on
Oceania.
There is no question about the fact whether socio-economic factors are related to the impact of
disastrous events. Haque (2003) for instance looked at the disaster losses in South and SouthEast Asia and showed that disaster losses cannot by separated from societal and
developmental factors9 . But what about losses specifically caused by floods - are these also a
function of human vulnerability to floods? To this end, we evaluate whether anything can be
said about the relationships between location, the level of development, population density of
a country and population density while looking first at national and later on at shared flood
events. We will use the combined dataset, and add, if available, the most current ranking at the
time of research by the World Bank of the Gross National Income (GNI) (World Bank, 2004),
the country population in 2003 (UNDP, 2005), the total population per nationa l river basin
(calculated with data from the TFDD, 2005) and the United Nations Human Development

9

Many of the socio-economic and demographic variables significantly influence disasterrelated deaths and injuries in this part of the world. Haque’s nine socio-economic and
demographic variables correlated to natural disaster induced losses were: population size,
population density, labor force, population ages, life expectancy, adult illiteracy rate, GNP,
GNPG, urban population and energy consumption. His results show that demographic
variable s have become prominent predictors of disaster-loss in South, Southeast and East
Asian and the Pacific states, inferring that intervention into population growth and distribution
could be used as disaster mitigation instruments (Haque, 2003).
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Figure 2.1: the distribution of river floods per continent and per year shows that, with only a
few exceptions, every continent experiences river floods every year. The pie chart shows the
total amount of river floods that have occurred all over the world during the period 19852005. Although the number of (transboundary) river floods per year differs, a steady increase
is noticeable. The sums of all the years together reveal that most river floods have taken place
on the Asian continent, followed by the North American and African continents.
Index, further referred to as HDI, as included in the United Nations Development Programme
Report 2005 per country (UNDP, 2005).
Floods, HDI, GNI and Population
The GNI, previously known as Gross National Product (GNP), comprises the total value of
goods and services produced within a country (i.e. its Gross Domestic Product), together with
its income received from other countries (notably interest and dividends), and less similar
payments made to other countries. For operational and analytical purposes, it is the World
Bank’s main criterion for classifying economies. Based on its GNI per capita, every economy
is classified as low income, middle income or high income.The HDI is a comparative measure
of poverty, literacy, education, life expectancy, childbirth, and other factors for countries
worldwide. It is a standard means of measuring well-being, especially child welfare. It is used
to distinguish whether or not the country is a first, second or third world country (high,
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medium, low HDI score, respectively) (UNDP, 2005). An HDI below 0.5 is considered to
represent low development and 30 of the 32 countries in that category are located in Africa,
with the exceptions of Haiti and Yemen. The bottom ten countries are all in Africa. The
highest-scoring Sub-Saharan country, South Africa, is ranked 120th (with an HDI of 0.66),
which is well above most other countries in the region. An HDI 0.8 or more is considered to
represent high development. This includes countries of northern and western Europe,
Australia, New Zealand, Canada, United States, Japan, Israel and East Asian Tigers. Other
countries that exhibit high human development amidst countries with lower HDIs include
(with their position) Costa Rica (47th ), Cuba (52nd ), Mexico (53rd) and Panama (56th ) (UNDP,
2005).This categorization leads to 57 countries with a high HDI score, 88 countries with a
medium HDI score and 32 countries with a low HDI score10 .
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Figure 2.2: The average number of casualties divided by the amount of countries in that class
per year clearly shows that the average annual amount of river flood-related casualties in
high developed countries is always lower than that in the medium and low developed
countries combined.
We looked for a relationship between floods, the flood-related casualties and the level of
development. The working hypothesis is that human fatalities caused by river floods are
higher in the less developed countries than in high developed countries. When we look at the
number of flood-related casualties per year for all high, medium and low developed countries
grouped together, taking into account the fact that there are only 57 countries with a high HDI

10

The list has 194 countries, but not all UN member states choose to or are able to provide the
necessary statistics. Notable absences from the list (excluding micro-states) are Afghanistan,
Iraq, Liberia, North Korea, Serbia, Montenegro, and Somalia. These countries are generally
considered of medium to low human development. Although they have also experienced
floods, they have been omitted from the calculations and, consequently, the graphs.
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score and 120 countries with low or medium scores, therefore plotting the average number of
casualties divided by the amount of countries in that class on a log scale (see figure 2.2), we
clearly see that the line representing the mediu m and low score countries is always above the
line representing the high score countries.
However, this relationship might be skewed because of the amount of floods a country
experiences. In other words, is the average annual number of flood-related casualties
correlated to the total number of floods a country has experienced from 1985-2005? We
plotted the average annual number of flood-related casualties per country against the total
number of floods. An upper right placement indicates that the country experienced many
floods and has high casualties on average; placed in the lower left indicates the opposite. The
wide spread in the resulting figure (figure 2.A in appendix , page 178) indicates that there are a
variety of factors at play here, thus the number of river flood-related casualties is not only
dependent on the level of development of a country. The general trend is that the more floods
a country experiences, the higher the average annual number of flood-related casualties.
Mutter (2005) showed that when HDI is plotted against latitude, there is a clear separation
between high and low HDI countries. Lower HDI countries are mostly located near the
equator and appeared much more vulnerable for flooding than the other, higher scoring HDI
countries. However, floods in that study included all types, not only river floods. So we
looked for a relationship between the number of people killed by river floods and the level of
development. However, looking at the total population of a country and comparing it to the
flood-related death toll is not completely fair since the minority or majority of a country’s
population might not be living in a river basin and therefore not be as vulnerable to flooding as
those living closer to the threat. Thus, we plotted the flood-related death toll against the
amount of people living in the international river basins (IRBs) of that country. Data solely
describing the national population living in national river basins (NRBs) is available for 22
countries (calculated with data from IUCN et al., 2003) and included for those countries. In
this resulting graph (figure 2.B in appendix, page 179), highly impacted countries will be
found in the upper right, where many deaths occur and those deaths are in high proportion to
the population living in the river basins. For instance, the Netherlands, number 12 on the HDI
list, has experienced floods during the period 1985-2005 (7 in total), but has had no casualties
over the last 21 years and so is plotted on the lower left. Mozambique, number 158 on the HDI
list, on the other hand has seen 15 floods and casualties each and every time, about 50 on
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average for 21 years, which comes down to 52 deaths per million population over the 21
years. Noticeable is a great deal of spread which indicates that a variety of influences are
important when looking at complex relationships like this. However, also visible is a fair
relationship between human development and mortality risk from floods : the majority of
countries with a high HDI score are in the lower left rather than the upper right of the graph. It
is worth mentioning that countries with a low HDI score are plotted all over the graph, from
the upper right to the lower left. This again indicates that vulnerability to river floods can not
only be described by these factors. The United States is number 10 on the HDI list. There is a
notable difference when the casualties from Hurricane Katrina are included11 . Nevertheless, it
is noticeable that the USA, together with Mexico, is one of the few higher developed countries
that has a high death toll relative to the population living in the river basins. With Katrina,
there are about 155 deaths per year, which is about 16 deaths per million population. Without
Katrina, the death toll drops to 105, which is still about 11 deaths per million population. The
medium-HDI country that is the most in the upper right is India. India is well-known for
having to experience devastating floods every year. The flood-related casualties averages out
at about 1360 deaths per year and this is about 42 deaths per million river basin population.
Saudi-Arabia, a quite extreme outlier in the graph, has experienced only three floods, which
resulted in 51 casualties. However, less than one percent of the country is situated in the
Tigris-Euphrates/Shatt al Arab river basin and only a tiny part of the total population lives in
that area, resulting in a relatively high average death toll for this country.
Evident from the data is that high numbers of floods do not always result in high average
death tolls relative to the population in the river basins (figure 2.C in appendix , page 180).
This does not seem to have any relation to the level of development of a country, although the
higher scoring HDI countries do not cross the value of 65.6 deaths per million river basin
population.

11

Hurricane Katrina was the costliest and one of the deadliest hurricanes in the history of the
United States. Katrina formed in late August during the 2005 Atlantic hurricane season and
devastated much of the north-central Gulf Coast of the United States. Katrina caused more
than 1000 casualties (according to the databases used, at the time of analysis), which is a little
bit less than half of the total amount of flood casualties. Reports later on reported over 1,800
victims.
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Number of Affected Individuals
Human casualties related to flood events can be avoided by evacuation of specific areas prior
to the actual flooding event. Evacuation presumably happens more often in countries that have
the ability to predict flood events and have the financial and human resources to warn people
beforehand and help evacuate the area, hypothetically increasing the amounts of
displaced/affected people , since governments will in all probability move more and not less
people away from the hazard. Situations where the flood event happens unexpectedly are
likely to occur more often in countries without adequate warning systems, but that does not
necessarily mean that more or less people will be displaced/affected because again, when
sufficient warning systems are in place, it is likely that more people will be vacated. This
section will look more closely at the figures of river flood-related displacements to see if there
are any relations to the level of development.
We looked at relationships between the average annual numbers of flood-related
displacements against the total number of river floods, but this did not reveal any apparent
pattern, indicating that there are more factors at play, although the low HDI countries seem to
have higher amounts of affected people compared to the more developed countries that
experienced similar amounts of floods.
When we look at the displacement toll relative to the population and plot that against the
average annual amount of affected people, we see that the average flood-related affected
amount of individuals per million population increases when the average annual number of
river flood-related displacements increases . However, this includes the entire population, so
to neutralize any effects that people not living in the river basins might have, we also looked
exclusively at the population living in the vulnerable river basins. The resulting graph (figure
2.D in appendix , page 181) shows no apparent patterns between the level of development and
the displacement toll, which indicates the importance of only including the population actually
vulnerable to river floods. When we plot the number of floods a country has experienced
against the death toll relative to the population living in the river basins, the scatter is again
too dominant to reveal any patterns.
When we look at the relationship between the average displacement toll and the average death
toll (both relative to the basin population) of individua l countries (see figure 2.E in appendix ,
page 182), the expected trend is that higher displacement tolls would result in lower death
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tolls, assuming the displacement tolls are the result of evacuation. This does seem the case in
general for the high developed countries, but the middle and low developed countries display
the opposite trend: higher displacement tolls seem to be associated to higher death tolls; this
might point to the fact that the event was unexpected and/or severe, resulting in high amounts
of displaced people, but also high amounts of victims. We also see that the spread for the
death toll is much bigger for the medium and low HDI countries, while the death toll of the
high HDI countries does not exceed 73.6.
Financial Damages
Where economic growth takes place within flood-prone areas, it is reasonable to expect that
whenever per capita incomes rise, so will property value at risk and average annual flood
losses in real terms: more developed countries will have higher monetary damages related to
floods. We summed up the total amount of financial damages at the time of the event caused
by river floods in USD, took the average of the damage per year and divide that by the GNI of
a country, expecting to find that the developed countries to have more financial damage per
year and to see the increased losses as compared to impacts of flood events in the past,
because of the general trends to increase investment and population in flood plains.
Data shows that annual economic losses associated with floods for the low HDI scoring
countries is the lowest almost every year (figure 2.F in appendix, page 183). However, as
figure 2.G in the appendix (page 184) shows, the countries that have suffered the most
financial damage relative to their GNI are mostly medium HDI-score countries. There are only
two low-developed countries that experience a relatively high financial damager per year. This
indicates that the medium developed countries experience higher financial losses relative to
their GNI than the more developed, but also the lesser developed countries do. In a way, this is
logical, since these countries have lower GNI compared to developed countries, so if there is a
catastrophic flood event, the relative financial impact will be higher. The low-score HDI
countries theoretically have less to lose, from a material point of view, and thus when floods
strike, they do not cause as much financial damage. The structures in the floodplains of the
high developed countries seem to be better protected from harm caused by floods.
Nonetheless, the types and severity (Jonkman, 2005) and locations of the flood event are
important factors contributing to the amount of damage and nothing concrete can be said
without looking at each event separately.
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When we look at possible relations between the amount of flood-related victims and the total
amount of damage per year, there appear to be clusters per level of development, especially
for the medium and high scoring HDI countries, emphasizing that the number of casualties in
general is higher for the medium countries. This might be due to poor reporting skills in the
lesser developed countries, the severity of the flood event or the number of people in the
vicinity of the flood event. As figure 7 already implied, on average, the total amount of
damage per year for the medium developed countries is higher than that of the high developed
countries and accumulated over the 21 years, the medium scoring countries have the most
financial damage. This trend, however, is heavily influenced by the extreme outliers, resulting
in a slight misrepresentation of the facts. Taking the medians of these observations, however,
thus weighing the outliers less heavily, results in a more theory-confirming trend (figure 2.3):
high developed countries experience the highest amount of financial damage per flood and the
least amount of casualties, low developed countries experience the least amount of financial
damage, but the highest amount of casualties per flood. The medium developed countries are
just in between these two extremes. The standard errors indicated in the graphs emphasize the
uncertainties in the estimation of the numbers of people killed and the financial damage.
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Figure 2.3: The median values of financial damages per flood accumulated for all high,
medium and low scoring HDI countries, plotted against the median value of the casualties per
flood. Low HDI countries experience the most casualties per flood, and the least amount of
financial damage, whereas high developed countries have the least amount of victims, but the
highest amount of financial damage.
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Comparison between Transboundary and All River Floods Events
At present, there are 279 rivers around the world that cross the boundaries of two or more
nations (TFDD, 2006, unpublished data). The catchment areas that contribute to these rivers
comprise approximately 42% of the land surface of the earth12 , include 40% of the world’s
population, and contribute almost 80% of freshwater flow (TFDD, 2006; UNEP, 2006). Much
like rivers, floods respect no political boundaries. Therefore, transboundary floods are not
uncommon. From the 194 countries13 on the UN HDI list, 42 (a bit more than 21%) of those
have not experienced any river floods during the period 1985-2005. Of the remaining 152
countries, including countries that are not part of IRBs, like Australia and small island states,
40 did not experience any transboundary floods, but the remaining 112 did. In other words,
75% of countries that experience river floods share this event with other countries. In spite of
this, the phenomenon of shared floods has not received much attention in the past. However,
before we explore the phenomenon of shared floods further, we first need to establish whether
a more detailed look at these transboundary events is justified or if they are not that different
from regular floods.
The data shows that during the considered period, 175 out of the total 1760 river flood events
were transboundary river floods and caused almost 37,000 people their lives, affected about
210 × 106 people and resulted in more than 97 × 109 USD financial damage. In other words,
although only about one tenth of all the river floods from the last 21 years were categorized as
transboundary, they represent a considerable amount – always more than 10% - of the total
amount of casualties, affected people and financial damage caused by all river floods (see
figure 2.4). For a complete list of the transboundary river flood events, see appendix table 2A
(from page 196).

12

Numbers used for calculation: land area of the Earth: 147,142,344 km2 , and the land area of
all the 279 international river basins combined is 61,852,502 km2 .
13
As noted earlier, some countries are not ranked on the HDI list and could therefore not be
included in the graphs. However, they have experienced floods, so are included in this
calculation.
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Figure 2.4: Almost ten per cent of all river floods are transboundary, but represent a
considerable amount of the total amount of casualties, displaced/affected individuals and
financial damages.
The findings summarized in figure 2.4 could possibly be explained by the difference in the
severity of the different events. To test this hypothesis, we use the DFO-variable of the flood
magnitude per flood, which is the result of the following calculation:
Flood magnitude = ln (duration) x severity class x

v(affected region)

/100

in which the severity class is a magnitude assessment and floods are ranked on a 1-3 scale,
where a class I flood stands for a large flood event with significant damage to structures or
agriculture, fatalities and/or a 1-2 decades-long reported interval since the last similar event. A
class II flood is a very large event with a greater than two decades but less than 100 year
estimated recurrence interval, and/or a local recurrence interval of at one-two decades and it
has affected a large geographic region (> 5000 km2 ). A class III flood is an extreme event with
an estimated recurrence interval greater than 100 years. The flood magnitude is seen as a more
appropriate variable to compare floods than only the severity class, since the outcome
accounts for the most important flood-characteristics: duration, severity and size of the
affected region.
When we analyze the flood magnitudes for all floods and all shared floods, we find that the
average flood magnitude for the shared floods is higher for 19 of the 21 years. When
comparing the median values, it is clear that shared floods, with a median of 18.5 ± 1.7 are
almost twice as severe as non-transboundary floods with a median of 10.0 ± 0.12 (figure 2.5).
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Figure 2.5: graphing the flood magnitude per year shows that shared floods are higher than
those of all river floods, indicating that transboundary river floods are more severe than nontransboundary events. This is amplified by the fact that even the median values of the different
types of events show a considerable difference.
When we look at the average affected area (thus not only the flooded areas but also the extent
of geographic regions affected by flooding), we see that on average, shared floods affect larger
areas than all river floods combined do: shared floods influence on average 222,000 km2 while
all river floods affect an average area of about half that size (128,000 km2 , see figure 2.6).
Thus on a global scale, we have now established that shared floods are more severe than all
river floods combined. We continued the analysis by looking at the flood magnitude for shared
floods and all floods per country. Again, it is unmistakable that the shared floods are much
more severe than all the river floods combined. Plotting the median values of the high,
medium and low HDI countries shows a threshold around a flood magnitude of 13; under it
fall all the river floods, above it are all the shared river floods. The high HDI countries
experience only slightly less severe shared and non-shared floods than the medium developed
countries do, while the low developed countries on average experience the most severe
transboundary and non-shared floods (see figure 2.7).
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Figure 2.6: the average affected area per year and per type of flo od shows that transboundary
floods affect larger areas than non-transboundary floods do. Again, these findings are
strengthened by plotting the median values of both types of flood events.
Thus, when looked at the severity and affected area, shared floods are far harsher than all river
floods combined but it is not yet established whether this results in a relatively higher number
of casualties, affected people or the total amount of financial damages .
The graph of the death toll divided by the number of floods of all river floods versus the death
toll divided by the number of shared floods (figure 2.H in appendix , page 185) shows a clear
separation especially between high developed countries and low developed countries; the high
developed countries experience higher death tolls relative to their population during all river
floods, while the low developed countries experience higher death tolls relative to their
population during shared floods. The medium developed countries also on average experience
higher death tolls during shared floods When we execute the same analysis, only now looking
at the displacement toll, we can again see that the majority of all the river floods together have
higher displacement tolls than the shared floods do (figure 2.I in appendix , page 186). The
high developed countries on average, though, have higher displacement tolls for shared floods.
Lastly, we compare the financial damage relative to the GNI of a country. We can distinguish
that the majority of the financial damage of the shared floods is higher than the financial
damage caused by all floods (figure 2.J in appendix, page 187).
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Figure 2.7: when we take the median of the severities per country, a threshold around the
flood magnitude of 13 appears; under it fall all the river floods, above it are all the shared
river floods.
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Global Analysis of Transboundary River Floods and related Socio -Economic Variables
We have now established that transboundary floods significantly differ from non-shared
events, which justifies a closer look at these events. Similar to the overview of all river floods,
we will first look at a possible relationship between the level of development and the number
of (shared) river floods a country experiences. Hypothetically, one could argue that the more
developed countries are technically more advanced and have more resources to predict or
prevent floods and notify neighboring countries, which might decrease the number of shared
river floods. Lesser developed countries that share river basins might not be able to predict
floods, be less prepared for them and unable to contain or lessen floods starting in their own
country. The data, however, shows a great deal of spread which indicates that a variety of
influences are important when looking at complex relationships like this: there is no apparent
pattern. There are a few remarkable, but logical outliers. India and Bangladesh for instance are
the two medium-developed countries that both have a relatively high share of transboundry
river floods. This makes sense, since both countries are notorious for the fact that they
experience large amount of floods on a regular basis, and consequently are plotted on the right
side of the x-axis. In addition, Bangladesh is part of four IRBs and more than 80% of its la nd
surface lies within these basins. India is part of 6 IRBs, with about 45% of its land surface
within these basins. This explains why both countries experience a higher than average
amount of shared floods. The United States is the only high developed country with a
relatively high river floods, compared to the other high developed countries. This can be
attributed to the large surface of the country inside river basins (more than 62%) and the
amount of river basins (19 in total).
When we look for a relationship between transboundary floods, the resulting casualties and
the level of development (figure 2.8) we notice that, with the exception of one year and simila r
to non-shared floods (figure 2.2) the developed countries experience fewer casualties than the
developing countries.
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Figure 2.8: the average number of casualties divided by the amount of countries in th at class
per year shows us that transboundary floods cause more casualties on average in the less
developed countries than they do in the developing countries.
When we investigate the displacement toll of transboundary floods (figure 2.K in appendix ,
page 188), we see no apparent pattern between the level of development and the displacement
toll. The annual economic losses associated with shared flood events (figure 2.L in appendix ,
page 198, similar to figure 2.F in appendix, page 183) are always lower for the low HDI
scoring countries, with the exception of the year 2000, in which a catastrophic flood hit
Mozambique and surrounding countries (see chapter four).
If we look at the medians of the financial damages and casualties per HDI class, but now for
shared floods only (figure 2.9), we see the same theory-confirming trend as figure 2.3 showed
for all river floods: compared to the less developed countries, high developed countries
experience the highest amount of financial damage per flood and the least amount of
casualties.
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Figure 2.9: the median values of financial damages per flood accumulated for all high,
medium and low scoring HDI countries, plotted against the median values of casualties per
flood. As with non-shared floods, high developed countries have the least amount of
casualties, but the highest amount of financial damage.
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Analysis by Continent
We will further explore transboundary events and narrow the analysis down to the actual IRBs
per continent to find out what the most vulnerable IRBs are when it comes to transboundary
flooding. 27% (76 of the 279) of all IRBs have experienced transboundary flooding over the
past 21 years. Transboundary floods do not take place every year on every continent, but it
does appear that they have become more frequent over the past ten years, especially in Asia,
South America and Europe (see figure 2.10).
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Figure 2.10: Shared river floods per year per continent show a steady increase of
transboundary floods over the years globally, but especially on the Asian and European
continents. Both these continents also dominate the total amount of shared river floods.
When we look at the median flood magnitude for shared floods per continent, we see that,
even including the standard error, African and South American countries experience the most
severe floods (see figure 2.11), while the other three continents are in roughly the same
category between 7 and 9.5.
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Figure 2.11: the median of all shared flood events per continent show that Africa experiences
the most severe floods, while transboundary floods in Europe are the least severe.
When looking at the statistics categorized per continent and only look at the IRBs that have
experienced transboundary floods over the past 2 decades (see figures 2.12 and 2.13), it is
evident that Asia is the continent with IRBs that have had the most transboundary floods,
causing the highest amount of affected amount of people. North America has experienced the
least amount of transboundary floods, and has the lowest scores on all three variables. Europe
has the second most quantity of transboundary floods, but the second lowest amount of
casualties.
When we look at the amount of financial damage caused by shared floods, Europe by far has
had the most accumulated damages. Their total of almost 90 billion US dollars is 90 times
larger than the damages in North America, 40 times larger than the damages in Africa, 9 times
higher than the financial damages in South America and still 4 times higher than the financial
damages in Asia (see figure 2.13). Even when we divide the total amount of damages done by
the total amount of floods, Europe is still leading with 1.8 billion US dollars damage per
flood. The second runner up is Asia, with almost 0.4 billion US dollars per transboundary
flood. Shared floods in South America result in almost 0.3 billion US dollars and in North
America, the damages are around 0.14 billion US dollars. Africa comes in last with 5.4 million
US dollars per shared flood.
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Figure 2.12: The largest share of IRBs that experience transboundary flooding can be found
on the African continent (33%), followed by South American IRBs (29%), Asian IRBs (29%),
North American IRBs (21%) and European IRBs (19%). Please note that in this paper, the
South American continent includes the countries of Central America. Central America has 27
IRBs.
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Figure 2.13: Transboundary flood statistics for all three variables, per continent. Europe by
far has had the most financial damage, while Asia has experienced the highest amount of
casualties and displaced/affected individuals. The financial damages experienced by North
America are even lower than that in Africa.
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Lastly, we looked at whether the number of countries that share an IRB influences the amount
of shared flood events that take place. Hypothetically, chances for shared flood events increase
when there are more countries in an IRB. However, the data shows that this relationship is not
as apparent as expected; IRBs that experienced one flood have 2 countries in it at minimum,
but a maximum of eight countries (the Lake Chad river basin). This is visible for every
amount of transboundary floods, indicating that the number of countries that share a river
basin does not guarantee more or less transboundary flood events to occur within that basin.
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Analysis by International River Basin
In order to identify IRBs that have proven to be relatively vulnerable to transboundary floods,
we will shift our focus from continents to individual IRBs. The number of transboundary
floods occurring over the past 21 years in an IRBs ranges from a high of 24 in the Danube
river basin in Europe and the Ganges-Brahmaputra-Meghna river basin in Asia, to lows in 45
basins of only one shared flood in the last two decades. The graphs below (figure 2.14 and
2.15) show the top 12 IRBs rated according to how many transboundary floods took place in
the basin (only IRBs with 4 or more transboundary floods). Noticeable at first sight is the fact
that even though the Danube and Ganges have seen the most shared floods in the past 21
years, they do not automatically rank first and second when it comes to the number of
casualties, or the number of affected people. If the other variables are taken into consideration,
the top changes. There are IRBs that not incorporated in the graph, that have higher amount of
casualties than the top 12 IRBs; the most casualties and affected amount of people were in the
Ganges, Irrawaddy and Indus basins, but the Irrawaddy, the Pedernales, the Lempa, the
Coatan Achute, the Dasht, the Limpopo, and the Incomati river basins all have less than 4
transboundary flood events, yet are also in the top 12 of casualties. Same goes for the number
of affected people; the Ganges, Indus, Mekong, Nile and Zambezi river basin are included in
the top 12, but the Irrawaddy, the Coatan Achute, the Karnaphuli, the Limpopo, the Lempa,
the Incomati and the Umbelezi river basins experienced fewer than 4 floods, yet in this top 12.
Looking at the total amount of financial damages per IRB, the top 12 does include the
Danube, the Ganges, the Rhine, the Indus, La Plata, Mekong and Han river basins, but the
Elbe, Coatan Achute, Irrawaddy, Amazon and Tijana river basins all have less than 4
transboundary flood events, yet are included in the top 12 of financial damages resulting from
shared flood events. Looking at the average death toll (relative to the population in the basin),
the Pedernale s, Coatan Achute and Sembakung river basins have proven to be the most
vulnerable, although the number of transboundary river floods in these basins was one, two
and one respectively.
Even though it can be misrepresentative to average the HDI scores of all the countries within a
basin 14 , it does provide a bit more insight. For instance, the top 12 of displaced/affected
14

For instance, the La Plata basin has a HDI range from 34 (Argentina), which would
represent a high developed country, to 113 (Bolivia) representing a medium developed
country; the average for the entire basin is 69 (medium developed). The Danube has
Switzerland it in, rank #7, but also Moldova, rank #115, but the average is 46 for the entire
basin.
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persons and casualties, only medium and low developed basins are represented. However, the
top 12 of highest death tolls and financial damage does not include low developed basins. The
medium developed basins are represented the most in all five top 12s.
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Figure 2.14 and 2.15: IRBs ranked according to the amount of transboundary river floods
they have experienced over the period 1985-2005. Evident is that the high numbers of
transboundary floods do not necessarily result in corresponding high numbers of financial
damage, casualties or displaced/affected individuals.
When we rank the average flood magnitude per international river basin, we see that 6 of the
top 12 are African basins, 4 of them are South American (see figure 2.M in appendix , page
190). The IRB with the highest flood magnitude is the Irrawaddy in Asia. This basin has
experienced one class II shared flood in 2004 that lasted 110 days and affected over 1,163,000
km2 , which explains the extremely high flood magnitude.
With a few exceptions, countries with higher population tend to have more people occupying
shared river basins. This can be attributed to the fact that people have always been attracted to
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water and river locations, although in the less developed countries it more an issue of survival
while in the developed countries it can also be an aesthetical consideration. Some IRBs are
more densely populated than others, resulting in more people being vulnerable to flooding,
thus it is more precise to relate the number of casualties to the number of people living in the
IRBs. We have therefore plotted the amount of floods experienced by an IRB against the
average death toll per million basin population (figure 2.N in appendix , page 191). Highly
impacted IRBs will be found in the upper regions, where many deaths occur and those deaths
are in high proportion to basin population. It might be expected that IRBs with a high number
of transboundary floods, are also the IRBs that are most impacted. However, as the graph
shows, there are a considerable amount of IRBs with less than 5 shared floods that are highly
impacted, especially compared to the IRBs with the highest amount of floods (the Danube
basin and the Ganges basin). The Pedernales river basin is the IRB that has experienced the
highest death toll per million basin population. This basin has only experienced one flood,
which caused about 3,300 casualties, but with a basin population of only 17,920 people, the
relative impact is immense: per million basin population, 187,000 people lost their lives.
Basins that have experienced considerably more floods, like the Danube and the Ganges, show
much lower impacts; although the Ganges basin has over 580 million people living in it, and
experienced 24 shared floods, almost 18,000 people lost their lives due to floods, which is
about 30 people per million. The Danube also experienced 24 floods, but with a basin
population of 78 million, it only lost 274 people during the last two decades, which is about
3.5 people per million population. Although there is substantial scatter in the data, the
individual numbers per IRB suggest that if a country experiences more than the average
amount of 2.6 (i.e. three) floods, the spread of the average death toll per million basin
population seems to stabilize per continent; Asian IRBs do not fall below 19, while European
IRBs do not exceed 4.
Most IRBs have death tolls below 10 people per million basin population (figure 2.O in
appendix, page 192), underlining just how extreme the Pedernales death toll was. However,
when we look at the average death toll per million basin population per continent (figure
2.16), only Europe comes close to this average. This is because all 13 IRBs that have
experienced transboundary floods are below ten casualties per million basin population,
Nestos being the exception with a value of 15. The average death toll for South America is the
highest of all the continents although only North America has experienced fewer floods
(figure 2.11). However, outliers strongly influence the average death toll (not only for South
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America), for instance one flood event in the Pedernales basin, previously mentioned, and
another one in the Tumbes basin, resulting in 364 casualties, which is relatively high on a
basin population of 154,070. When these two extreme outliers are taken out of the equation,
the average death toll plunges down to 707 - still the highest. This might be because half of the
basins experienced more than one flood, which means that half of the IRBs have populations
living in them without a lot of flood-related experience, resulting in more casualties. However,
there are three IRBs with one flood event and no reported casua lties (Hondo, Rio Grande and
Lake Titicaca), although this in turn might also be the result of a low population density in the
flood-affected area.
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Figure 2.16: The average death toll plotted against the average displacement toll per million
population, split up per continent. This visualization immediately shows the ranking of
continents for these two variables; Europe has the lowest score for both, while South America
has the highest for both. Note that outliers strongly influence the average death toll, especially
for South America.
Surprisingly, the average death toll of the African IRBs combined is not the highest; there are
14 basins (out of the 20 total) that only experienced one flood event, but none of these resulted
in an excessive amount of casualties15 . Although all three basins with 5 or more floods have
death tolls below 10, the theory that experienced communities have less flood-related
casualties does not seem to hold up when it with respect to the African IRBs, or it must be
attributed to the fact that either the floods in these basins were not severe or sudden enough to
cause large amounts of casualties relative to the basin population, or took place in sparsely
15

A possible explanation, not further explored in this paper, might be an oral tradition of the
early recognition of the severity of floods or the social-cognitive factors that affect human
behavioral response to them.
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populated areas. Lastly, in Asia 7 (of a total of 19) IRBs had one transboundary flood event.
The outliers are yet again the basins with the least amount of transboundary floods, and thus
the least amount of experience. The Dasht and Sembakung basin both experienced one flood,
with death tolls of 2300 and 4300 respectively, result ing in an average death toll for the Asian
IRBs of almost 400 individuals per million basin population.
When we look at the number of affected/displaced individuals per IRB (figure 2.P in
appendix, page 193), we see that, on average, the South American IRBs have the highest
displacement tolls relative to the basin population, followed by Asian IRBs, African IRBs,
North American IRBs and European IRBs with the lowest average displacement tolls. The
displacement toll for European IRBs does not have nearly as much spread as the other four
continents. When we plot the displacement tolls against the death tolls per IRB, categorized
per continent, the relationship between the two is not immediately apparent (figure 2.Q in
appendix, page 194), although it is clear that the European IRBs have far less scatter than the
other IRBs. When plotted on a linear scale (figure not included), however, it becomes clear
that the displacement toll rises quickly, while the death toll does not follow this increase up
until a certa in threshold around 10,000. After that, the death toll rises along with the
displacement toll. This implies that the location and/or severity of the flood event causes more
victims if the number of displaced/affected people exceeds 10,000.
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Discussion and Conclusions
This study looked at loss of life, flood-related affected/displaced individuals and financial
damage statistics for national and transboundary river flood events, while focusing on the
continents with international river basins (IRBs). Available information from the
OFDA/CRED International Disaster Database (Em-Dat) and the Dartmouth Flood
Observatory (DFO) were combined to identify transboundary flood events and have more
precise indications of the casualties and financial damage for both transboundary and national
floods.

The following can be concluded:
•

Statistics on (Transboundary) Floods

In the period 1985-2005 a total of 1760 worldwide river flood events killed over 112,000
people, affected more than 354 million persons, and caused around 687 billion US dollars in
damage. 175 out of the total 1760 river flood events were transboundary river floods and
caused almost 37,000 people their lives, affected about 210 million people and caused more
than 97 billion USD financial damage. These figures indicate the massive impacts of national
and transboundary flood events on a global scale.
•

Floods and the National Level of Development

Countries, societies and people can face similar patterns of natural hazards, but often
experience widely differing impacts when floods occur. Besides the type, severity and location
of the flood, the impacts depend in large part on the kind of development choices a country
has made (or was able to make) previously. For example, as countries become more thriving,
they are often better able to afford the investments needed to protect people from floods, like
dikes and levees. At the same time, the rush for growth can trigger chaotic urban development
in flood-prone areas that increases risks of large-scale fatalities during floods. The essential
difference between floods in more developed countries as opposed to less developed countries
is the loss of lives and wealth: loss of life is high and economic loss is low in developing
countries and vice versa in developed countries. On a worldwide scale and for the considered
period, developed countries have lesser flood-related casualties per million popula tion per
year. In general, lesser developed countries experience more casualties on average than the
more developed countries do. The spread increases when analyses include only the population
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living in the river basins of the countries. This indicates that the number of flood-related
casualties is not only linked to the level of development of a country. Based on the significant
scatter in the findings, it must be concluded that a variety of factors are important when
looking at complex relationships like this one. Nevertheless, it still indicates that there is a
relationship between the HDI of a country and flood vulnerability and this correlation might
even be codependent: while vulnerability is an outcome of the level of development, it is
likely a cause as well. Although not tied to pollution, social sciences might describe this as an
element of ‘environmental injustice’ (Shrader-Frechette , 2002) because, like any other
disaster, flood hazards tend to affect the disadvantaged more than other groups; it is the
elderly and those with low health status, who are likely to suffer the worst effects from
flooding. The less well-off or poor members of societies are also likely to suffer
proportionately more than the well-off members, even though in absolute terms the tangible
flood damages of the latter group are likely to be higher. Poorer members of society tend to
have less or no insurance cover, fewer financial reserves and less financial resilience to enable
them to recover. Estimates of financial loss can therefore be very misleading because they
underestimate the impacts of such problems, and the total distributional effects of floods on
society tend to be higher for the less well-off. Lesser developed countries often have fragile
infrastructure or infrastructure in state of retrogression; while more developed countries have
higher levels of (improving) infrastructure that are able to cope with natural disasters like
floods. Furthermore, lower developed countries in the front line of floods are more likely to
get stuck in poverty, and are particularly hard hit and the most likely to be at the mercy of
floods. Lastly, the poorest often have few choices available to adapt to variations in natural
conditions; they may not be able to move to less stressed regions, or provide disaster-resilient
infrastructures. Development and implementation of preventive and mitigation measures
specifically aimed at the low(er) developed countries are thus of the utmost importance.
•

Floods and the Number of Displaced / Affected People

Simply looking at how many floods a country has experienced and how many people were
affected by this flood shows no apparent pattern, indicating that there are more factors at play.
The average flood-related affected amount of individuals per million population increases
when the average annual number of river flood-related displacements increases. It appears that
this relationship is not linked to the level of development of a country, although the low
scoring HDI countries are always above the invisible threshold around 1,000. China is the
country that has experienced the highest amount of average annual flood-related
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displacements, in high proportion to the population. In general, it seems that for the higher
developed countries, the death toll decreases as displacement toll increases. Lower developed
countries display the opposite trend. This might point to the fact that whenever a flood is
severe and / or takes place in a densely populated area, the number of casualties and victims is
high. Is the event less severe and / or not unexpected, the amount of victims will be lower, but
the number of affected people higher. It can also indicate that countries with adequate flood
warning and communication systems and the human and financial resources to get people out
of harm’s way on time , i.e. having high displacement tolls, appear to lower the amount of
flood-related victims.
•

Floods and Financial Damages

The damages done by a flood will be influenced by its physical characteristics and its impacts
on human attributes such as assets, lives, etc. These include the hydraulic characteristics of the
flood, such as water depth, flow velocities and rate of rising of the waters. Also the
predictability of the flood, determining the possibilities for evacuation, is a key factor in the
final loss of life. The type of flood largely determines these factors. Having said that, our
research shows that medium developed countries experience higher financial losses relative to
their GNI than the more developed or the less developed countries do. On average, the total
amount of damage per year for the medium developed countries is higher than that of the high
developed countries and accumulated over the 21 years, the medium scoring countries have
the most financial damage. This indicates that the developed countries seem to either have
structures that can withstand floods better and/or are able to protect structures from harm
caused by floods. Medium developed countries have less costly structures, possibly not as able
to withstand flood damage and/or less sufficient protective constructions. Low scoring HDI
countries do not have costly structures built in the floodplains and therefore have relatively
less financial impacts. However, numbers alone fail to adequately capture the impact of the
disaster on the poor who often bear the greatest cost in terms of lives and livelihoods, and
rebuilding their shattered communities and infrastructure. For instance, it may be reasonable
to measure a Dutch householder’s relatively minor flood damage in thousands of dollars. But a
flood in Bangladesh may entirely dispossess a farming household; they may even lose their
farmland by erosive effects of floods. Their loss may be measured in only hundreds of dollars,
but they may not receive aid or insurance payments.
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•

Comparison of River Floods and Transboundary River Floods

Over the considered period, almost one tenth (175 out of the total of 1760) of all river floods
were shared by two or more countries, but globally accounted for 32% of all casualties, almost
60% of all affected individuals and 14% of all financial damage. Our data furthermore shows
that transboundary floods are more severe in their magnitude, they affect larger areas, result in
higher death tolls (except in the high developed countries) as well as higher displacement tolls
in high developed countries, and cause more financial damage than non-shared river floods do.
On a global scale as well as a per country scale , we clearly see that shared floods are more
severe than all river floods combined. Lastly, the majority of financial damage of the shared
floods is higher than the financial damage caused by all floods.
•

Transboundary River Floods and the National Level of Development

The data shows no apparent relationships between the number of river floods and the number
of shared river floods; lesser developed countries do not necessarily experience more
transboundary floods than more developed countries, so technical advancements or abilities to
predict or prevent floods, all supposedly better developed mechanisms in high developed
countries, do not seem to influence the number of transboundary floods. Further research is
needed to explore why this is the case.
•

Transboundary River Floods by Continent

The data shows that transboundary events are becoming more frequent on every continent,
especially Asia. African and South American countries experience the most severe floods,
while the other three continents are in roughly the same category between 7 and 9.5.
Although Asia does not have the most IRBs out of all continents, it is the continent with the
most transboundary floods (56), followed by Europe (44), Africa (39), South America (30)
and North America (6) respectively. The number of countries sharing an IRB does not
influence the number of transboundary flooding taking place in that basin. Asian IRBs have
the most casualties and the most affected quantity of individuals. European IRBs have had the
lowest death tolls over the period 1985-2005; South American IRBs the highest.
Transboundary floods in the European IRBs have caused the most financial damage. The
earlier discussed HDI-list indicated that the low development countries are mostly found in
Africa and the high development countries can be found typically in countries of northern and
western Europe, Australia, New Zealand, Canada, United States, Japan, Israel and East Asian
Tigers. Thus these findings suggest that the low development countries experience less
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material loss than the more developed countries. Communities in developing countries will
have fewer capital resources to spend on sustainable protection strategies and will not be able
to buy flood insurance. More developed communities might be more vulnerable to tangible
flood losses, but they have the ability to obtain better protection systems and have the
possibility to obtain flood insurance.
•

Transboundary River Floods by International River Basin

76 of the presently known 279 IRBs have experienced shared floods in the period 1985-2005.
The top 12 of IRBs with the most transboundary floods have seen four or more floods – the
remaining IRBs (64) have seen three or less floods. For the considered period, the GangesBrahmaputra-Meghna and the Danube river basin have experienced the most transboundary
flood events, 24 to be exact. The Rhine River basin comes in second, with 11 floods, followed
by the Mekong with eight. Based on this single variable, the Ganges, Danube and Rhine river
basins are the top 3 IRBs. When we rank the 12 river basins with the highest severity score on
average, six of the top 12 are African basins, 4 of them are South American. The IRB with the
highest flood magnitude is the Asian Irrawaddy river basin. While taking the scatter of the
data points into account, the individual death toll numbers per IRB suggest that if a country
experiences more than the average amount of 2.6 floods (i.e. three), the spread of the average
death toll per million basin population seems to stabilize per continent; Asian IRBs do not fall
below 19, while European IRBs do not exceed four. Not only is this an effect of fewer data
points (lesser IRBs experiencing more than the average amount of floods), it also indicates
that societies as a whole might be more adapted to floods, and less vulnerable to floods, if they
experience them on a regular basis, like in the Danube or the Ganges, regardless whether they
live in a developed or less developed country. Communities with experience with past floods
and a strong social, structural and environmental coping capacity might be more resilient to
floods than communities that experience floods on a very irregular basis. Obviously, the
number of casualtie s is influenced by the type and severity of the flood event, whether it was
predicted or a total surprise, and whether or not this flood took place in a densely populated
area (a city, for instance) or not. The latter may explain the lower impacted IRBs in less
developed countries. Average death tolls per continent are lowest for European and highest for
South American IRBs. However, outliers on all continents (except Europe) heavily influence
the average death tolls. The outliers are often basins with the least amount of flood events,
strengthening the theory that experience with flood events lowers the death toll in IRBs. When
the average death toll per IRB is plotted against the average displacement toll per IRB,
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categorized per continent, the average death toll does not nearly climb as fast as the average
displacement toll does. Around 10,000 displaced people per million basin population, the
average death toll suddenly begins to rise more quickly. This indicates that when the average
displacement toll rises above 10,000, the flood is apparently so severe, that it causes
comparatively more victims than floods that do not displace that many people.
•

Most Vulnerable IRB and Continent to Transboundary River Floods

Depending on the definition of ‘vulnerability’, there are several answers to the question which
IRB is the most vulnerable to transboundary flooding. When the average death toll is taken
into consideration, the Pedernales, Coatan Achute and Sembakung river basins have proven to
be the most vulnerable IRBs of all. If IRBs are ranked according to the most casualties or
number of affected people, the Ganges, Irrawaddy and Indus basins are the top three. Looking
at the total amount of financial damages per IRB, the top three is the Danube, Elbe, and
Ganges. The Danube, Ganges and Rhine river basin are the basins where the most shared
floods took place in the last 21 years. Lastly, the basins that experienced the floods with the
highest average magnitude are the Irrawaddy, Okavango and Chamele con. Vulnerable IRBs
are found mostly in South America and Asia; the minority of vulnerable IRBs is located in
North America and Europe.
These conclusions point to the fact that vulnerability to floods is a complex phenomenon and
cannot be explained using three variables. Future research could discover more statistically
relevant linkages if each and every unique event was looked at more closely, taking into
consideration the type, severity, geographical location, size and population density of the
location. Area characteristics such as population magnitude, land-use, and warning- and
emergency-systems differ on a regional scale and influence the impacts caused by a flood.
Other important socio-economic factors that influence these impacts are the level of flood
protection and the organization of flood defense and disaster management. Communities in
developing countries might be more resilient to floods than industrialized countries due to
experience with past floods and a strong social, structural and environmental coping capacity.
This paper comprises a wide-ranging analysis based on publicly available data. However,
several issues are key to further understanding the results. As indicated previously, the data
used in this study has several limitations; the records of casualties and displaced/affected
persons per flood event have considerable variation and uncertainty. Therefore, the presented
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results should not be used as a predictor for the loss of life or the amount of affected people to
be expected in a specific basin or country. Rather, the results are to regarded as a more
detailed picture of the world of (transboundary) flood events and have allowed us to formulate
relative comparisons. The result may be helpful for policy-makers to identify and evaluate
potential vulnerability to (transboundary) floods for future water management and
international cooperation over shared floods. The other issues mentioned previously about the
accuracy of the reported numbers, the temporal aggregation of events, the disaster type
categorization, and the fusion of the two databases are all important issues resulting in the
recommendation to develop a consistent categorization methodology for flood events.

This study has made a careful start with providing more insight in the relations between flood
losses (human and financial) and vulnerability factors, including developmental
characteristics. Such insights provide a basis for formulation and (cost) effective prioritization
of mitigation strategies and policies. Floods have huge impacts on every society making it
necessary to introduce new creative preventive and mitigating policy actions on a global scale.
But since the greatest impact of floods is still on the poorer countries in the world exerting an
enormous toll on future development, it is highly recommended to help decrease the
vulnerability of those who are most exposed, first.
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CHAPTER THREE: TRANSBOUNDARY RIVER FLOODS, INTERNATIONAL
RIVER BASIN INSTITUTIONS, FLOOD-RELATED EVENTS AND
INTERNATIONAL FRESHWATER TREATIES16
Author : Marloes H. N. Bakker
Abstract
Transboundary flood events have become more frequent over the last two decades, yet seem to
be overlooked in the international river basin cooperation arena. In this paper, we examine the
current state of existing transboundary river institutions , international water events and
international fresh water treaties related to shared flood events. These geopolitical measures
are complemented with biophysical and socio-economic variables (see chapter two) to identify
which international river basins (IRBs) have sufficient institutional capacity focused on
transboundary floods and which basins will have to strive to decrease their vulnerability to
shared floods and are recommended to enlarge their institutional capacity.
Of the 279 known IRBs, 78 are represented by shared rivers institution of some form. Most of
them are set up for joint management. Out of the 153 transboundary institutions worldwide,
only eight are principally concerned with flooding, five of which are located in Africa, two in
Europe and one in Asia. Over the years 1948-2004, almost three % of the events are related to
flood control or flood relief. Overall, 87% of the events related to transboundary floods fall in
the range from ‘neutral’ to ‘single most cooperative’. Only nine events fall in the ‘conflictive
range’. However, next to a general increase of flood-related events, a slightly alarming trend
of less cooperative events over the past 15 years is also noticeable and indicates that there
might be more need for official international institutions dealing with transboundary floodevents. Globally, no more than 11 basins have international freshwater treaties with floods as
their principal issue.

16

Part of this article has been presented at the International Conference of the Network of
International Commissions and Transboundary Basin Organizations (INBO) & the African
Network of Basin Organizations (November 03-06, 2004, Dakar, Senegal). The data on river
basin institutions has been incorporated in the UNEP five-part series on ‘Hydropolitical
Vulnerability and Resilience along International Waters: Africa’ (UNEP, 2006) and will be
incorporated in the other parts for the remaining continents.
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Overall, 43 basins in which transboundary floods took place in the period 1985-2005 have no
type of institutional capacity in the form of international institutions or organizations for
international river basins, let alone institutions specifically aimed at shared flood events. The
average death and displacement tolls relative to the million population living in the IRBs are
lower in the 37 basins that do have such institutional capacity and, in seven cases also floodrelated institutional capacity, despite the fact that the flood magnitudes (see chapter two) are
always significantly higher. This could be an important indication that institutional capacity
i.e. international cooperation before, dur ing and after the flood events might play an important
role in the reduction of flood-related casualties and affected individuals.
Based on our vulnerability variables, there are 12 basins 17 that have experienced more than
one shared flood in the past 21 years, but have not set up any institutions for such events, nor
signed any treaties focusing on floods. These basins are recommended to increase their
institutional capacity aimed at transboundary flood events. The IRBs that already have set up
institutions to cooperate over their shared waters, but have not focused on flood-events, should
consider including flood-related issues in their mandate, in order to be better prepared when
disaster strikes.

17

The Juba-Shibeli in Africa, with four transboundary floods, the Han, Kura-Araks and Ma in
Asia (four, two and two transboundary floods), the Maritsa and Po in Europe (three and two
transboundary flood events) and six basins in South America: the Coco/Segovia, Grijalva,
Artibonite, Changuinola, Coatan Achute and Orinoco river basins.
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Introduction
Flood disasters are among the world’s most frequent and damaging types of disasters and
affect the lives of millions annually. Impacts of floods continue to increase worldwide as river
basins continue to be urbanized and as floodplains continue to attract more human activ ities.
In addition, predictions are that global climate change will increase storminess and
precipitation in some parts of the world, which may increase flood risk. This is why there is an
ongoing search for better ways of protecting human life, land, property and the environment
by improved flood management. Flood management is difficult in river basins controlled by a
single authority, and becomes even more challenging when dealing with transboundary floods,
which may originate in one country or jurisdiction and then propagate downstream to another
country, or jurisdiction. Under such circumstances, the demands on international cooperation
and management in all aspects of flood management are particularly important, especially
because institutional capacity in an international river basin should be able to absorb changes
in the basin in order to decrease the changes for conflict (Wolf et al., 2003).
Previous studies have focused on water or flood management per country (Arnell, 1998;
Olsthoorn, 2001; Dixit , 2003; Enserink, 2003; van Steen, 2004), and integrated water resource
management (IWRM) (Biswas, 2004; Blomquist, 2005) or water institutions in general
(Gopalakrishnan et al., 2005) but few and only recently, researchers looked at the
phenomenon of shared floods (Marsalek et al., 2006). However, these studies only focus on a
specific shared river basin (Beaumont, 1998; Feitelson, 2000; Middelkoop, 2001; Muckleston,
2003, Maganga et al., 2003). Hazard and vulnerability vary from place to place, but equally
significant are the institutional, social, economic and policy frameworks: these represent the
rock on which the adoption of floodplain management so frequently flounders. This study will
include all the currently known international river basins to see if and how transboundary
floods are dealt with. In particular, this research will aim to:
-

Produce a database that lists the institutional capacity per basin (i.e. international river
basin organizations and commissions) which will be used to

-

Determine whether transboundary flood events are in the list of priorities of transboundary
river institutions

-

Examine how many international freshwater treaties deal with shared flood events

-

Investigate whether transboundary floods have caused a disproportional amount of
conflicts over water or deteriorated international relations.
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Combined with the biophysical variables and socio-economic variables from chapter two, the
geo-political variables mentioned above will shed more light on the level of vulnerability of
IRBs to shared river floods. To answer the above questions, we will use global data compiled
by the author and combine it with the findings of the Transboundary Freshwater Dispute
Database (TFDD) research group (TFDD, 2006, including unpublished data). The assumption
is that transboundary floods are underrepresented in treaties and institutions, because floods
are either not frequent enough to warrant putting time, effort and financial resources into or
that such events do take place often but are just too complicated to capture in international
institutions and international fresh water treaties. However, we further hypothesize that an
apparent lack of flexibility in institutions has not caused and will not cause a relative
disproportional amount of conflicts over water or deteriorate international relations, because
the situations are dealt with in an unofficial yet efficient and cooperative way. The answers to
the questions above will clarify which international river basins (IRBs) have sustainable
institutio ns, and which basins will have to strive to increase their institutional capacity when it
comes to shared floods.
This paper can be broken down in two major components. Because flood hazards are
ultimately a product of society and social change and an inherent part of the past, the first part
describes the history of floods , explains the physical flood-producing processes, how floods
affect different countries in different ways, and proceeds to discuss human impacts and
strategies for managing floods. The second part of the paper will focus on finding the answers
to the questions posed above. We will end with a discussion and cautious recommendations.
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Humans, Rivers and Floods
Humans have always been attracted to water and river locations. Apart from the obvious
source of drinking water, rivers supported a food source, provided a means of transportation,
and eventually supplied power to mills. Because of these life-giving characteristics of water,
people have lived along the edge of rivers and lakes since earliest times. It is no coincidence
that Hamoukar, the world’s oldest excavated city18 , can be found in the Khabur river basin.
Other great cities are found along the banks of rivers like the Nile, the Tigris and the Rhine.
Proximity to rivers has been proven to be both a source and a reward of strength. Stronger and
wealthier societies tend to live close to rivers, while weaker, poorer ones are forced away from
rivers, where water is harder and more costly to obtain, and food supplies are less secure.
Similarly, in the less developed parts of the world today, stronger and wealthier groups tend to
live close to abundant clean water sources or water supply systems, while the poorest are
forced to travel significant distances to obtain water of generally lesser quality at greater cost.
Rivers are thus as closely linked with the economic and political fabric of human society as
they are with the landscape. It has only been since the past century that technology has
allowed permanent human colonization and settlement further away from water (Sadoff and
Grey, 2002).
The acceptance of a certain risk of flooding has always been a price for living close to rivers,
because often, when excessive or uncontrolled water intrudes in the form of floods into areas
reserved for other human purposes, the proximity to water has proven to be an inconvenience
at least, but catastrophic at most. The reality of floods and their effects is not something of the
last couple of decades, but goes back to the beginning of history of the earliest civilizations. In
both western and eastern civilizations, people have recounted legends of floods engulfing the
entire earth. Native global flood stories are documented as history or legend in almost every
region on earth. Ancient civilizations in China, Babylonia, Wales, Russia, India, America,
Hawaii, Scandinavia, Sumatra, Peru, and Polynesia all have their own versions of a giant
flood.

18

The 6,000-year-old city discovered in 1999 in the northeast corner of Syria is challenging
long-cherished notions about the beginnings of civilization in the cities of southern
Mesopotamia (Lawler, 2006).
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Floods in Numbers
Most of the world’s people live in coastal areas or on floodplains (Ward, 2002) and few
floodplains are untouched by human activity. Precisely because they were settled early,
floodplains are typically integrated into existing agricultural and economic activities.
Unfortunately, there is no comprehensive global data bank to examine estimates of the
numbers of people and properties located in flood-prone areas. However, some estimates
(Parker, 1996) have been produced for a small number of countries revealing widely varying
proportions of total country populations which are flood-prone. These are 3.5 % in France, 4.8
% in the United Kingdom, 9.8 % in the United States, over 50 % in the Netherlands and 80%
in Bangladesh. The UNDP estimated that in 2004 about 196 million people 19 in more than 90
countries were exposed on average every year to catastrophic flooding (UNDP, 2004). Many
more are exposed to minor or localized flood hazards that can have a cumulative dampening
impact on development, but do not cause major human losses in single events. Consequently,
very few countries and very few parts of the world’s population are spared the effects of
floods. More areas are becoming increasingly exposed and vulnerable to floods. Over the last
21 years, only 29 of a total of 194 countries have not had some type of flood-event in the years
1985-2005 (see figure 3.1) – that indicates that a little more than 85% of all countries have
experienced one or more flood events in the last two decades. On a global scale, flood losses
are increasing dramatically, mainly because of population and capital moving into harm’s way
(Mitchell, 2003). The flood events of last year (excluding flash floods) caused 4240 fatalities
worldwide (four % of the total amount of casualties) and accounted for USD 16 billion of
losses (seven % of the total). The total amount of river floods differ per year, but a steady
increase is visible. In the period 1985-2005, river floods alone (1760 in total), caused over
112,000 people their lives, affected more than 354,000,000 people and resulted in USD 6,9 ×
1011 of financial damage (see chapter two).

19

The global population is approximately 6,6 billion - and counting - so on average, about
three per cent of all people are exposed every year to flooding.
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Numbers of floods experienced by countries globally
during the period 1985-2005
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Figure 3.1: During the period 1985-2005, 127 countries have experienced at least one type of
flood event; only 29 countries have not.
The Hydrology of Floods
Flood events have been defined in many ways:
‘a relatively high flow which overtaxes the natural channel provided
for the runoff’ (Chow, 1956); ‘extremely high flows or levels of
rivers, whereby water inundates flood plains or terrains outside of
the water-confined major river channels’ (Yevyevic h, 1994); and ‘a
body of water which rises to overflow land which is normally not
submerged’ (Ward, 1978)
are just a few of many. Flood plains are defined as ‘areas of low lying land that are subject to
inundation by lateral overflow water from rivers or lakes with which they are associated’
(Junk and Welcomme, 1990). This definition includes fringing flood plains of lakes and rivers,
internal deltas and the deltaic flood plains of estuaries. But regardless of the definitions used
to describe floods and that are affected by floods, the events are always linked to the flow
regime of a river and will always be an essential part of the hydrologic cycle. The ultimate
source of all river flow is rainfall or snowmelt, collectively called precipitation, over the
catchment area of the river. The catchment area or river basin is the area that the river drains.
The flood-producing potential of a river basin depends on its natural setting (for instance
climate, soils, geology, geography), on the land (forests, crops, roads, buildings), and on the
land-use (agriculture, forestry, towns, cities). Rain and water from melting snow reaching the
soil surface can infiltrate into the soil or run off directly into streams and rivers. Soils have an
infiltration capacity – the maximum rate at which they can absorb rainfall – and once this has
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been exceeded the excess water runs off as a direct, or fast-response, runoff or overland flow.
Direct runoff is the major cause of most floods. The infiltration capacity depends on the soil
type and the amount of water already held by the soil. The geology of the underlying rocks has
a direct control on the deep percolation and may indirectly control infiltration because the
soils are often derived from the rocks below.
Floods are considered to be independent events and are characterized by their magnitude, their
duration, and their frequency. The magnitude of a flood is defined in either of two methods.
One is the flow rate of the flood peak, usually expressed as volume per unit time. The second
is flood stage, which is usually expressed as a height above a specified reference flood stage.
The duration of a flood is defined as its length of time above flood stage. The frequency of a
flood is defined as a probability of its occurrence during a given period, which is generally
taken to be a year. That is, a flood which is designated as a ‘one in a hundred years’ event has
a one per cent chance of occurring during any given year20 . In analyzing the statistics of
floods, hydrologists usually study the largest flood in each year, the so-called annual flood.
From the analysis of these annual floods, it is possible to estimate the probability that a certain
flood would be exceeded in any year. This flood can be expressed either as water level or as
discharge, the two being related by the properties of the river channel. The frequency of a
flood of a given size is often described by the recurrence interval or return period21 .
Although floods are natural phenomena, they are believed to be intensified by human
alteration of the environment. The surface of the earth has been significantly modified by
human activities over at least the past 6000 years22 . These activities, whether they are
greenhouse gas emissions, deforestation, urbanization, or dam building for water management
purposes, have affected the hydrological, geomorphic, atmospheric and physical flood20

Thus the term "a one-hundred year flood" is actually a misnomer, since it does not mean
that the flood occurs every 100 years (see footnote 21). In fact, two 100-year floods could
occur a year apart or even a month apart. This causes a great deal of confusion to the general
public.
21
An example: if a flood of 2500 m3 /s is said to have a return period of 100, then there is a 1%
chance that the river discharge will be 2500 m3 /s (or higher) in any year. It is a graphic way of
describing the rarity of the flood. The mean annual flood, the average of the annual floods,
gives a measure of the magnitude of floods for a particular river basin and is used to scale the
floods of different return periods for a catchment. The mean annual flood is a very common
flood and has a return period of only 2 to 2.5 years. In many rivers it is approximately the flow
that the river channel can carry when running bankful.
22
The earliest modification probably occurred when Mesolithic peoples used fire to clear
woodland for hunting.
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producing processes. One of the most common ways in which human activity causes floods is
through the process of urban growth within river catchments (Jones, 2000). In rapidly
urbanizing catchments in particular, the driving force behind growing flood discharges and
worsening flood hazards is development – not just in the floodplain but everywhere in the
catchment. Urban development results in permeable natural surfaces being replaced by
artific ial impermeable ones so that runoff accumulates more completely and rapidly in stream
and river channels rather than infiltrating into the soil and percolating into groundwater. At the
same time, the density and efficiency of drainage channels are increased. Sources of flood
flows are thus everywhere where development is occurring and it is here that runoff retarding
and flood storage measures are required.
The overall effect is that flood peaks are increased because of increased runoff related to
reduced infiltration capacity. The frequency of flooding may also increase, and the lag time
between precipitation and flooding may decrease, making it more difficult to provide timely
flood warnings. Human deforestation is also often accused of causing and intens ifying flood
hazards. However, the scientific evidence relating to the worsening effects of urbanization on
floods is clearer than for deforestation, and instead, it is now the draining of wetlands that is
widely acknowledged to have exacerbated floods. Other modifications too have intensified the
flood hazards, for instance removal of the natural vegetation tends to reduce
evapotranspiration losses and exposes the soil surface to the full kinetic energy of the falling
rain, causing breakup of the soil, clogging pores, reducing infiltration capacity. However,
some human modification may have actually reduced flood hazards; all the activities that
increase the transmission time or reduce the net water surplus within a basin and any activity
that increases evopatranspirational losses or infiltration capacity, improves soil structure,
exports water from the basin or consumes it, all of which will reduce river discharges.
The verdict is still uncertain about the general effects of global warming on flood risks (van
Aalst, 2006). In theory, though, climate change can cause a change of precipitation patterns,
which can lead to change in the distribution, intensity and duration of extreme rainfall events
and higher frequency of heavy precipitation, resulting in more floods. Other projected impacts
of such changes in climate are an increased flood runoff which could increase recharge of
some floodplain aquifers, increased soil erosion and increased pressure on government and
private flood insurance systems and disaster relief.
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It must be noted that there is not yet a full understanding in the literature about floods, the
causes of flood impacts (Pielke, 1999) and the manner in which impacts transfer and ripple
through economies and communities. Currently, flood researchers are hindered by incomplete
understandings and evaluations of flood effects, incomplete and poor-quality data, data which
are not comparable and therefore not capable of being combined, difficulties of tracing
secondary and tertiary effects on individuals, communities and economies, inadequate means
of modeling flood impacts and a variety of methodological and measurement problems.
Types of Floods
Every flood is a unique phenomenon, but several types of floods can be distinguished (see
table 3.1). The most common type is where a river overflows its banks due to a large input of
rainfall or snowmelt. These are types of flood that can be predicted and explained in terms of
catchment physical characteristics and climatic inputs (Arnell, 2002). When one looks at the
size of the affected area and the duration of precipitation (or, in other words, the spatial23 and
temporal scale of the flood events), there are two categories of floods (Waggoner, 1990;
Bronstert, 2003). The first category includes extensive, long-lasting floods (plain floods).
These describe the flooding of larger areas that is almost invariably caused by rainfalls lasting
several days or weeks in connection with high antecedent soil saturation. Flooding caused by
extensive and long-lasting rainfalls, partly connected with the melting of snow and ice, occurs
mostly in plain areas when the dikes along the big rivers can no longer contain the flood
discharges. This can lead to flooding of wide areas, as, for example, during the flooding of the
European Rhine/Meuse rivers in December 1993 and in January and February 1995. The
second category is local, sudden floods, or flash floods, which describe flooding in small
catchments that is mainly caused by short and highly intensive precipitation (e.g.,
thunderstorm). Flash floods occur primarily in hilly or mountainous areas due to prevailing
convective rainfall mechanisms, thin soils, and high runoff velocities. The warning time for
these events is short. In general, the duration of the flood events is also short, but this flood
type is also frequently connected with severe damages. Flash floods are in fact the number one
weather-related killer in the United States of America, killing about 200 people every year,
with most deaths caused by drowning (Ohl and Tapsell, 2000).
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Note that catchment size is always an important parameter when discussing floods since unit
area flow in floods of the same risk decreases with an increase of catchment area, influencing
forecast, warning, response, defense and coping with floods.
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Table 3.1: types of floods and their causes. Partly adapted from Jonkman, 2005 and Green et
al., 2000.

Although heavy rain is the prime initiator of flooding worldwide, it does not follow that all
floods are necessarily caused by an excess of rainfall or snowmelt. For instance, rivers can
overflow because ice-dammed lakes are released. Some massive landscape-forming floods
were caused in North America and the Himalaya in this way during deglaciation (Arnell,
2002), and much smaller floods occur still from the periodic release of water stored behind or
within glaciers. Landslides too can create temporary dams which produce floods when
breached. Lastly, floods can also be caused by an unusually high rise in groundwater levels,
such that the water table reaches the surface (Arnell, 2002). Similarly, a rise in lake levels can
lead to inundation of the surrounding land. Both these types of floods are generated by
prolonged heavy rainfall or snowfall. Finally, floods can also be generated by humans
(Vevjevich in Rossi et al., 1994), for instance when structures built by society break (e.g.,
break of a levee, break of a dam or dike), or by errors in operation (such as mismanagement of
flood control gates or equipment).
Flood types are not necessarily mutually exclusive; convectional rainfall may generate flash
floods; and frontal rainfall may be influenced by topography to generate orographic rainfall
floods.
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Floods in Developed and Lesser Developed Countries
Countries and people can face similar patterns of natural hazards, but often experience widely
differing impacts when disasters occur. The impact of a flood depends in large part on the kind
of development choices a country has made (or was able to make) previously. For example, as
countries become more thriving, they are often better able to afford the investments needed to
protect people from floods, like dikes and levees. At the same time, the rush for growth can
trigger chaotic urban development in flood-prone areas that increases risks of large-scale
fatalities during floods. Disasters in general, floods being no exception have the greatest
impact on the poorer countries in the world and exert an enormous toll on development. About
85 percent of the people exposed to natural disasters like earthquakes, tropical cyclones,
floods and droughts live in countries that either score medium or low on the United Nations
(UN) Human Development Index or the HDI24 (UNDP, 2004) and only 11% of the people
exposed to natural hazards live in low-development countries, but they account for 53% of the
people who lose their lives (UNDP, 2004). When we look at river flood-related casualties only
(figure 3.2), we clearly see that since 1985, the medium and low developed countries have had
far more casualties on average each year compared to the high developed countries; the high
developed countries account for only 7.7% of the total amount of riverflood-related victims
over the considered period.
It should be stressed is that where there is a risk of flooding, it is commonly very high relative
to that from other hazards. Outside of the Netherlands and some other countries for instance, it
is unusual for a flood alleviation project to be designed to protect against a flood more severe
with than that with a return period of 200 years. Consequently, the risk to life from flooding is
likely to be higher than those levels of risk which are deemed to be acceptable or tolerable in
regard to such hazards as nuclear power stations or chemical plants. For those other hazards, a
general rule of thumb has been adopted that an individual risk of death per year of one in one
million is a threshold value.

24

The UN Human Development Index (HDI) is a comparative measure of poverty, literacy,
education, life expectancy, childbirth, and other factors for countries worldwide. It is a
standard means of measuring well-being, especially child welfare.
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Figure 3.2: the average number of river flood-related casualties clearly shows that high
developed countries suffer far less victims per year than the medium and low developed
combined do.
In general, the relationship between numbers of deaths and economic loss by floods can be
expected to approximate an inverse one: where economic growth takes place within floodprone areas, it is reasonable to expect that whenever per capita incomes rise, so will property
value at risk and average annual flood losses in real terms. As time passes, floods may lead to
increased losses as compared to impacts of flood events in the past with the same
characteristics, because of the general trends to increase investment and population in flood
plains with time in many river valleys of the world. Indeed, data shows that annual economic
losses associated with disasters in general averaged USD 75.5 billion in the 1960s, and rose
steadily to more than eight times that amount in the 1990s (see figure 3.3) (UNDP, 2004). In
2005, the total amount of damage was over 212 million USD. About 7.5% (or USD 1,6
billion) of that amount was caused by floods (Munich Re, 2006).
Individual floods can cause significant losses to the economic capacity of a country because
the costs of replacing damaged or destroyed infrastructure may absorb the resources that
would otherwise be available for economic or social development. Governments and
individuals may alternatively have to borrow heavily to fund these replacements and repairs.
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Figure 3.3: Annual economic losses associated with natural disasters show a steady increase
over the last 4 decades. Adapted from UNEP, 2004.
In absolute terms, richer nations bear the greater proportion of losses, but poorer countries
suffer more when economic loss is measured as a proportion of gross national income (GNI25 )
(see chapter two) or gross domestic product (GDP) (Schipper and Pelling, 2006). However,
numbers alone fail to adequately capture the impact of the disaster on the poor who often bear
the greatest cost in terms of lives and livelihoods, and rebuilding their shattered communities
and infrastructure. For instance, it may be reasonable to measure a Dutch householder’s
relatively minor flood damage in thousands of dollars. But a flood in Bangladesh may entirely
dispossess a farming household; they may even lose their farmland by erosive effects of
floods. Their loss may be measured in only hundreds of dollars, but they may not receive aid
or insurance payments.
It is important to realize that people in developing countries do not live in conditions that are
vulnerable to floods out of ignorance about the hazard or incorrect perceptions of risk. The
unplanned and unmanageable large-scale migration from rural to urban areas is a feature of
many developing countries of the world, especially in Africa. Most have little freedom to
choose how and where they live. Often, they have no option except vulnerable locations such
25

The GNI, previously known as Gross National Product (GNP), comprises the total value of
goods and services produced within a country (i.e. its GDP), together with its income received
from other countries (notably interest and dividends), and less similar payments made to other
countries. For operational and analytical purposes, it is the World Bank’s main criterion for
classifying economies.
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as flood plains (Dixit, 2003). They are forced to live there not because land use planning is
poor, but because the prevailing agrarian relation in their society, or because the processes of
social and economic exclusion make them unable to own property in safer areas. As a result,
in many developing countries the most serious flood-related risks are associated with
widespread floods in remote areas and in unplanned settlements within urban areas
(Alexander, 2000). Sadly, the people at the margins of a country’s social, economic and
political system frequently find it hardest to reconstruct their livelihood after a disaster. In
addition, many developing countries do not have the financial resources to implement
structural flood control measures.
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Perceptions of Flood Risks
Although flood risks are increasing more and more, especially since the latter part of the 20th
century, people have continued to be drawn to and occupy floodplains; sometimes because
there are no other places to live, sometimes because of aesthetic and prestigious
considerations, but almost always knowingly in spite of potential peril. What, if anything,
explains this apparent contradiction?
Firstly, it has been documented that people confronted with fears in general for which they
have no ready means of coping, simply deny the threat altogether (Schulz et al., 1973). The
best known, although outdated, of these threats is the nuclear bomb, arguably comparable to
threats of terrorist attacks or Weapons of Mass Destruction (WMDs26 ). It is hardly ever
discussed, but if pressed, people may move from denial to a special kind of interpretation;
everyone will get hurt, except for oneself. This is the ‘it can’t happen to me’ syndrome, in
which people deny the existence of a risk for which they have been warned (Mileti, 1994).
When this syndrome is translated to flood events, the general mode is to fasten on to
deterministic explanations such as: ‘floods occur every ten years’. That does a great deal to
reduce tension and stress. At the same time, strengthening social resilience capacity could
reduce vulnerability (Folke et al. 2002). Theoretically, communities build in a floodplain, i.e.
exposed to regular disturbances, and may have developed organizational and infrastructural
responses to absorb disturbances more easily than other societies.
Kates (1962) looked in more detail at the differences in the perceptions of individuals as to the
nature and magnitude of the flood proble m, and he showed that their perceptions often differ
considerably from those of the engineer or the scientist. Often, flood plain occupants do not
spend much time thinking about the potential dangers of flooding; it may be only one of many
problems that concern him in his daily life. As a logical result, only a small part of the time is
spend to deal with flood matters. Kates furthermore noted that floodplain occupants often
perceive the flood hazard and its potential effects rather imperfectly. As can be expected,
those who have experienced a flood in the past tend to have more accurate perceptions of the
hazard than those who have not had such experience, which can create issues if a region has
not experienced a flood event in decades. Prior flood experience, like flood location or
26

Today, the term ‘Weapons of Mass Destruction’ means different things to different people.
The most widely used definition is that of nuclear, biological or chemical weapons (NBC).
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proximity to the threat, structure the perceptions of risk that people form. As people learn
more about various flood protection structures there is a corresponding decrease in their
expectation of future flooding. Prior disaster experience, however, might also backfire when
people escaped the damage in previous events; ‘the water never got my house, so I am safe
this time too’. But it does not necessarily follow that even when there is accurate perception of
the hazard that there will be effective action to deal with it; floodplain occupants may feel that
they will not suffer any damage in the future and even if they do, it will not be serious. In
addition, the typical individual is mostly unaware of the wide range of actions he can take to
reduce potential flood losses (Derrick Sewell, 1971). So for the most part there tends to be a
lack of concern about flood hazards and action seems to await a crisis.
White was the first who sought to understand why people live and, more importantly, continue
to live in disaster-prone floodplains even if they have the means to relocate. In his influential
dissertation entitled "Human adjustment to floods", published in 1945, White argued that
flood protection in any form tends to develop a false sense of security among floodplain
occupants (White, 1945; Kates, 1962). Floodplain occupants may take the construction of a
dike or dam to mean that there will never be any more flooding. Consequently, more and more
people move in, and activity in the floodplain intensifies. A recent example of the impacts of
false-confidence on structural works was seen when Hurricane Katrina hit New Orleans,
during the summer of 200527 . Some may misinterpret White's theories that development
should have never occurred in floodplain areas like New Orleans, but White himself noted the
benefits that structural flood protection has brought to this particular city.

27

A significant portion of New Orleans is located in coastal floodplains, protected by
structural mitigation mechanism (floodwalls and levees.) Supposedly the structural
mechanisms were built to withstand a category III hurricane design standard. Hurricane
Katrina, a category III hurricane when it hit New Orleans, did not exceed the design standards
of the structural mitigation mechanisms.
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Coping with Floods
The History of Flood Plain Management
Since the establishment of the earliest civilizations along rivers, efforts have been made to
protect urban settlements and cultured lands against flooding. Mainly due to an increase of
population and investment in flood plains and flood prone areas, it has become more and more
urgent to protect citizens from the risks of flooding. And, in all probability, governments like
to increase the average standard of living of their citizens by better protection of important
occupied flood plains. It is safe to state that people will always have to cope with flood events
and flood problems will be on societies’ agendas as long as civilizations exist.

Worldwide, the principal way of local defense was the construction of flood dikes or flood
walls 28 (Starosolszky, 1994) and flood levees29 . These structures remained the most common
flood control measures for several centuries, with flood levees being the most widespread and
at the same time the most important method of flood protection. In fact, Egyptian levees on
the Nile are still in use today. In most parts of the world simple indigenous flood adjustments
made at the individual household level can be found. Communities which have occupied
flood-prone areas for many generations have typically adapted to their situation and developed
small-scale, local adaptations to make them less vulnerable and more resilient to flood hazards
and disasters. Such adjustments are ones which societies have evolved over centuries through
accumulation of flood knowledge and an understanding of what works and what does not.
Flood embankments were part of these indigenous approaches; communities banding together
to construct dike systems, partly in order to convert wetlands to arable land. Such actions
started quite early and were widespread over Western Europe (Wagret, 1967), these systems
being constructed and maintained through a system of Common Property Resource
management (Ostrom, 1990). Conversely, Wittfogel (1957) has argued that the large scale
works of the Middle East and Asia were the consequence of strong central governments. Other
indigenous adaptations vary from the raised earth mounds constructed in Zeeland (the
Netherlands) as flood refuge areas, to raising housing on stilts in Malaysia to the practice of
taking refuge on roof areas in Bangladesh. In Setubal, Portugal, residents have adapted to
frequent flooding by closing off their front door with either a steel door or a concrete wall. In
28

A flood wall is a man-made primarily vertical barrier designed to temporarily contain the
waters of a river or other waterway which may rise to unusual levels during seasonal or
extreme weather events. Nowadays, these constructions are made out of concrete materials.
29
A levee is made by piling dirt to varying heights and ten to 20 feet wide at the base or more.
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some cases, a similar wall has been constructed across the door between the living area and
the bathroom so that when the toilet overflows in a flood, the living area is protected
(Penning-Rowsell and Fordham, 1994). Other examples of indigenous adaptations to floods
using coconut leaf flood walls, removable flood shields in doorways and home-made ‘flood
shields’, placed across entrances to prevent flooding. The Cajun or Acadian population that
joined the Native American communities in the coastal swamps and marshes of Louisiana in
the eighteenth century also adapted their dwellings to floods. The base floor of the dwelling
construction typical of this area was set upon cypress pilings (or stilts) sunk into the silt
deposited by spring and summer flooding (Laska and Wetmore, 2000). The most extreme
form of adaptation is perhaps that of the char dwellers of Bangladesh. Here, the rivers are
constantly changing their courses, creating and eroding islands and the char dwellers retain
title to land whether or not it is currently part of the river channel (Schmuck-Widmann, 1996).
Furthermore, not only are some dwellings deliberately constructed on higher ground, but some
are dismantled in times flood and moved to the top of earthen flood embankments. In addition,
the agricultural economy is adapted to flooding through, for example, the use of flood-tolerant
rice crops and the use of boat-craft instead of roads since these and bridges may be washed
away. In short, many populations are highly adapted to the routine pattern of flooding.
However, indigenous approaches are often only relatively effective in rural areas, but some
floods are so extreme that they easily overwhelm the traditional coping responses.
Experience suggests that as modernization takes place (i.e. through urbanization and economic
growth) indigenous approaches seem to be forgotten (Chan and Parker, 1996) : as time passed,
the application of modern science and technology to the problem of flooding resulted in the
introduction of non-traditional flood adjustments into societies. These adjustments include
high-technology flood forecasting and flood control systems, such as those used along the
Dutch coastline. Lately, a combination of indigenous and technological adjustments is being
accomplished by letting local people participate in designing strategies to combat flood
hazards. This approach is recognized more and more as very valuable. Effective indigenous
approaches are no longer pushed out through the process of urbanization and it is no longer
automatically modern technologies that take over.
Coping Measures
Coping with floods is defined here as taking measures, with necessary policies and strategies
of implementation, which a society may apply to alleviate the consequences of flood events.
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In essence, there are four types of measures that societies all over the world have used and still
use when coping with floods (Rossi et al., 1994), see table 3.2. The variety and uniqueness of
geographical sites, and vast differences in the economic status, social mores and institutional
arrangements from one country to another, weigh against the provision of a universal solution
to the global flood problem. For any floodplain location, the range of available mitigation
options and their mix is large, and optimal solutions are unique to each community. Which
particular adjustments and designs will be favored by a country or region will depend on a
variety of factors, including geophysical conditions, climate and variability, land use patterns,
economic conditions, and, last but not least, socio-political conditions.
Table 3.2: four types of measures for coping with floods, all supposed to reduce exposure and
vulnerability to floods if working effectively. The most widespread modifications are the
structural and non-structural measures. Adapted from Rossi et al., 1994.
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Roughly, there are two ways of thinking about protection from floods. There are people who
argue that the best way to deal with floods is to control them where they form. On the opposite
side are those who believe that the most efficient way to deal with floods is to control them by
means of structural measures close to the place where they are likely to do the most damage.
The omnipresent capital structures designed to alter the hydrologic cycle in almost all nations
containing considerable portions of the nation’s wealth show that the latter opinion has been
by far the most popular one over time (Moser, 1994). Such structural measures are specifically
designed to control water in order to prevent flood events, modify the height, quantity,
duration and/or frequency of flooding in an area by means of dams, levees, channels, movable
barriers and diversion tunnels.
Structural Adjustments
In general, there are three types of structural adjustments:
o

Reservoirs (i.e. dams, impoundments).

These structures are the principal type of structural measures. Basically, they impound water
during periods of hig h flows to reduce downstream floods. Dams collectively represent what
are possibly the most significant interventions in the terrestrial hydrological cycle (Acreman et
al., 2000). These kinds of changes to the channel are done not only in order to prevent
inundation of the floodplain, but also to increase navigation potential, extract gravel, and,
increasingly and for instance in the Netherlands, to restore river channels to their earlier form.
o

Levees and floodwalls.

These structures prevent all flood damages until water reaches the top of the structure.
Sometimes, flood embankments are build out of the river channel while leaving the channel
unmodified (Arnell, 2002). However, it ultimately alters the relationship between river and
floodplain since the frequency of inundation will be altered (under ‘natural’ conditions, the
floodplain may be inundated to some degree most years, and some floodplain wetlands are
much more closely connected to the river), which will affect floodplain vegetation, as will
reduce river water levels and lower the floodplain water table.
o

Channelization.

Channel modifications include channel alignment, relining the channel with some other
material, and excavations within the channel (Arnell, 2002). It increases the hydraulic capacity
of the stream, thus decreases the flood stages for the same rate of flow. The channel may be
widened, deepened, diverted, or obstructions may be cleared. The main physical effects of
channel modifications include not only the obvious changes to the channel itself, but also the
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separation of the channel from the floodplain and previously mentioned effect on the
floodplain vegetation. River channel modifications that change the shape of the channel are
generally designed to change the shape of the flow hydrograph – to move water more quickly
and to prevent it overflowing on to the floodplain. As a general rule, the hydrograph peak
increases, and the lag-time between rainfall and response falls. The greatest effect of
separating the river from its floodplain tends to be noticed for larger events, because the effect
of the lost storage is greatest; the greater the change in capacity of the modified channel, the
greater the effect on flood magnitudes (Arnell, 2002).
Although flood control works may have been and still are important tools for reducing
damages to existing development in flood hazard areas, they also encourage additional
floodplain development and thereby increased rather than decreased property and people at
risk from flooding. In fact, given the choice, existing flood-prone communities would select
structural measures as the favored option to reduce flood risk. In addition, once a commitment
is made to major flood control works, as was done in the Netherlands, the precedent is set for
any future shortcoming to be remedied by additional flood control mitigation measures. This
is called the levee paradox or ‘hydro-illogical cycle’ (Wilhite et al., 1987; Smith, 2000): a
town develops on a floodplain, no major floods have occurred in recent collective memory
thus there is a general apathy towards flood risk, and the community lacks flood awareness. A
major flood occurs which creates a dramatic increase in community awareness and a cry for
flood protection will soon be heard. Thus a levee is constructed and the community relapses
into an awareness of stupor. Development of all kinds proceeds in the area under the
misconception that it is now flood-free. Abruptly, and unexpectedly, crisis returns when the
levee is overtopped; community outrage is greater than before, also because there are more
people, too. The levee is extended upwards and outwards and apathy returns once again. Years
pass, an even bigger flood occurs and the cycle continues.
While physical structures may have successfully protected and continue to protect areas, they
can and have engender(ed) a false sense of security (White, 1945) and the realization that
structures are not infallible, is missing or sometimes conveniently ignored. It is recognized in
many developed countries that to completely control floodwaters is not the optimal flood
management strategy (see chapter four). In addition, all structures require maintenance,
particularly dikes, which can erode over time or become saturated and fail during extended
periods of high flow. Furthermore, no matter what level of flooding structures is designed,
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there may come a time when the flood levels will exceed the design flood. Whatever the
reason, once a structural system fails the damage form the flooding will be greater than if the
structures had never been put in place.
Non-structural Adjustments
Until the late 1970s, when it came to protection from floods, structural measures were
preferred (Gruntfest, 1994). More and more, however, these large scale capital intensive
projects were being questioned both on technical and environmental grounds. In addition,
many development experts wondered whether large scale flood control projects are
economically suitable for the lesser developed countries (Cuny, 1983), since they increase the
country’s debt significantly for little economic return, and some flood control projects may be
counterproductive It seems that in spite of the historic merits of structural adjustments, their
importance has decreased in the last decades, and non-structural measures have received
increasing attention.
Non-structural adjustments modify the susceptibility of flood plain activities to flood damage
(Moser, 1994) rather than altering the nature of the river, or the flood itself, like structural
adjustments do. Non-structural approaches are most applicable in ‘formal’ societies and
although they have greatest potential when they are introduced before flood disasters occur,
they have usually been implemented after flooding problems have arisen. Examples of nonstructural measures include but are not limited to:
o

Flood proofing measures.

Flood proofing 30 is essentially a combination of structural change and emergency action. It
concentrates on the adoption of certain measures that can be put into action as soon as a flood
warning is received. Just like structural measures, flood proofing tends to foster and encourage
human occupancy of floodplains, but it also places part of the responsibility for taking action
on the shoulders of the individual. Flood forecasting systems are a different type of flood
proofing. This strategy acknowledges that floods will occur, and concentrates on minimizing
the opportunities for damages.
o

30

Flood insurance.

Flood-proofing is a planned approach to modifying buildings to make them more resilient to
flooding. Basic approaches to flood proofing are: relocation, elevation, floodwalls, dry flood
proofing, and wet flood proofing.
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Flood insurance provides a means of reimbursement of damage costs, allowing victims to
recover from loss. It spreads the cost of irregular and geographically confined flood losses
over both time and space. And lastly, it can be used to encourage actions, at individual and
collective levels, to reduce exposure to flood loss. By concentrating on creating sources of
innovation and renewal, it is a way of managing for resilience. Flood insurance is provided in
several countries, but in different ways, reflecting different institutional arrangements and
flood experience (for examples see Arnell, 2000). Flood insurance is rarely an integral part of
flood management, with the significant exception of the U.S.A., and to a lesser extent, France.
Insurance as well tends to encourage increased occupancy selectively and allows or
encourages property owners to remain on the floodplain, particularly if the insurance is
subsidized. This means that insurance has the potential to increase both the losses during a
flood and exposure to the flood hazard.
o

Regulation of land use.

Floodplain occupancy can be regulated by states through statutes, ordinances, subdivision
regulations, government purchase of property, and subsidized relocation. National policies to
regulate how land is used, especially in flood zones, generally include:
-

Land-use zoning to discourage or prevent building in flood-prone areas;

-

The control of settlement expansion into floodplains;

-

Controls on development density in floodplains such as locational permits; and

-

Specified design standards (for instance minimum building construction standards for
floodplains or sea-flood areas, such as minimum property floor levels)

Such regulatory policies are often enacted or otherwise introduced by the central government
and implemented and enforced by local authorities, and they strongly build and rely on sound
mapping of flood-prone areas. The success depends on the extent to which they are enforced;
unsound enforcement is often the proverbial Achilles’ heel. Thus clearly, regulatory
approaches have greatest potential in a formal society. Regulation of land use has a number of
advantages. The most important perhaps is that it encourages careful weighing and
consideration of the costs against the benefits of floodplain occupancy versus location
elsewhere.
o

Public relief.

Catastrophic flood disasters, especially those in which lives are lost, often lead to a direct
public response, whether their scale is large or small. Often, an immediate reaction to the
announcement of a flood disaster is the establishment of a national relief fund to assist flood
victims. Large-scale catastrophic floods may even lead to direct international public response,
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through relief and internationally funded programs, like the devastating floods in Mozambique
of 2000 did (see chapter four). The principal justification for the various forms of relief is that
they help to ease the immediate distress, and to support initial rehabilitation. Also, it may be
politically unacceptable to do nothing following extreme events. However, it can remove the
incentive to avoid future flood losses, and therefore encourages persistent human occupancy
of the floodplain.
o

Emergency action.

This response consists mainly of removing persons or property from the area subject to
flooding. Generally, the local authority or the central government assumes responsibility for
overall organization. The effectiveness of emergency action usually depends upon the extent
of preparation before the flood occurs. Again, emergency action tends to encourage persistent
human occupancy of floodplains.
o

Keep people out of the way of floods.

If it is realized that any structure to contain floods will at some point be overcome by a flood
of greater magnitude, the way is open for the adoption of the strategy ‘keep the people out of
the way of the flood’. This means avoid development in flood-prone areas. However, on a
practical level, this option is mostly impossible since there are already many valuable
developments (cities for instance) in flood plains that cannot be removed and in addition, the
flood plain provides many valuable services, even despite the ever-present danger. In the same
line of thought is the removal of towns in harm’s way of potential floods, a solution the United
States has applied31 , but its attainability depends heavily on the size of the town and the
absence or presence of valuable developments. As one can imagine, costs for moving towns
are substantial, but in the end might outweigh the costs of chronic flood-relief or the
maintenance and/or production of flood-related structural measures.
As was mentioned before, several of the options mentioned require a well-functioning society
because enforcement if a large part of the execution of the measures. Also, other social guides,
like national laws, historical precedents, jurisdictional constraints, and government policies,
31

The small town of Soldiers Grove , Wisconsin , was one of the first towns to move out of
harm’s way (Clement, 2001). After decades of floods from the Kickapoo River forced the
town to rebuild time after time, often with federal money, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
proposed a $3.5 million levee to protect the town. The village rejected the levee plan and
instead proposed moving homes and the business district to higher ground. After years of
bureaucratic delays and another huge flood, the town was moved in a five-year process
completed in 1983.
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condition to an important extent the adjustments that are chosen. For instance, if only flood
relief or flood protection are seen as possible responses to flood situations, then only these are
written into the legislation. Consequently, other alternatives as flood insurance, flood
proofing, and so on may not be considered at all in actual decision-making, even though they
may be much more effective in dealing with flood problems than the latter.
The Four Phases of Flood Management
Historically, four phases of floodplain management can be distinguished (Green et al., 2000;
Parker, 2000): ‘no organized flood management’, ‘keeping the river away from the people ’,
‘keeping the people away from the river’ and ‘learning to live with floods’. The phase a
country is in varies per nation and is linked to the specific culture and history. Political
acceptability considers the dominant world views that the designs of the paths follow. A
hierarchical government will choose a policy in which flood control structures dominate. Due
to shifting pressures such as anthropogenic pressures, climate, the failure of current flood
management policy (van Ogrop, 2005), or the emergence of a dominant worldview, society
will evolve or modify a system to cope with floods. Primarily, society adapts to the natural
flood conditions and develops the land in accordance with the prevailing natural conditions.
The first phase is characterized by lack of knowledge of flood hazards, and any attempts at
managing floods are tentative or based dominantly on the experience and actions of individual
floodplain occupants.
Progressively, this first phase was replaced by the second phase: the state begins promoting
and implementing structural flood control measures. This approach, characteristic of the late
nineteenth and most the twentieth century, was the ‘engineering’ or scientifically rational
approach to river management. It was often marked by state promotion of structural (i.e. largescale engineering) measures although many of the works of this time where undertaken by
provincial or local governments. The philosophy was strongly rational: rivers were being
‘trained’ or ‘improved’ (or ‘economically more productive’ as Worster (1985) describes this
process in the United States) to become efficient and to stop floods from interfering with
human activity. There was a strong emphasis on building flood embankments designed and
constructed to engineering standards, constructing flood relief channels and sometimes
constructing a series of flood control dams. The language used during this phase reflects this
struggle to make rivers efficient servants of human purposes: floods were to be ‘controlled’
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and ‘defenses’ were to be prepared against floods. Unfortunately, structural approaches have a
number of disadvantages, including that flood control structures may encourage further
floodplain development (false sense of security); flood embankments may be only partly
effective in exceptional floods (i.e. they may be overtopped or breached); structural
approaches may have adverse or damaging environmental consequences (Brookes, 1988;
Purseglove, 1988) and perverse impacts on downstream areas (worsening their flood
problems); and flood control may only address part of the problems which cause flood
disasters (i.e. flood control does not address people’s vulnerability to flood hazards).
Eventually, the strategies which rely solely or primarily on structural flood control measures
subsequently tend to go through a transition resulting in greater emphasis on non-structural
measures. These non-structural approaches were originally proposed as part of an integrated
strategy for the good management of floodplains (White 1945, 1974), and frequently came to
be offered as an alternative to the traditional engineering solutions. Whereas the second phase
defined the problem as the rivers, and the solution being to keep the rivers away from the
public, non-structural approaches were argued on the basis that the public should be kept away
from the rivers. Rather than engineering the rivers to be ‘efficient’, the approach
characterizing the third phase centered upon making people behave. The idea behind this
phase was that people should not be on the floodplain in the first place; and, if they insisted
upon occupying the floodplain, they should bear the consequences of their choice. Nonstructural approaches include small-scale ‘structural’ modifications of individual buildings
(designed-in or retrofitted adaptations; new buildings should be flood proofed against some
design standard flood) and measures designed to move people away from floods. In this phase,
communities could deliberately be designed and planned to adapted to floods in a variety of
ways, but can also include planning controls to prevent the spread of communities on to the
floodplains. Flood-proofing builds upon indigenous flood adaptation approaches and this may
be promoted, as may improved flood forecasting and warning schemes to allow people and
property to be evacuated from a flood-prone area in advance of a flood. There may also be an
effort to encourage purchase of flood insurance. In extreme cases entire communities or parts
of communities have been moved from flood-prone to flood-free land. This third wave was
characterized by the same optimism as the second wave of approaches. Non-structural
approaches were generally assumed to offer an alternative and be a replacement for traditional
engineering approaches.
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The fourth and final phase can be characterized as a holistic approach: learning to live with
floods. The original idea behind the third phase, the non-structural approach was often already
expressed in the terms of ‘coping with floods’ or ‘living with floods’ and the holistic
approaches may be seen as a return to this original idea. The holistic approach is not a single
strategy, but rather a variety of strategies, resulting from the evaluation of the successes and
failures of the previous phases in combination with the recurrence of exceptional and highly
damaging floods. The emerging holistic approach addresses the basic causes of floods and
flood disasters and talks in terms of ‘flood alleviation’, and ‘flood mitigation’, rather than in
terms of flood control, and of ‘flood hazard management’ or ‘flood risk management’. The
concept of sustainable development (United Nations, 1992) is one of the drivers of this
approach, especially the requirement to think about a catchment as a whole, including the
inter-relationships between land and water. In addition, not only is economic development
taken into account, but also human development, including increasing public involvement in
decision making. This fourth wave is more critical and less optimistic than either of the
previous phases.
The Netherlands is a textbook example of all these phases and is in the final one : after
hundreds of years of anthropocentric modification of the land surface and channel networks, a
gradual dawn of a philosophy of protection and restoration has started with the country wide
water management concepts entitled ‘Living with Floods’ and ‘Giving Room to the Rivers’
(‘Ruimte voor de Rivier’). See chapter four for more details.
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Flood Policy: Institutions , Roles and Responsibilities
Flood policies and management are culturally constructed phenomena: people’s understanding
of floods and how to deal with them derives from their unique environmental and cultural
conditions. Therefore, the respective roles and responsibility of the individual and state
regarding response to flood hazards are defined according to the different traditions and
institutions present in a country; the strategy of flood management is shaped by history and
reflects the culture of that country and local flood conditions 32 .
Generally, the goal of public flood policy often translates into reducing risk, exposure and/or
vulnerability to the hazard, but this may be done in different ways and the goals will relate to
what is believed to be economically, socially, politically, environmentally and morally
desirable for the specific country. For example, an ancient principle underlying English flood
legislation is that responsibility for drainage of land and avoidance of flooding rests primarily
with the individual riparian owner33 , and a complex history of case law has accumulated to
help settle disputes between riparian owners. Only in the lowest-lying areas, historic
organizations to address flood problems emerged (Darby, 1983). In other countries, flood
hazards may be recognized as a national threat inviting state response. This used to be the case
in the Netherlands where flooding is a strategic threat to the nation, and the constitution states
that the inhabitability of the country and the protection and improvement of the environment
are public tasks (Huisman et al., 1998), resulting in a more collective and consensual
approach. Members of the public could be required to join a dijkleger (literally meaning a
‘dike army’) and equipment could be requisitioned by the state in flood emergencies34 . In the
People’s Republic of China, voluntary labor is mobilized and ‘organic cadres’ involving tens
of thousands of citizens under the leadership of the Communist Party of China to construct
and defend flood dikes (Parker, 2000). In other countries, flood alleviation measures are
32

See for instance Reisner (1986) who gives a detailed description of the water projects in the
U.S.A. and provides insight in American politics.
33
The responsibility for maintenance and renewal of flood and tidal defenses rests with the
riparian owner except where there is specific agreement to the contrary. In effect, where tidal
defenses are assessed with a residual life of 5 years or less, the Environment Agency (EA)
may contribute to the cost of renewal. It should be noted that this is a permissive power; the
EA has a duty to enforce against riparian owners but not to contribute to the cost of the
required works (Grant et al., 2005).
34
The last dijkleger stopped functioning in October of 2002 because the Dutch government
deemed them no longer necessary. In addition, there were problems with motivation and
availability of the ‘recruits’.
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viewed as public goods (goods which are not marketed), the proper responsibility for
provision of which lies with public agencies through public policy. The regulation of a river
such as the Rhine to reduce flooding risks throughout a large river basin, and the construction
of a major flood embankment project along hundreds of kilometers of rivers in Bangladesh are
examples of this; such large-scale adjustments could not be promoted other than by public
agencies. In some cases, it even calls for important international cooperation. Lastly,
economies and standards of living of sub-regions within states can be repeatedly weakened by
flooding, resulting in public policies aimed at reducing the impact of floods within the context
of regional development policy. The large-scale, multi-purpose dam-building projects starting
in the 1930s in the Tennessee valley in the USA are an example of publicly funded floodcontrol projects undertaken within such a regional development context.
When it comes to public policies directly relevant to flood hazards, the number of levels of
government, and the nature of these levels of government, also varies between countries
(Tobin and Montz, 1997). For instance, in the USA, it is common to distinguish between
federal (i.e. central), state and local government flood policy. In the Netherlands, the
interrelationships within these three-tiers have been important in the 1995 floods, but the
local-level decisions were of similar and crucial importance. In Bangladesh, the Flood Action
Plan is centrally driven, but there are also tiers of local and district government which are
particularly involved in flood relief and food allocation.
Strong societal and institutional forces can also influence and sometimes dominate flood
policy-making. These forces include the power structure of society, institutional arrangements
and traditions, and national economic and political trends. In England for instance, the
agricultural lobby and the landowning classes were driving forces for the flood policy. In
India, the tradition of bureaucratic manipulation and corruption in government seeps through
in flood management. And in Argentina, the private interests are sometimes superior to the
public good, which can have adverse affects on public flood policy.
There are numerous issues, be it rational or not, that can constrain public flood policy in any
country, at any time (see table 3.3 for a summary): issues of technical and physical character,
financial and economic issues, legal and administrative issues, environmental issues and last,
but certainly not least, political issues. Political issues especially are of importance for the

Table 3.3: Five issues that have the potential to constrain the public flood policy of any country. As indicated, phase II appears to be the most
vulnerable phase during flood policy development, and political issues always have the possibility to hamper the process.
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remainder of this paper since these are not only linked to troubles on a regional and national
scale when it comes to the design, formulation, and implementation flood policy, but also have
to potential to generate (and caused) troubles in many regions of the world when it comes to
reaching agreement over flood measures and policies with neighboring countries. The
ecological, economical and physical interconnectedness of river basins naturally calls for
collaboration between countries even though flood management at root will be a national
endeavor. A flood in one area by definition generates feedback elsewhere, and since rivers
often form political boundaries between countries, or may flow from one country to another,
reducing flood hazards along such rivers usually requires cross-border cooperation. As a
result, these events have to be tackled simultaneously at several levels, possibly in several
countries, and thus, hypothetically, the power of centralized management agencies should be
redistributed and balanced, making the need for international coordination great, and largerscale controls, not only nationally but also internationally, often necessary (Hilborn and
Walters, 1992; Hilborn and Gunderson, 1996). Co-management systems and the
decentralization of power are tools that can be used to deal with such cross-scale effects. Next,
we will take a closer look at institutions that deal with transboundary flood events.
Institutions: An Introduction
By definition, institutions are humanly devised constraints that shape human interaction or,
less formally, the rules of the game in society (North, 1990). Institutions are often defined as
the expressions of the terms of collective human experience (Scott, 1995) and consisting of
cognitive, normative and regulative structures and activities that provide stability and meaning
to social behavior. At any rate, institutions provide the means by which societies can act on
their knowledge and use it to produce a livelihood from the resources in their environment.
Each institution has its own history, its own time-dependent line of development (Scott,
1995); and how a system develops and operates affects its structure and capacities for action.
Thus by its very nature, institutions are constantly subjected to pressures for change as a
country's economic and social demands change (Frederiksen, 1992) resulting in the tight link
between the social values of a country and its institutions.
The broadest definitions of institutions include both formal institutions, such as administrative
structures, and informal institutions, such as customs and practices (Olsson, 2003). However,
in the remainder of this paper the term ‘institutions’ is used only in the sense of formal
institutions only. As a result, whenever the term ‘institutions’ is used, it will point to formal,
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government-based institutions specifically designed for the management of -inter-national
river basins.
The quantity of literature on institutions is impressive, and it would be impossible to
synthesize all the theories concerning institutional research in this paper. However, it seems
appropriate to introduce crucial findings, agreed upon theories and general terms used when
discussing institutions.
Institutional Inertia
Of specific importance, when talking about institutions that deal with (transboundary) water
issues, is stability, or ‘institutional inertia’, a quality most institutions display. A general
characteristic of conventional water resource management is that it is often primarily
predisposed to eliminate the disturbance by blocking it out (Holling et al., 1995), even though
disturbances are part of the natural cyclic processes of ecosystems. This holds especially true
for systems that have not experienced crises in the past decades, which tends to create the
conditions for a larger-scale and widespread crisis later on. A significant example of this form
of institutional inertia is the ‘waterschappen’ (water boards) in the Netherlands (see paper on
case studies for more details). Another reason for conservatism or inflexibility in institutions is
caused by the fact that institutions are political by nature. Genschel (1997) already recognized
that rather than confronting the extremely uncertain event of a complete institutional overhaul,
policy actors will choose to patch up existing institutions with new structures or transpose
them to new functions as long as possible, because these two strategies of institutional change
are arguably less costly, less risky, and less politically disruptive in the short run. Lastly,
institutional inertia can also be caused by intellectual inertia. Ideas in agreement with current
policy practices and accepted polit ical doctrine benefit from a considerable comparative
advantage over untried proposals based on unconventional ideas. This explains, for instance,
why the holistic concept of ‘Living with Floods’ took years before it could actually be
implemented in the Netherlands.
This does not mean that institutional change is neither impossible nor uncommon. It is
however believed to be periodic . Under stable conditions, policy makers lean heavily on the
existing institutional arrangement and make incremental adjustments only at the margin in
order to accommodate changes in the world around them. History has shown that only at
moments of crises, politics can overrule institutions rather than the other way around (Visser
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and Hemerijck, 1997; Gunderson et al., 1995) like an unexpected flood event with farreaching unacceptable consequences. Indeed, in the past new types and arrangements of water
institutions were often created after a catastrophe, for instance the Dutch Delta Commission,
created right after the devastating storm in 1953, and the change in national flood management
after the extreme high waters in 1993 and 1995 (for more details, see chapter four).
Path Dependency, Lock-In and Institutional Breakout
Values of the past created the institutions of the present, while changing social values will
affect the institutions of the future. Or, in other words, history matters when one looks at the
creation of institutions or the evolution of ideas. This concept is termed ‘path dependency’.
Clear definitions for path dependency are rare. A narrow definition has been suggested by
Levi (1997, 28):
“Perhaps the better metaphor is a tree, rather than a path. From the
same trunk, there are many different branches and smaller branches.
Although it is possible to turn around or to clamber from one to the
other - and essential if the chosen branch dies - the branch on which
a climber begins is the one she tends to follow.”
In other words, the direction and scope of institutional change cannot be separated from its
earlier course or past history. When this concept is specifically applied to institutions, it
generally refers to situations in which decision-making processes (partly) depend on earlier
choices and events (Woerdman, 2004). Therefore, no institution can be properly understood
apart from its wider social, historical and cultural context. For example, during the age of
enlightenment (18th century), humans were removed from their environment; nature and
society were separated. This became the foundational principle of Western thought and
provided the management structure for, among other things, dealing with floods. Boldly
stated, men took control over nature and tamed the rivers by building dikes and levees and it
was not until recently that this form of protection, gridlocked in a form of institutional inertia,
has been pushed aside in favor of other forms of protection. In the Netherlands, for instance,
people have been protected from floods by dikes and levees which in a way disconnected them
from their natural surroundings. Recently, the Dutch have chosen another branch, or left their
path that they have been walking on for hundreds of years, by introducing the new water
management concept of ‘Living with Floods’ (Visser and Hemerijck, 1997). Steadily, this
concept will transform the Dutch way of how to cope with floods (for more details, see
chapter four).
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A lock-in (Scott, 1995) is another important term and can be defined as the dominance of a
sub-optimal situation in the presence of a superior alternative (Woerdman, 2004). A suboptimal arrangement can be a (set of) inefficient policy instrument(s), for instance. The
superior alternative may be present in theory; it might have been developed or thought of but
is not (yet) adopted and implemented. Alternatively, this innovation may already have been
adopted and implemented in a particular institutional setting, but not in the setting under
consideration. In that case, the alternative is used in another policy area and/or in another
country.
Path dependence and a lock-in do not necessarily imply inevitability but can be remediable.
Or, as Woerdman (2004) puts it: an institutional breakout may occur. Woerdman states that
for a breakout to occur, there must be a known superior alternative or the dominant
institutional arrangements have become unattractive. Institutional change may arise from
planned and conscious action, but external shocks, as was said earlier, can also provide strong
pressures for such change. Furthermore, a loss of trust in governance can provide the crisis
needed for organizational change as part of a democratic process. An example of areas in
which this loss of trust has triggered new approaches includes the management of floods but
also forest fires and the control of lake eutrophication and pests (Holling, 2004). Typically,
management becomes somewhat more complex, open, and integrative across scales of
variables (Gunderson et al. 1995).
Water Management Institutions
The previous sections clarified why the institutions found all around the world devised
specifically for the development and management of a nation's water resources are not the
same everywhere; history has created the form of the government and the legal system of a
country, which in turn form the basic structure for water- and land-use legislation, particularly
in such matters as delegation of government responsibilities. An example is the major
difference in water management displayed by unitary republics and federated republics,
primarily due to the extent of state/provincial autonomy in resources ownership and
management. But besides the history of a country, some general characteristics of water
influence the nature of national water institutions as well, and these characteristics were
specified by Frederiksen (1992). First of all, the quantity of water present in a nation
influences the arrangements, because when there is sufficient water, there is no need for tight
arrangements among users and conflicts and environmental concerns are minimal. Another
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influence on the structure of institutions is the speed at which resources problems (have) come
up. Has it been at a rate to which the institutions could adjust in an orderly manner or did they
occur at such a pace that institutional changes were made in response to crises? A third
influence is the relative population density. In well managed, densely populated areas, many
management decisions reside in local units where people readily cooperate and work together
to solve conflicts and maximize mutual benefits. Problems can arise where central or state
governments have taken over these long-established arrangements. A fourth influence is
climate, most notably the amount, pattern and nature of precipitation, because this variable
basically determines the extent of major commitments to irrigation, drainage and flood
control. Related to this are findings by Stahl (2005), who showed that hydroclimatic
variability and population density are most influential in arid to sub-humid basins, while
socioeconomic and political factors seem to be more important in determining water-related
international relations in humid basins.
Due to the unbiased nature of water events ignoring humanly drawn boundaries, together with
the mostly uncontrollable and unpredictable nature of water, water management institutions
need to be flexible in order to be able to react to short-term, extreme occurrences like floods.
At the same time, and albeit that flood management at root will be a national endeavor, the
ecological, economical and physical interconnectedness of river basins naturally calls for
collaboration between countries. These two arguments seem to contradict each other, because
large, centralized resource management agencies, perhaps what international river basins
institutions end up being, are susceptible to making large mistakes and do not (cannot) have
the variety of response capabilities that complex, polycentric, multi-layered governance
systems can have (Gunderson et al., 1995; Ostrom, 1998). Regional bodies can be potentially
more flexible to respond to the water flow fluctuations in their transboundary rivers than an
international outfit. Floods, especially transboundary ones, pose a monumental challenge to
local public officials who must be prepared to cope with demands encompassing every aspect
of community life (Drabek and Hoetmer, 1991), but at the same time, it is precisely the locallevel institutions that can learn and develop the capability to respond faster than do centralized
agencies. Being ‘on the ground’, they are physically closer to the resources, there is no
separation of the user from the manager, and there is more learning-by-doing in accumulating
a base of practical ecological knowledge (Berkes and Folke, 1998).
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So can we now actually pinpoint qualities that make for good water institutions? To start with,
it makes sense that basin wide cooperation so should have all riparians in it. Although there
are examples of institutions that have evolved after a long conflict and with only a few of the
riparians committing to it (i.e. in the Nile, Mekong, Indus and Ganges basins), such
commissions can be seen as starting points and are therefore by no means deemed worthless.
Thus, initiatives excluding riparians should not be encouraged, nor should they be ignored. In
addition, Millington (2002) distilled four principles that can be observed in international river
basins that seem to be doing the best job at managing the basin. These four common attributes
are:
•

An institutional framework exists which is both robust and flexible, and includes modern
legislation and an integrated policy framework.

•

Planning and management is knowledge driven. Strategic assessment of water and related
resources receives high priority, and does not stop at mere data management, but actively
pursues the generation of strategically focused information and knowledge.

•

Integration is built into institutions, resource management, and policy. There is
recognition of the holistic nature of ecosystems, and all policies, decisions and projects are
evaluated against this background.

•

Community participation is built into all processes. It is seen as the normal way of doing
business. It recognizes also that the natural resources of a country belong to its people, and
they have a right to participate in its management – with the flow-on effects that
community participation leads to government efficiency, ownership of policies and
actions by the community, and to more readily accepted principles of cost sharing.
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River Basin Organizations
Introduction
Managing rivers effectively has long been a goal of societies and states, not in the last place
because managing rivers was and is viewed as something that is necessary for the common
good. So not only did rivers play a remarkable part in defining the structure of human
societies, they also have long been a feature of the global political environment, because
politics, by definition, is a process by which collective decisions are made within groups.
As described, early societies in alluvial basins had great opportunities, but at the same time,
had to face great risks. They had to learn to live with floods and, if at all feasible, benefit from
these events. This took ingenuity and physical structures, but most of all, required the
organization and cooperation between a large number of people , as well as rules and
institutions for overall water management. And thus bureaucracies and hierarchies, some still
functional today, were born which helped civilizations and cities deal with these issues and
foster cooperation between all of those involved35 . Societies in upland headwaters did not face
the same incentives as did societies located downstream, and historically these societies
appear to have more often been characterized by smaller, less structured social groupings
(Sadoff and Grey, 2002). Hence, one fundamental lesson of universal and historical
experience widely accepted today is that a river is best managed as a basin unit. Furthermore,
since any action in one part of the basin has impacts in another, joint and cooperative
management of water resources is a desirable goal sought by many governments, policy
experts, and water management professionals (Ostrom, 1990; Dellapenna, 2001; Kliot et al.
2001; Turton and Henwood, 2002; Jagerskog, 2002; Philips et al., 2006). Fortunately,
countries throughout the world have recognized that water management is indeed an important
issue that cannot be ignored and have created various special purpose agencies to develop and
manage the waters locally, regionally or for international river basins (IRBs). Managing IRBs
complicates water management. Control of international rivers that cross political boundaries
indiscriminately is tangled with power issues, economic opportunity, national security, society
and culture. Since an institution influences behavior and thus the amount of conflict arising
35

See also Wittfogel’s “Oriental Despotism” (1957). Wittfogel argued that control of water
for irrigation was central to the Asian system of economic production, and had a major impact
on the organization of what he coined ' hydraulic societies'. The control of water could be seen
a source of power and be exploited by a central bureaucracy theory that came to be known as
'hydraulic monopoly’.
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over behavior differences, a dominant role of a water institution is to reduce conflict (Lynne et
al., 1990). Giordano and Wolf (2001) indeed showed that where relatively strong, sustainable
institutions are in place, international water disputes do get resolved, even among enemies.
However, no quantitative global data exists on the number of water institutions that deal
specifically with transboundary issues, let alone the number of water institutions that deal with
boundary crossing floods. There are case studies about national endeavors (for instance by
Kemper et al., 2005) but these logically focus on national cooperation and not on cooperation
efforts for international river basins (IRBs). This next section addresses this gap in current
research by creating a global database of river basin organizations (RBOs) and river basin
commissions (RBCs), collectively called international river basin institutions (IRBIs)
principally erected for international river basins (IRBs).
The following section will specifically look at IRBIs that are used to bring stakeholders
together and deal with transboundary water issues like shared floods.
River Basin Organizations and River Basin Committees: Global Facts & Figures
At present, there are 27936 rivers around the world that cross the boundaries of two or more
nations. The catchment areas that contribute to these rivers comprise approximately 42% of
the land surface of the earth37 , include 40% of the world’s population, and contribute almost
80% of freshwater flow (Wolf et al. 2003; TFDD unpublished data, 2006). All the 279
international rivers, without exception, create some degree of tension among the societies that

36

New basins have been ‘discovered’ or were created since the last update of the TFDD, but
not yet published; a manual count of the IRBs resulted in an increase of basins from the
reported 263 on the TFDD website to 279 basins when writing this paper. The ‘new’ basins in
Asia are: the Johore, Tebrau, and Scudai (shared between Malaysia and Singapore), the Loes
(shared by Indonesia and Timor L’Este), and the Shu and Talas (shared between Kazakhstan
and Kyrgyzstan). In Latin or Central America, six more basins were found: the Temash and
Moho (shared between Guatemala and Belize), the Corredores/Colorado, the El Naranjo and
Conventillos (shared between Costa Rica and Panama), the Chamelecon (shared between
Guatemala and Honduras). In Africa, four more basins were added: the Thukela (between
Lesotho and South Africa), the Sanaga (between the Central African Republic, Cameroon and
Nigeria), the Pungwe (shared between Mozambique and Zimbabwe), and the Pangani (shared
betweenTanzania and Kenya). There is indication of the existence of more basins between
Timor L’Este and Indonesia, but there is not yet enough spatial information to confirm this.
37
Numbers used for calculation: land area of the Earth: 147,142,344 km2 , and the land area of
all the 279 international river basins combined is 61,852,500 km2 .
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they bind 38 because hydrologic needs can get sidetracked by other concerns. The resulting
tensions, and their responses, are linked with many other characteristics of societies – history,
culture, environment and economy - that affect relations between neighboring nations.
Therefore, completely decoupling water’s role from the complex dynamics of relationships
between states is not possible (Sadoff and Grey, 2002).
Methodology
Over a 6-month period (July-December 2004), we have attempted to summarize the number
and nature of multilateral institutions which deal with international waters issues like floods.
To this end, data was collected by conducting interviews, and searching the internet in order to
compile an empirical database of institutions and organizations which added to some type of
institutional capacity in the IRBs around the world. The types of international water
collaboration were categorized as either being a ‘commission’, meaning a bilateral or
multilateral body, comprised of officials appointed by national governments to participate in
dialogue, discourse, negotiations and the like regarding the international water body for which
it was created, or an ‘organization’, meaning a bilateral or multilateral body, comprised of
officials acting on behalf of their government (ministerial, technical or other) to conduct
coordinated and/or informed management of the international water body. An organization
differs from a commission in that it involves the implementation of bilateral or multilateral
programs concerning for instance information sharing, joint management and so on. Note that
this is merely an attempt to define the concepts of ‘commission’ and ‘organization’ since these
concepts are somewhat fuzzy throughout the literature; both terms are used loosely and
possibly even interchangeably 39 . Consequently, any categorization that uses such concepts is
subjective and will not be seen as an important distinction when discussed in the remainder of
the paper. We will therefore use the term international river basin institutions (IRBIs) to refer
to both of the concepts. The results are discussed in the remainder of this paper.
Results: Global Database
In total, 153 IRBIs were found around the world. When categorized per continent (figures
3.4 and 3.5), we see that South America has the least amount of amount of institutions that
deal with shared river basins resulting in more than 80% (or 53) of their IRBs without a form
38

The word ‘rival’ has the same root as ‘river’, derived from the riparian concept of dwellers
on opposite riverbanks.
39
An example taken from the findings is the Niger Basin Authority (NBA) labeled as an
organization but formerly called the River Niger Commission.
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of organization specifically designed to deal with transboundary water issues. Africa, Asia
and Europe do slightly better: 25%, 27% and 29% of their IRBs are represented by an RBO
or an RBC, while the 37 institutions in North American represent all IRBs. Note that a
higher number of IRBSs does not automatically result in better management or relative
better international cooperation in the specific basins, if such a thing can be gauged at all.
Furthermore, the presence of an RBO or RBC in an international river basin does not imply
that all riparian countries are parties to the institution; some forms of international water
collaboration include all the riparian states, while others do not. See the summary per
continent for specific examples of this (appendix table 3.A-3.E, page 216 and further).

Globally, 78 of all IRBs (almost 28%) are represented by an RBO or RBC. The data
furthermore revealed that some IRBs have more than one IRBI (figure 3.5): 34 IRBs, or a bit
more than 12% have more than one institutions that deals with shared water issues. Note that a
value of zero do not necessarily reflect an absence of an RBO/RBC, it merely means that no
RBO or RBC was found at the time of the search.
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International River Basin Institutions
[153 globally]
Data gathered June 2004

South America, 19

Africa, 34

North America, 37

Asia, 28

Europe, 35

Figure 3.4: the number of international river basin institutions per continent. For a complete
list of all IRBIs per continent, see appendix tables 3.A-3.E (page 216 and further)
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Figure 3.5: The number of International River Basins (IRB) per continent, followed by the
basins that have an International River Basin Institution (IRBI), and the number of institutions
that have transboundary floods listed as a principal issue in their mandate.
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Summary per Continent
Africa
We found 34 institutions in Africa that are specifically set up for an international river basin
on that continent. These 34 organizations represent 16 out of the total 63 IRBs present in
Africa (see figure 3.6). They are mostly specifically aimed at one international basin, or a
subbasin within that basin , although there are also organizations established for more than one
IRB. For instance, the Organisation pour la Mise en Valeur du Fleuve Gambie (The Gambia
River Basin Development Organization or OMVG) not only covers the Gambia, as the name
suggests, but also the rivers Koliba/Corubal and Géba. Another example is the Autorité du
Liptako-Gourma (Liptako-Gourma Authority or ALG); a sub-regional institution for the
Liptako-Gourma river basin, covering the international basins of the rivers Volta and Niger.
Some forms of international water collaboration in Africa include all the riparian states, while
others do not. The Limpopo basin, for instance, covers Botswana, Mozambique, South Africa,
and Zimbabwe but the Joint Water Commission only has members of South Africa and
Mozambique. Another example is the Congo / Zaire basin; a total of four initiatives are found
here but not one includes all the riparian countries. The Limpopo basin illustrates another form
of cooperation that excludes certain riparians: the basin covers Botswana, Mozambique, South
Africa, and Zimbabwe. However, the Joint Water Commission established for the basin only
has representatives from South Africa and Mozambique in it.
Issues covered by the African shared water institutions are understandably ‘joint
management’, directly followed by mostly economic concerns: technical cooperation &
assistance, infrastructure and development and economic development (see figure 3.A in
appendix, page 205). Surprisingly, border and territorial issues are not high on the list of
principal issues, nor are water quantity and fishing. Four organizations have incorporated
flood control as (one of) their objectives: the Organisation pour la Mise en Valeur du bassin
du fleuve Senegal (OMVS), the Commission Internationale du Bassins Congo-OubanguiSangha (CICOS), the Organisation pour la Mise en Valeur du Fleuve Gambie / Gambia River
Basin Development Organization (OMVG), and the Niger Basin Authority (NBA).
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Figure 3.6: River basin organizations and commissions in Africa mapped per IRB (TFDD,
2006, unpublished data; UNEP, 2005) not only clearly shows the dominance for
transboundary water institutions for the Limpopo and Orange River Basins (both with 5
IRBIs), but also the absence of such institutions for 77% of African IRBs.
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The average age40 of the African IRBIs is 19 years, the youngest being two years, the oldest
76 years (the Zambezi Watercourse Commission, or ZAMCOM, and the Lesotho Highlands
Development Authority, or LHDA, respectively).
Asia
Our data shows that Asia has set up 28 IRBIs for 17 out of the 63 IRBs found on this
continent; 73% of the Asian IRBs do not have a shared water institution (see figure 3.7). Six
IRBs have multiple institutions set up for them, for instance the Aral Sea with the
International Fund for saving the Aral Sea and the Interstate Coordination Water Commission
(ICWC). However, the Aral Sea basin also illustrates a form of cooperation that excludes
certain riparian states, because neither of these two initiatives includes all the 8 riparians.
Another example of a basin with more than one institution yet excluding certain riparians is
the Mekong River Basin with five different institutions. Most of the Asian IRBIs are set up for
one IRB, but exceptions can be found. The Indo-Bangladesh Joint Rivers Commission for
instance is not set up for a specific international river, but rather for the cooperation on joint
waters between India and Bangladesh, thereby covering three IRBs (the Fenney, the GangesBrahmaputra-Meghna and the Karnaphuli river basins). However, except for the Fenney, these
IRBs have more than these two riparians, thus although this seems like a cooperative
initiative, it simultaneously excludes several stakeholders, namely China, Nepal, Myanmar
and Bhutan. Issues covered by the Asian IRBIs are mainly joint management and water
quantity (see figure 3.B in appendix , page 206). The Mekong River Commission is the only
transboundary water institution that has flood control as one of its objectives.
The average age of Asian international water institutions is 23 years. The youngest institution
has recently started operating on July 26 of 2006 (the preparations for the Commission for the
Rivers Chu and Talas started in 2001); the oldest is the Mekong River Commission which has
been functional for almost 50 years.

40

The average age of the institutions is the sum of the years of existence of all the institutions divided
by the total number of institutions.
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Figure 3.7: map showing the RBOs and RBCs in Asia (TFDD, 2006; unpublished data). The
Mekong River Basin has the most institutions (5), followed by the Aral Sea and Tumen River
Basin (both 3). Immediately apparent is the fact that many of the Asian IRBs (72.6%) do not
have an institution set up for them.
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Europe
There are 35 RBOs and RBCs found in Europe 41 , representing 20 out of the 69 IRBs present
on this continent (see figure 3.8). Nine of these were erected especially for subbasins, for
instance the Peipsi Center for Transboundary Cooperation for Lake Peipsi (a subbasin of the
Narva River Basin), the International Sava River Basin Commission (a subbasin of the
Danube), and the International Meuse Commission (IMC) (a subbasin of the Rhine). The
remaining 26 European international water institutions are aimed at one basin. The exceptions
are the Finnish-Russian Joint Commission on the Utilization of Frontier Waters and the
Finnish-Norwegian Transboundary Water Commission, targeted at the multiple shared river
basins between Finland and Russia and Finland and Norway.
Issues covered by the European RBOs and RBCs are primarily jo int management and water
quality (see figure 3.C in appendix, page 207). There are two organizations that have flood
incorporated as one of their principal issues: the International Commission for the Protection
of the Oder River against Pollution (ICPOAP) and the International Commission for the
Protection of the Rhine (ICPR).
The average age of European IRBIs is 31 years. The International Sava River Basin
Commission has been functional for two years while the Central Commission for Navigation
on the Rhine (CCNR) has been set up 191 years ago.

41

This EU Directive utilizes the river basin as the natural unit for water management and
states that each river basin within a Member State must be assigned to a river basin district
(RBD) and the Member State must arrange for co-ordination of administrative arrangements
for water management in relation to each RBD lying within its territory. The Directive
furthermore requires that river basins which cross national frontiers must be assigned to an
international RBD and the Member States involved must together ensure the co-ordination of
measures for its implementation. However, the data was gathered before the deadline of
assigning river districts to basins passed, and therefore the resulting ‘competent authorities’
are excluded from the total count of international water institutions found in Europe.
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Figure 3.8: a map of the European shared water institutions make visible that the Rhine and
Rhone River Basins have the most institutions set up for them (six respectively five), but 71%
of the European IRBs do not have a transboundary water institution.
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North America
The North American continent has 37 water institutions aimed at international river basins and
they cover all the 19 IRBs (see figure 3.9). Some international river basins have multiple
institutions set up for them; the St. Lawrence River Basin, for instance, has 11 institutions,
mainly resulting from the directives of the Great Lakes Commission. There are several
institutions set up specifically between countries, thereby covering more than one IRB; the
Transboundary Watershed Alliance (TWA) and the International Joint Commission (IJC),
both between Canada and the USA, and the International Boundary and Water Commission
(IBWC) between Mexico and the USA, are examples of this.

Issues covered by the IRBIs are primarily joint management, water quality and border issues
(see figure 3.D in appendix , page 208). There are no institutions that have flood as one of their
principal issues.
The average age of the North American transboundary water institutions is about 68 years.
The youngest has been set up in 2002 (the Lake Huron Binational Partnership (LHBP)) while
the oldest was created back in 1889 (the International Boundary and Water Commission
(IBWC)).
South America
We found 19 transboundary water institutions on the South American continent. These
represent 11 IRBs out of a total of 6542 (see figure 3.10). The La Plata River Basin has seven
institutions set up for it, but not all of them include all the riparians of this basin. There are
three binationa l institutions between Argentina and Uruguay (the Comisión Administradora
del Río de la Plata or the Administrative Commission for the Río de la Plata (CARP), the
Comision Binacional Punte Buenos Aires Colonia or Buenos Aires - Colonia Bridge
Binational Commission (COBAICO) and the Comision Technica de Mixta de Salto Grande
(CTMSG )). Another example of an institution set up between countries is the Binational
Commission of Economical Cooperation and Physical Integration between Chile and
Argentine, covering more than one IRB.

42

Central America, the inset of figure 3.11, has 27 IRBs and is regarded as part of the South
American continent in this paper.
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Figure 3.9: a map of the shared water institutions on the North American continent show the
dominance of such institutions in the St. Lawrence River Basin. There are no white basins on
this map, indicating that all IRBs have some sort of transboundary water institution set up for
them.
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Issues covered by the IRBIs are mainly (see figure 3.E in appendix, page 209) joint
management and economic development. There are no institutions that have flood
incorporated as one of their principal issues.
The average age of shared waters institutions in South America is 26 years. The youngest is
about ten years (the Binational Autonomous Authority of the Lake Titicaca (ALT), while the
oldest has existed for over 60 years (the Comision Technica de Mixta de Salto Grande
(CTMSG )).
Principal Issues Worldwide
When we look at the principal issues on a global scale, transboundary water institutions are
mostly although may be not surprisingly, set up for joint management (see figure 3.F in
appendix, page 210). Water quality and technical cooperation/assistance are two other
important issues, while territorial issues are not a high priority. Out of the 153 transboundary
institutions, only eight are principally concerned with flooding, five of which are located in
Africa, two in Europe and one in Asia. North America and South America do not have any
form of institution that has been created specifically for floods (see figure 3.5).
Flood-related Events
Yoffe (2001) looked at what kind of issues sparked water events during the period 1948-1999
(either cooperative or conflictive), and reported that water quantity far outweighed the other
issues, followed by infrastructure and joint management. For the highest form of cooperation
(treaties concerning international waters), she found that the emphasis lay on water quality and
quantity, hydropower, joint management and economic development. The most extreme
conflictive events (i.e. extensive military acts) only concerned quantity and infrastructure. We
did a search based on Yoffe’s protocol, but included more search terms, and found that for the
period 2000-2004, joint management, water quality and water quantity were the main issues of
water-related events22 . However, as indicated, except for water quality, these issues were not
found to be of primary interest to the shared water institutions.
Does that mean that transboundary floods never have been nor will be a concern? In chapter 2,
and summarized in figure 3.11, we clearly showed that transboundary floods take place on
every continent and have even increased over the past two decades, especially in Asia.
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Figure 3.10: a map of the South American shared water institutions clearly shows that the La
Plata River Basin has the most institutions, but 83% of the South American IRBs do not have
an transboundary water institution set up for them.
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Figure 3.11: Shared river floods per year per continent show a steady increase of
transboundary floods over the years, especially on the Asian and European continents.
So is there perhaps simply no need for official institutional cooperation over shared flood
events? If we look back to the years 1948-2004 43 to see how many water events44 took place in
IRBs over the years (Yoffe, 2001, to which we added our data), we see that almost three per
cent (59 out of a total of 2269) of the events are related to flood control or flood relief. Figure
3.12 shows how these events are divided per continent; Africa, the continent with the highest
43

As noted, Yoffe (2001) looked at the period 1948-1999; we used a more inclusive protocol
(i.e. more search terms) to find water-related events for the period 2000-2004. Due to a lack of
time, our search excluded the IRBs of South America and Africa. Despite these two excluded
continents, 22 (or 32%) of the 59 flood-related events were found for the period 2000-2004
and 408 water-related events (or 18%) were found of the total 2269 event. This might indicate
that our more comprehensive protocol either resulted in finding more events or that relative
more events took place or were reported to take place in the first years of the 21st century then
in the second half of the 20th century.
44
A water event is defined as ‘instances of conflict and cooperation that occur within an
international river basin, that involve the nations riparian to that basin, and that concern
freshwater as a scarce or consumable resource (e.g., water quality, water quantity) or as a
quantity to be managed (e.g., flooding or flood control, managing water levels for navigational
purposes). Incidents that did not meet the above criteria were not included as events in the
analyses (e.g., third-party (i.e., non-basin country) involvement, delineation of rivers as
boundaries, fisheries, issues internal to a country, construction of ports or waterfront
facilities).’ (Yoffe, 2001)
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amount of institutions that have floods as one of their principal issue, has had the least events
with flood (two events back in 1988), while Asia and Europe, with one respectively two
institutions that deal with floods, have experienced the most (16 respectively 24 events). North
America experienced 13 events, South America 12, but neither has institutions with floods as
principal issue.
As figure 3.12 and figure 3.G in the appendix (page 211) illustrate, most of the flood-related
events took place in Europe, in the Danube River Basin. The La Plata River Basin is second,
with ten events and the Ganges-Brahmaputra-Meghna basin has had eight events related in
some degree to floods during the period 1948-2004.

Flood-related events per continent
1948-2004
[59 of 2269 events]

Africa
3%

South America
7%

Europe
41%

North America
22%

Asia
27%

Figure 3.12: the number of flood-related events over the period 1948-2004, per continent.
Data for the period 1948-1999 is adapted from Yoffe (2001). Note that South America and
Africa were not included for the period 2000-2004.
If the events are broken up by continent and by decade (figures 3.13 and 3.H in appendix,
page 212), it seems that flood-related events are especially increasing on the Asian and
European continent. Figure 3.I in the appendix (page 213) shows that events in North America
had the broadest range, while events happening on the European and South American
continent were all cooperative. Furthermore, we see that on the African continent, floodrelated events rarely make the news, although 39 transboundary flood events took place on
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that continent. The figures also show that, after a rather rapid decline in events related to
floods, there has been an increase from 1980 onwards; it appears that the number of floodrelated events has increased the last 25years. Especially since the last bar is only for the period
2000-2004, instead of a full decade. When categorized using Yoffe’s BAR scale 45 (2001), we
see that the found flood-related events are mostly ‘BAR 2’, which stands for ‘Official verbal
support of goals, values, or regime’, followed by ‘BAR 3’ (Cultural or scientific agreement or
support (non-strategic); agreements to set up cooperative working groups) and ‘BAR 1’
(‘Minor official exchanges, talks or policy expressions--mild verbal support’) (see figure
3.14). There are nine incidents that have been ranked under ‘BAR 6’ or ‘Major strategic
alliance (regional or international) - International Freshwater Treaty’; note that all of these
took place before 1970. Thus all flood-related events are overwhelmingly cooperative,
although the degree of cooperation has declined. We do see an alarming increase of less
cooperative incidents over the past 15 years. The topics of the cooperative flood-related events
are mostly assistance during or after floods, agreements on data-sharing and agreements to
jointly study how to control floods. Less cooperative events are events related to placing the
blame on each other for floods, or criticizing constructions that affect other riparians.
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Figure 3.13: flood-related events categorized per continent and per (half) decade show that
transboundary flood-related events are relatively new on the Asian continents, and have been
increasing on the European continent since the beginning of the 21 st century. African and
South American flood-related events appear to be rather exceptional, although this might be
due to poor or missing data.
45

The BAR scale is a measurement of the intensity of an event. The BAR scale ranges from –
7 to +7, with –7 denoting the most conflictive events, 0 denoting neutral events, and + 7
denoting the most cooperative events.
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International Freshwater Treaties and Transboundary Floods
Using Yoffe’s findings one last time to see how transboundary floods are being dealt with in
the international water treaty arena, we ranked the treaty data on the TFDD website according
to continent and IRB. There are 269 international water treaties in the database; 24 of these
deal with flood-related issues. Globally, no more than 11 basins (or 3.6%) have international
freshwater treaties with floods as their principal issue. These basins are all, on average, high
developed basins. Note that we did not update this database – the numbers found for
international water treaties only apply to the period 1948 to 1999. In addition, the database is
being adjusted by lawyers to more accurately depict the nature and consequences of the
different structures of international treaties. Figure 3.J in the appendix (page 214) shows that
Europe has the most international water treaties that deal with flood issues, while in Africa
and Asia, despite the fact of having a substantia l amount of international freshwater treaties,
none of the treaties have floods as their principal issue. Except for one treaty drafted for the
Rhine basin, all of the treaties related to floods are bilateral. Although Europe has the highest
amount of freshwater treaties dealing with flood events, percentage wise, the North American
IRBs have the highest coverage (figure 3.K in appendix, page 315). However, a noteworthy
observation is that seven out of the eleven IRBs with flood-related international treaties, did
not experience any shared flood events during the last 21 years.
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Figure 3.14: when all the flood-related events are ranked on the BAR scale, it is evident that
most of the events are in the cooperative range, and only 13.2% have been ranked as
conflictive.
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Only the Danube, Nelson-Saskatchewan, Po and Rhine river basins have experienced
transboundary floods, the others have not. But all of the above does not yet establish that
institutions make a difference when it comes to transboundary floods. When we use the
previously explained variables of vulnerability (see chapter two, page 13) completed with the
geo-political measure of presence of institutions and compare basins that have some kind of
institutional capacity to deal with transboundary flo od events, to those who do not have such
capacity (figures 3.15 through 3.18; compiled with data from chapter two), we clearly see that
the average death and displacement tolls relative to the million population living in the IRBs
are lower in the basins with flood-related institutional capacity, despite the fact that the flood
magnitudes (see chapter two) are always significantly higher. In addition, we see that the
basins with institutional capacity on average have more countries in the basin, while the basins
that have not set up institutions to deal with transboundary water issues, typically have two or
three countries in the basins. Besides the fact that the floods are more severe, the number of
countries present in a basin could as well clarify that the basins with institutional capacity
have higher average financial damages. The general trends visible per continent are also
visible on a global scale.
When we look at all the basins that have experienced transboundary flooding and combine
that with the data found on institutional capacity and international water treaties (see table
3.4), we clearly see that on the African continent, the Juba-Shibeli river basin could profit
from institutional capacity to deal with the phenomena of shared floods; such events took
place in this basin multiple times, yet no institution is set up, nor are any treaties signed. The
Zambezi and Nile river basins have set up international cooperation over shared waters, but
none of these forms of cooperation deal with transboundary flooding, although shared flood
events take place on a rather regular basis in these basins. On the Asian continent, the same
holds true for the Kura-Araks basin, where we did not find any institutional capacity. The Aral
Sea, Ganges, Golok, Han and Indus River Basins all have shared water institutions, but none
are focusing on shared floods. In Europe, the Maritsa basin has no flood-related institutional
capacity, and while the Danube basin has institutions, none of them deal with flood issues,
although there are 7 treaties that are flood-related, which is also the case for the Po River
Basin. In North America, the five basins that have experienced transboundary floods, all have
shared water institutions set up for them, but none of them has flood as a principal issue, and
only the Nelson-Saskatchewan has one flood-related treaty. However, two basins experienced
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Figure 3.15-3.18: flood-related institutional capacity present in the IRB seems to result in lower death and displacement tolls, although the flood
magnitudes are significantly higher in these basins. Severity and the number of countries present in the basin may both be responsible for higher
average financial damages. The same trends are visible on a global scale. Also, note that the values for North America are not compared, because
all IRBs have institutional representation, making an assessment impossible.
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Table 3.4: summarizing table on all the IRBs that have experienced transboundary floods. In red are the vulnerable basins; those with more than
one shared flood in their past but without international water institutions or any other form of institutional capacity to deal with transboundary
floods.
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only two shared floods, the remaining three only one, indicating that shared flood events are
probably not a priority due to the rarity of such events. In South America, the Amazon,
Grijalva, Coco/Segovia, La Plata and Lempa River Basins all have experienced five or less
transboundary flood event but no flood-related treaties are in place for any of the basins. The
Amazon, Plata and Lempa do have transboundary water institutions, but none of these focuses
on shared flood events.
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Discussion
This study attempted to find out if extreme hydrological conditions like transboundary floods
are under- or overrepresented in international river basin institutions in an effort to shed light
on which IRBs have sustainable institutions when it comes to transboundary flood events, and
which basins will have to strive to increase their institutional capacity when it comes to shared
floods. To this end, available information from the TFDD (2006) was expanded and updated,
and combined with data compiled by the author to create a global picture of the existing
transboundary flood institutions, past events and international fresh water treaties related to
shared flood events.
The following can be concluded:

o

Institutions and Water

Path dependency recognizes the impact history has on the creation of institutions and policies,
and shows that an evolution over time to the most efficient alternative not necessarily always
occurs. With this theory in mind, water management institutions should be able and willing to
renew themselves following crises like floods. They should be willing to embrace uncertainty
and systematically learn from earlier (re)actions. They furthermore should be able and willing
to generate new, unconventional, out-of-the-box and novel solutions in order to avoid
institutional inertia or lock-ins, which might be defined as a pragmatic adaptation.

o

Global Statistics on Transboundary Water Institutions

There are 279 international river basins around the world, 78 of which are represented by
shared waters institution of some form. 12% (34 basins) have more than one institution that
deals with shared water issues in the basin. In total, we found 153 transboundary water
institutions. The IRBs in South America have the least amount of institutions that deal with
international river basins; more than 80% (53 IRBs) do not have some form of organization
specifically designed to deal with transboundary water issues. Africa, Asia and Europe do
slightly better: 25%, 27% and 29% of their IRBs are represented by some form of institution.
All of the North American IRBs are represented in some way. However, not all forms of
international water collaborations include all the riparian states.
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o

Principal Issues of Transboundary Water Institutions

The transboundary water institutions found are mostly set up for joint management. Water
quality and technical cooperation/assistance are two other important issues, while territorial
issues are not a high priority. Out of the 153 transboundary institutions, only eight are
principally concerned with flooding, five of which are located in Africa, two in Europe and
one in Asia. North America and South America do not have any form of institution that has
been created specifically for transboundary floods.
o

Water-related Events Globally (1948-2004)

For the period 1948-1999, the issues that sparked water events in general were mainly water
quantity, followed by infrastructure and joint management (Yoffe, 2001). For the highest form
of cooperation (treaties concerning international waters), Yoffe found that the emphasis lay on
water quality and quantity, hydropower, joint management and economic development. The
most extreme conflictive events (i.e. extensive military acts) only concerned quantity and
infrastructure. For the period 2000-2004, joint management, water quality and water quantity
were the main issues of water-related events. Based on these findings, one would expect that
transboundary water institutions would be mainly set up for the quality and quantity of the
shared water body, the infrastructure and forms of hydropower. However, as indicated, except
for water quality, these issues were not found to be of primary interest to the shared water
institutions. This might be because many existing water institutions were created in times and
eras when the problems of developing and managing water resources were very different from
what they are experienced to be today (Jury and Vaux, 2005). For example, a number of the
institutions in the arid and semiarid western United States were devised at a time when water
was treated as an important instrument of settlement. As protection of the environment, water
quality and water pollution became more pressing problems, institutions have been developed
to jointly combat those concerns.

o

Flood-related Events Globally (1948-2004 )

Over the years 1948-2004, almost three % (59 out of a total of 2269) of the events are related
to flood control or flood relief. The extent of cooperation ranged from the highest form of
cooperation (“Major strategic alliance (regional or international); International Freshwater
Treaty “) to less extreme conflictive events (“Diplomatic -economic hostile actions; Unilateral
construction of water projects against another country’s protests; reducing flow of water to
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another country, abrogation of a water agreement”)46 . Overall, the events related to
transboundary floods were mostly cooperative; almost 85% falls in the range from neutral to
single most cooperative. Only nine events fall in the ‘conflictive range’; one event being rated
with a -3 as the most negative score. There are nine incidents that have been ranked under
‘BAR 6’ or ‘major strategic alliance (regional or international) - International Freshwater
Treaty’; note that all of these took place before 1970. All the flood-related events are
overwhelmingly cooperative, although the degree of cooperation has declined. We do see an
alarming increase of less cooperative incidents over the past 15 years. This might be due to the
fact that not only floods have been increasing steadily over the last couple of decades, but
more importantly, the amount of shared river floods has also increased all around the globe
(see also chapter two). The occurrence of more shared floods in the past 10 years than 20
years ago logically results in more interactions between countries that share this flood event.
The slightly alarming trend of less cooperative events over the past 15 years furthermore
indicates that there might be more need for official international institutions dealing with
transboundary flood-events. A future research endeavor could investigate the reasons behind
the increase of less cooperative flood-related events.

o

Flood-related Events per Continent and per International River Basin (1948-2004)

Africa, the continent with the highest amount of institutions that have floods as one of their
principal issue, has had the least events with floods (two events back in 1988), although 39
transboundary flood events took place on this continent. The lack of events making the news
might therefore also be due to poor or missing data. Asia and Europe, with one respectively
two institutions that deal with floods, have experienced the most (16 respectively 24 events).
North America experienced 10 events, South America four, but neither has institutions with
floods as principal issue.

o

International Freshwater Treaties related to Floods

Globally, no more than 11 basins (or 3.6%) have international freshwater treaties with floods
as their principal issue. There are three European basins (Danube, Po and Rhine) and one
North American basin (Nelson-Saskatchewan) with treaties that actually experienced
transboundary floods in the last 21 years, while the other seven did not.
46

For the period 2000-2004, none of these were extreme conflictive, nor extreme cooperative,
but ranged from -1, which is mild verbal expression displaying discord in interaction. Both
unofficial and official, including diplomatic notes of protest) to +2, which stands for official
verbal support of goals, values, or regime.
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In summary, 43 basins in which transboundary floods took place in the period 1985-2005 have
no type of institutional capacity in the form of international institutions or organizations for
international river basins, let alone institutions specifically aimed at shared flood events. The
average death and displacement tolls relative to the million population living in the IRBs are
lower in the 37 basins that do have institutional capacity and, in seven cases also flood-related
institutional capacity, despite the fact that the flood magnitudes (see chapter two) are always
significantly higher. Remarkable is that the basins with institutional capacity on average have
more than three riparians in them, while the basins without institutional capacity are mostly
those with three or two riparians. This indicates that more riparians do not necessarily
complicate or even get in the way of creating such international institutions – based on this
database, it seems to be just the opposite: when more countries share a basin, it is more likely
that a river basin institution is present. This could all be a sign of the fact that institutional
capacity i.e. international cooperation before, during and after the flood events, might play an
important role in the reduction of flood-related casualties and affected individuals.
Except for the Po and the Rio Grande (in South America) River Basins, these 43 basins also
do not have international water treaties focused on floods. Resilience is enhanced by the
presence of international agreements and institutions, thus , the absence of these characteristics
hypothetically increases the changes for conflict in these basins : if a transboundary flood in
one of these basins occurs, the institutional capacity to absorb this change does not seem to be
present, thus increasing the likelihood of conflict between the riparians (Wolf et al., 2003).The
majority of these 43 basins only experienced one transboundary flood in the past 21 years,
which partly clarifies the absence of transboundary flood-related institutional capacity – the
policymakers might not prioritize flood-related institutions or flood-related water treaties
because these events appear not to be a regular threat. It can also be argued that the relative
absence of flood-related international agreements is due to the fact that obligation in case of
flood-related emergencies are inherent to the rules of bona fides between riparian states.
However, several basins have experienced two or more shared floods, indicating that the
phenomena of transboundary floods is something to be taken seriously in these basins,
especially when one wants to enhance resilience to change and promote the human and
environmental security in international river basins. The fact that no aggressive water-related
floods were documented for these basins implies that people were probably inclined to
cooperate over flood-related-issues, if there were issues at all, but this does not automatically
mean that future shared flood-events in these basins can be solved in an efficient and
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cooperative way with without existing institutional capacity. The basins that have experienced
more than one shared flood in the past 21 years, but have not set up any institutions for such
events, nor signed any treaties focusing on floods, are therefore recommended to increase their
institutional capacity aimed at transboundary flood events. These 12 basins are: the JubaShibeli in Africa, with four transboundary floods, the Han, Kura-Araks and Ma in Asia (four,
two and two transboundary floods), the Maritsa and Po in Europe (three and two
transboundary flood events) and six basins in South America: the Coco/Segovia, Grijalva,
Artibonite, Changuinola, Coatan Achute and Orinoco river basins. Transboundary flood
events are frequent enough in these 12 basins to justify creating specialized institutions for
such events. Although this apparent lack of flexibility has probably not caused major conflicts
over these events in the past, it cannot be assumed that this will always be the case. But while
it is complicated to capture the nature of these events in rigid agreements, history has proven
that international institutions and international fresh water treaties related to shared floods
have been successfully implemented. Therefore, we recommend that flood-related issues are
put on the agenda of not only the 12 most vulnerable basins distilled in this research, but all
the international river basins where transboundary floods can take place. The IRBs that
already have set up institutions to cooperate over their shared waters, but have not focused on
flood-events, should consider including flood-related issues in their mandate, in order to be
prepared for such events. The IRBs that as of yet have not set up any official form of
international cooperation over their transboundary rivers, are greatly encouraged to do so. This
will increase the institutional capacity which in turn will decrease the likelihood of future
flood-related conflicts.
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CHAPTER FOUR: TRANSBOUNDARY RIVERFLOOD MANAGEMENT:
A CASE STUDY COMPARISON BETWEEN THE NETHERLANDS AND
MOZAMBIQUE47
Author: Marloes H. N. Bakker
Abstract
Flood management is difficult enough in national river basins controlled by a single, national
authority, but becomes even more challenging when dealing with transboundary floods.
Nonetheless, vulnerability and adaptation to shared floods is poorly understood. This study
acknowledges the significance of shared flood events and examines the differences or
similarities in responses, measures taken, international water treaties signed and institutions
created of a developed downstream country prone to flooding (the Netherlands) and a lesser
developed yet relative equally exposed country (Mozambique) – what are the lessons learned?
History shows that existing institutions should be able to absorb and manage any change –
which includes shared flood events - that occurs in the basin’s physical setting. This requires
that sound, comprehensive institutions to deal with these events are in place, but also that
these institutions and organizations should be flexible enough to adapt to uncertainty. The
ecological, economical and physical interconnectedness of river basins naturally calls for
collaboration between countries but flood management at root will be a national endeavor.
However, since local or national flood protection measures can have negative affects both
downstream and upstream, national flood protection measures should always take into account
their possible impact on the other riparian states.
In the Netherlands, it has become clear that, although some past investments in flood control
structures proved to be sensible, many structural and non-structural strategies have failed to be
sufficiently effective, and recently, rigorous readjustments of the model of flood control
management so strongly advocated by the Dutch for hundreds of years (Changnon, 1996;
Mileti, 1999; Myers and Passerini, 2000) were put into practice. This transition is
accompanied by a shift in emphasis from controlling floods to livin g more in harmony with
them and renewed emphasis avoidance of damage, rapid recovery after floods and on self47

Parts of this article have been presented at the 3rd Asia Pacific Association of Hydrology and
Water Resources (October 16-18, 2006, Bangkok, Thailand).
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help. Mozambique’s flood management approach mostly still resembles the old Dutch (and
many other developed countries’) approach of fighting against water and trying to prevent
floods with massive flood-containment and landscape altering constructions. Changing
climate conditions and population growth rates are likely to demand a less rigid water
management strategy. Therefore, the choice for future flood management in Mozambique
should be for the most flexible strategy, a more resilient pathway of living with floods.
Compared to the Netherlands, very little needs to be undone in order to implement this
alternative strategy, not only because there is still more faith and reliance on traditional flood
risk warnings and indigenous approaches than the traditional engineering structures, already
very compatible to the holistic approach of flood management, but also because very little
needs to be undone in order to adhere to this alternative strategy. Hence, Mozambique can
even end up leading the way and setting an example for developed countries for postmodern
flood management.
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Introduction
Shared floods have been responsible for 32.7% of all the river flood-related deaths worldwide
during the period 1985-2005 (see chapter two) and when looking ahead, it is not unreasonable
to expect flood frequency and severity to increase in many parts of the world due to climate
variability. Over time, population growth, climate-related factors aggravated by urbanization,
and social, economic and political processes have massively increased and will continue to
increase human exposure and vulnerability to floods. Nonetheless, vulnerability of societies to
floods, let alone transboundary floods, is still poorly understood. River basin management is
directly related to the mitigation of the risks involved with flooding and is therefore
increasingly important issue for authorities in many countries. Flood management is difficult
enough in national river basins controlled by a single, national authority, but becomes even
more challenging when dealing with transboundary floods, which may originate in one
country or jurisdiction and then propagate downstream to another country, or jurisdiction.
Under such circumstances, the demands on international cooperation and management in all
aspects of flood management are particularly important, especially because institutional
capacity in an international river basin should be able to absorb changes in the basin in order
to decrease the likelihood for conflict (Wolf et al., 2003).
Previous studies have focused on water or flood management per country (Arnell, 1998;
Olsthoorn, 2001; Dixit, 2003; Enserink, 2003; van Steen, 2004), but few and only recently,
researchers looked at the phenomenon of shared floods (Marsalek et al., 2006). However,
these studies only focus on a specific shared river basin (Beaumont, 1998; Feitelson, 2000;
Middelkoop, 2001; Muckleston, 2003, Maganga et al., 2003). This study acknowledges the
significance of shared flood events and will investigate how such stresses influence societies
and what the institutional responses to these events were. We assume that the choice of flood
management and strategies differs per country and is highly influenced by the social,
economic and political processes. Disasters are the unresolved problems of societies during
‘normal’ times, and these problems affect the way people are impacted by disasters. Analyzing
these processes and organizations over time would expose these conditions and help identify
the root causes of disasters. We hypothesize that floods strike the developed and less
developed countries alike, and people may face the same potential risks, but they may not
equally vulnerable because they may face different consequences to the same hazard. This
presumably results in different responses, measures taken and institutions created. We will
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therefore look concretely at a developed downstream country prone to flooding (the
Netherlands) and a lesser developed yet relative equally exposed country (Mozambique) for
differences or similarities in responses, measures taken, international water treaties signed and
institutions created. Looking at historical perspectives, we hope to uncover what influenced or
triggered societies to take certain flood-related decisions, learn from particular national
experiences, the strategic choices made and identify lessons learned. Borrowing the
biophysical, socio-economic and geo-political variables of chapters two and three, but now
solely applied to the two case studies, will provide additional insight in the level of
vulnerability of both countries to transboundary floods.

After a general introduction to floods and societies, we will talk about the two case study
areas, the Netherlands and Mozambique , in detail. We will end with conclusions and a
discussion.
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Floods and Societies
Flooding are natural phenomena. However, no uniform, rigorous, and broadly agreed upon,
definition of the term ‘flood’ exist (Kundzewicz et al., 2001). In general, flooding is
associated with harm and damage and considered an undesirable occurrence. But it is the
nature of a society and the worldview of that society that determines not only what is meant by
a ‘flood’ but also how floods should be managed, what choices are based on and what
approaches are adopted.
Countries and people can face similar patterns of natural hazards, but often experience widely
differing impacts when disasters occur. This is also true for the impact of a flood; it depends in
large part on the kind of development choices a country has made (or was able to make)
previously. For example, as countries become more prosperous, they are often better able to
afford the investments needed to protect people from floods, like dikes and levees. At the
same time, the rush for growth can trigger chaotic urban development in flood-prone areas that
increases risks of large-scale fatalities during floods. Disasters in general, floods being no
exception, have the greatest impact on the poorer countries in the world and exert an
enormous toll on development. About 85 percent of the people exposed to natural disasters
like earthquakes, tropical cyclones, floods and droughts live in countries that either score
medium or low on the United Nations (UN) Human Development Index or the HDI48 (UNDP,
2004) and only 11% of the people exposed to natural hazards live in low-development
countries, but they account for 53% of the people who lose their lives (UNDP, 2004). When
we look at river flood-related casualties only (figure 4.1), we clearly see that since 1985, the
medium and low developed countries have had far more casualties on average each year
compared to the high developed countries; the high developed countries account for only a
little bit less than 87% of the total amount of river flood-related victims over the considered
period.

48

The UN Human Development Index (HDI) is a comparative measure of poverty, literacy,
education, life expectancy, childbirth, and other factors for countries worldwide. It is a
standard means of measuring well-being, especially child welfare.
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Figure 4.1: the average number of river flood-related casualties clearly shows that high
developed countries suffer far less victims per year than the medium and low developed
combined do. Data from chapter two.
It should be stressed is that where there is a risk of flooding, it is commonly very high relative
to that from other hazards. Outside of the Netherlands and some other countries for instance, it
is unusual for a flood alleviation project to be designed to protect against a flood more severe
than that with a return period of 200 years. Consequently, the risk to life from flooding is
likely to be higher than those levels of risk which are deemed to be acceptable or tolerable in
regard to such hazards49 . For those other hazards, a general rule of thumb has been adopted
that an individual risk of death per year of one in one million is a threshold value.
In general, the relationship between numbers of deaths and economic loss by floods can be
expected to approximate an inverse one; where economic growth takes place within floodprone areas, it is reasonable to expect that whenever per capita incomes rise, so will property
value at risk and average annual flood losses in real terms. As time passes, floods may lead to
increased losses as compared to impacts of flood events in the past with the same
characteristics, because of the general trends to increase investment and population in flood
plains with time in may river valleys of the world. Indeed, data shows that annual economic
losses associated with disasters in general averaged USD 75.5 billion in the 1960s, and rose
steadily to more than eight times that amount in the 1990s (see figure 4.2 (UNDP, 2004). In

49

For instance, floods in the Netherlands form a bigger risk than the risk of a chemical
disaster, a nuclear hazard and a train accident taken together.
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Figure 4.2 (adapted from UNEP, 2004). Annual economic losses associated with natural
disasters show a steady increase over the last 4 decades.
2005, the total amount of damage was USD 212,127 million. About 7.5% (or USD 1,6 billion)
of that amount was caused by floods (Munich Re, 2006). Individual floods can cause
significant losses to the economic capacity of a country because the costs of replacing
damaged or destroyed infrastructure may absorb the resources that would otherwise be
available for economic or social development. Governments and individuals may alternatively
have to borrow heavily to fund these replacements and repairs.
In absolute terms, richer nations bear the greater proportion of losses, but poorer countries
suffer more when economic loss is measured as a proportion of gross national income or
GNI50 (see chapter two) or gross domestic product or GDP (Schipper and Pelling, 2006).
However, numbers alone fail to adequately capture the impact of the disaster on the poor who
often bear the greatest cost in terms of lives and livelihoods, and rebuilding their shattered
communities and infrastructure. For instance, it may be reasonable to measure a Dutch
householder’s relatively minor flood damage in thousands of dollars. But a flood in
Bangladesh may entirely dispossess a farming household; they may even lose their farmland
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The GNI, previously known as Gross National Product (GNP), comprises the total value of
goods and services produced within a country (i.e. its GDP), together with its income received
from other countries (notably interest and dividends), and less similar payments made to other
countries. For operational and analytical purposes, it is the World Bank’s main criterion for
classifying economies.
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by erosive effects of floods. Their loss may be measured in only hundreds of dollars, but they
may not receive aid or insurance payments.
It is important to realize that people in developing countries do not live in areas that are
vulnerable to floods out of ignorance about the hazard or incorrect perceptions of risk. The
unplanned and unmanageable large-scale migration from rural to urban areas is a feature of
many developing countries of the world, especially in Africa. Most have little freedom to
choose how and where they live. Often, they have no option except vulnerable locations such
as flood plains (Dixit, 2003). They are forced to live there not because land use planning is
poor, but because the prevailing agrarian relation in their society, or because the processes of
social and economic exclusion make them unable to own property in safer areas. As a result,
in many developing countries the most serious flood-related risks are associated with
widespread floods in remote areas and in unplanned settlements within urban areas
(Alexander, 2000). Sadly, the people at the margins of a country’s social, economic and
political system frequently find it hardest to reconstruct their livelihood after a disaster. In
addition, many developing countries do not have the financial resources to implement
structural flood control measures.
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Case Study Areas: the Netherlands and Mozambique
The next section will describe the two selected case study areas, namely the Netherlands and
Mozambique. For each country, we will first give a general overview and provide relevant
background information. We will then discuss the history of water management in the
countries, zoom in on flood management and transboundary flood events and end with an
overview of the water-related and transboundary-flood specific institutional capacity present
in each country.
The Netherlands: General Background Information
The Netherlands is a European country and borders the North Sea to the north and west,
Belgium to the south, and Germany to the east. With 395 inhabitants per km2 (or 484 people
per km2 if only the land area is counted, since 18% is water), it is the 23rd most densely
populated country in the world, and most intensely populated country in Europe.
The Netherlands is the downstream riparian for two major European international river
basins 51 – the Rhine and the Schelde (see figure 4.3). 28% of the Netherlands is part of these
international river basins and almost 4.5 (of the 16.5 million) people live in them.
Approximately 24% of the land lies below sea-level, but half of the country is below sea-level
or river-level. When exposure to flooding is ranked, the Netherlands is the number one
country in Europe; if the Dutch were to stop pumping and unman their dikes, half of the
Netherlands would disappear, precisely the half where 3 /4 of the population lives. The
population in the flood-prone areas protected by the dikes, the land use intensity, and the
capital investment have all rapidly increased. As a result, the adverse economic and emotional
consequences of a flood, or even an evacuation due to flood risk, have increased substantially.
Today, thanks in part to its location in the Rhine Delta, the Netherlands has a prosperous and
open economy, which depends heavily on foreign trade and is noted for stable industrial
relations, moderate unemployment and inflation, and an important role as a European
transportation hub. Industrial activity is predominantly in food processing, chemicals,
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The TFDD (2006) defines a “river basin” as being synonymous with what is referred to in
the U.S. as a “watershed” and in the UK as a “catchment,” or: all waters, whether surface
water or groundwater, which flow into a common terminus. By this definition, the Meuse river
basin, often referred to as a separate international river basin, is part of the Rhine River Basin.
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Figure 4.3: an illustration of the geographical location of the Netherlands and the
international river basins it is part of.
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petroleum refining, and electrical machinery. A highly mechanized agricultural sector
employs no more than 2% of the labor force but provides large surpluses for the foodprocessing industry and for exports. Presently, the Netherlands is the 16th largest economy of
the world and number 12 on the HDI country list, thus considered a country of high
development.
Water Management in the Netherlands through the Ages
When it comes to water management and flood protection, probably no country in the world
has as much experience as the Netherlands. It resulted in a country where humans have
exerted one of, if not the, greatest influences in shaping the landscape 52 . The Dutch have been
fighting the North Sea and the Rhine and Schelde rivers for millennia. Roman generals Nero
Drusus (38-9 BC) and Gnaeus Domitius Corbulo 53 (7-67 CE) built the earliest canals in the
Netherlands in the first century of the Christian era. In addition, Roman-era farmers began
draining the marshlands to plant crops; the peat lost most of the water it had once absorbed, it
compacted down and the ground level fell until it approached the groundwater level.
Irreversible intervention did not really begin until about thousand years ago, as the growing
population pushed into marshes and peat bogs along the North Sea. The more water farmers
drained, the more the peat settled, the more the ground level fell and the more water had to be
drained, etcetera. The Dutch built sea dikes to keep the seawater out and interior dikes to
protect their fields. They dug drainage ditches and dammed tidal inlets and creeks where the
sea intruded into the countryside. But eventually, a water management system was required to
keep the water out. Gullies were dug out, which were bound near a river with a sluice. The
sluice could prevent high water levels from flowing into the polder and drain the redundant
water into the river. The latter could only be done when the water level in the river was not too
high. When water levels were high for a long period, the water would eventually flow back
into the polder. Therefore, every field was enclosed by a dike, each with its own sluice. This
was known as the 'polder-outlet pool' system: an area with a number of polders, cut off from
the river. The area between the polders, which was also cut off from the river, was calle d the
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It was supposedly the French philosopher Voltaire (1694-1778) who once stated that ‘God
created the world, but the Dutch created the Netherlands’, now an often proudly uttered Dutch
saying.
53
In 47 AD, he was commander of the Germania Inferior armies. During his stay in Germania,
he ordered the construction of a canal between the rivers Rhine and Meuse. Parts of this
engineering work, known as 'Fossa Corbulonis' or Corbulo's Canal, have been found at
archeological digs. Its course is identical to the Vliet.
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drainage or outlet pool (‘boezem’). During times of continually high water levels, water could
and can be stored in this outlet pool, without flooding the fields.
By the end of the 12th century, a new system of caring for the dikes was evolving. Each
landowner was required to maintain his portion of a dike 54 . Local societies elected
representatives to oversee the care and building of larger waterworks that were beyond the
means of local landowners. These elected water guardians formed regional and provincial
waterschappen (water boards) headed by a dike revee or dike lord. The water boards levied
taxes, administered water matters, and gave out fines. At least one farmer was put to death for
failing his duty. The right of the society was regarded as being greater than the right of the
individual (Ward, 2002). Every year, there were four inspections (‘schouwen’); the dike lord
would ride his horse over the dike and inspected the separate portions. If the dike was not
maintained properly, he would stop his inspection and the one responsible would have to
repair the dike. The lord would go into the nearest pub, where he could drink and eat all he
wanted for as long as the repairs lasted – the landowner would have to pay for this and the stay
of the lord and his company for as long as the repairs lasted. Many landowners went broke
because of this (Wegereef, 2006).
As early as the mid-14th century, a nearly completed connected system of dikes arose that
created the landscape of the Netherlands up to the present day. However, land in the northern,
southern, and western parts of the Netherlands had subsided so greatly that that the boezemsystem no longer worked. The soil remained marshy. So the Dutch began to pump. From the
15th century onwards, a new technological development provided a new solution: wind
drainage. Mills were placed on the sluices between the polder and the outlet pool. These mills
were able to pump water upwards and therefore pump water from the polder into the outlet
pools, regardless of the river's water level. Unfortunately, one problem remained: what if the
outlet pool became full? Pumping water from the outlet pool and back into the river would
have been an expensive solution in the Middle Ages. Individual farmers were unable to build
and maintain all these dikes, sluices and mills. To share the costs, small settlements or hamlets
were established, which can be considered as precursor of the current local water management
54

In extreme cases, a rigid protocol called ‘Law of the Spade’ (Ward, 2002) was evoked;
when a landowner could or would not manage his portion, he was required to put his spade in
the ground and leave his own lands forever. Neighbors of the scofflaw would then appoint
someone else to take over the land and maintain the dike that the previous owner had so
studiously ignored.
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organizations. Within a hamlet, every farmer was responsible for a small part of the dike.
Later, the hamlets had their own management. Farmers and citizens became the local
‘government’ and they had to agree amongst themselves how high they would built the dikes,
how to control the water heights and so on. They were also given permission to collect taxes
themselves, in order to pay for their work related to these activities. In some areas, the water
management organizations remained small, but in for instance the south of Holland, three very
large water management organizations were established, the so called dike or polder boards, or
hoogheemraadschappen’ of Delft land, Schie land and Rhine land. These umbrella
organizations had a high status and became very wealthy. They attracted scientific staff, and
coordinated the hamlets. In many polders, however, water management continued to be
divided. This partition of power had some negative consequences. Only the polders that
bordered onto a river or the sea were responsible for the maintenance of the river or sea dikes.
Although other polders benefited from the dikes too, they did not have to contribute to the
maintenance. The financial support for the water management was therefore not optimal. A
flood in the year 1675 demonstrated the weaknesses of the system and the states introduced an
annual check, to prevent the district water boards from neglecting their duties.
The crumbling of this form of water management also implied that the local organizations
developed at their own pace. Cooperation was difficult, because each organization had its own
problems and its own way of dealing with them. Additionally, there was no defined standard
to determine whether the dikes were the correct size. In the 16th and 17th centuries (the latter
also known as the Dutch Golden Age), trade brought prosperity and wealthy merchants could
invest in new canals that went deeper and helped finance the reclamation of hundreds of
thousands of acres of land. Many district water boards switched over to a new system. Instead
of farmers, the boards maintained the dikes themselves, financed by levying taxes. The more
powerful the district water boards were, the more interested the government was. The states of
Holland governed the projects and ensured different water boards did not interfere with each
other. Moreover, the states wanted to ensure that the water boards’ interests did not conflict
with the military interests of the states. The government could flood strips of land as a defense
line if necessary.
In 1795, the French army of Napoleon attacked the Netherlands (Mokyr, 1999). The Dutch
elite welcomed the French and started a debate about how the Dutch States could be reformed
in pursuant to a real united nation, like that of the French. The central theme of this debate was
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centralization and thus the district water boards would have to be centralized too, although
when half of a country has to be protected from water, the need for a single administrative
body to oversee all the affairs of water in the country is logical and irrefutable. One of the
consequences was that a central institute had to take responsibility of all the water ways and
public works. In 1798, this became the ‘Bureau voor den Waterstaat’ (Bureau for Water
Management, named ‘Rijkswaterstaat’ after 1815). After the Napoleon armies were defeated
in 1815, the Netherlands became an autonomous, sovereign state once again, with King
William I on the throne. During his reign, a great deal was done to improve the nation’s
waterways55 .
During the second half of the 19th century and the first half of the 20th century, Rijkswaterstaat
developed into a large and powerful organization that intervened in a growing number of
affairs. Since the major flood of 1953, Rijkswaterstaat has been occupied with the design,
construction and maintenance of the Delta Works but furthermore also manages and maintains
all polders, dikes, sluices, and pumping-stations and is responsible for flood protection, taking
care of the main roads, encouraging traffic safety and developing durable and efficient water
systems. It is now the most efficient national water agency in the world.
Flood Management in the Netherlands through the Ages
In the Netherlands the emphasis of national flood management has been almost exclusively on
containment and prevention. Less attention was given to the consequences of floods,
evacuation decisions and plans, or changes in land use in risky regions. The traditional flood
risk management strategy in the Netherlands is based on preventing floods by constructing
dikes and other structures. The alternative states of this flood management system therefore
vary between either no flood or a catastrophe (Klijn et al., 2004). Because the Netherlands had
the wealth and the technology to continue building even larger dikes, the dikes were raised
after each flood so people felt safe and investments in the area increased, causing a further
need to prevent flooding (de Bruijn and Klijn, 2001). As a result, about one third of the
Netherlands needs and has artificial protection against floods from the sea or the major rivers.
In this area millions of people live and large industries have settled, making flood risk
management an important issue for the Netherlands . In the Netherlands, the constitution
has been interpreted as requiring the State to defend the citizens against flooding. Hence, the
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Not without reason, William I was nicknamed ‘The Channel King’. The North-Holland
channel, for instance, was the largest channel in 1824 for ocean shipping in the world.
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fixed design standards of protection that are applied across the major polders, varying by the
nature of the risk, follow logically from the Dutch worldview.
The flood protection in the Netherlands is based mainly upon a risk concept. Following the
1953 flood, legally prescribed public safety standards are indirectly linked to potential
damages. The flood defense infrastructure in the country now meets these prescribed
standards. A regular safety assessment is a key element of management and control of this
infrastructure. Longer term social and economic development however, is recognized to
change the perception of and acceptance of flood risk. Thus it has been proposed to adapt high
level policy and strategies to take account of these socio-economic factors.
Along the Rhine and Meuse rivers, the flood frequency is once per 1250 years, or a probability
of 0.0008 of being exceeded in any given year. Of course, there is no guarantee that such a
storm could not happen two successive years in a row. The frequencies of occurrence, or risk
levels, are determined by the national Parliament. These so-called design floods also constrain
all landscape planning projects in the floodplain. Proposed river works for nature restoration,
sand mining or other purposes, need formal approval as stated in the River act. The condition
of flood control works, levees and fairways is monitored regularly. Every five years, a formal
report on flood safety is made.
Dikes along the rivers have regularly collapsed. This happened 152 times between 1750 and
1800 alone. However, after the establishment of the previously mentioned Bureau voor den
waterstaat (Rijkswaterstaat or the Directorate-General of Public Works and Water
Management) in 1798, this happened much less frequently. Since the end of the 18th century,
the major rivers have reached very high levels eight times. On six of those occasions, it led to
major dike collapses and flooding (see table 4.1).
In 1953, 400 dikes were breached and inundated the land almost as far north as Rotterdam.
Nearly two thousand people died and more than 150,000 hectares of land were flooded. It
proofed a defining moment for the Netherlands. Twenty days after this catastrophic flood, the
Delta commission was sworn in. Within three years the Rijkswaterstaat executed a plan that
made sure this would never happen again 56 . Forty years later, in 1993 and again in 1995,
56

The Delta Works took ten years to complete and is sometimes referred to as the eighth
Wonder of the World and has been declared one of the modern Seven Wonders of the World
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Table 4.1: Chronological list of river floods in the Netherlands since 1100 shows that river
floods primarily occurred along the Rhine and Meuse rivers (adapted from Ministry of
Housing, Spatial Planning and the Environment, Ministry of Agriculture, Nature and Food
Quality, 2001 and Ministry of Transport, Public Works and Water Management, 2004).

extremely high discharges occurred in the Rhine and Meuse rivers. The one in January of
1995 was the highest since 1926. Although the dikes held, about 250,000 people were
evacuated within one week, including complete livestock of the farmers in the threatened area.
After these events dike improvement were carried out much faster than planned and the design
once-in-1250-year discharge that must be contained or controlled within the flood plain is
higher than it was prior to these events. Without further measures, this meant heightening the
already considerable high dikes. However, it was realized that increasing the heights of dikes
further and further would at one point not be possible anymore from a technical point of view.
In addition, the public started to oppose to increasing dike heights, because they began feeling
boxed in. After all these centuries of protecting themselves against water, it was realized that,
although some past investments in flood control structures proved to be sensible, many
structural and non-structural strategies have failed to be sufficiently effective, and that the
model of flood management, considered for hundreds of years to be the one and only correct
way to deal with floods and therefore, always strongly advocated in the Netherlands, requires

by the American Society of Civil Engineers. It reduces the risk of flooding to 1:4,000 a year in
the delta area and the north, and 1:10,000 a year (which is unique in the world) in the
Randstad.
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rethinking (Changnon, 1996; Mileti, 1999; Myers and Passerini, 2000). In other words, the
Dutch realized that the ‘hydro-illogical cycle 57 ’ (Wilhite et al., 1987; Smith, 2000) needed to
be broken and a structural change to the Dutch water management was necessary to survive
the next few centuries. The course of water management was drastically altered by the
government. This transition was and still is accompanied by a shift in emphasis from
controlling floods to livin g more in harmony with them and renewed emphasis on self-help. It
can therefore be seen as entering the fourth or holistic phase of flood management (see chapter
three, page 77 and further). The holistic approach is not a single strategy, but rather a variety
of strategies, resulting from the evaluation of the successes and failures of the previous phases
in combination with the recurrence of exceptional and highly damaging floods. The holistic
approach addresses the basic causes of floods and flood disasters and talks in terms of ‘flood
alleviation’, and ‘flood mitigation’, rather than in terms of flood control, and of ‘flood hazard
management’ or ‘flood risk management’. In addition, not only is economic development
taken into account, but also human development, including increasing public involvement in
decision making. So instead of making the dikes higher and stronger, the government started
to look at ways to give the rivers more room and take into account changes in the societal
preferences and views on flood risks and technological flood protection. The thought behind it
is that it is better to allocate areas that could be set under water now, before it is too late. The
project was titled “Making room for the River” (Ruimte voor de Rivier) and it envisions
surrendering the hard-fought land back to the water. This new introduced strategy will allow
the rivers to flood more naturally, rather than trying to force them into artificial channels.
600,000 acres of dry land are now becoming lakes, wetlands and floodplain forests. The aim is
that by 2050, 90,000 hectares of land 58 will be surrendered to increase the size of floodplains,
which will be allowed to turn into natural forests and marshlands. Thousands of farmers are
abandoning agriculture to become paid stewards of their own naturalized land. Further
adaptation visions focus on a further widening of the floodplains and the planning of ‘green
rivers’. These ‘green rivers’ (floodplains between dikes) will only be used during floods. In
the upstream sections in Germany the focus is on landscape planning so that water will flow
less quickly to the river. Critics or non-believers of this policy argue that Germany will never
heighten or strengthen their dikes to withstand the high water levels necessary to flood these
57

Once the commitment was made to major flood control works, as was done in the
Netherlands, the precedent is set for any future shortcoming to be remedied by additional
flood control mitigation measures.
58
The surface of the Netherlands is 41,500 km2 (CIA, 2006), or 4,150,000 hectares, thus 2.2%
of land will be surrendered. This percentage includes 1 /10 of the country’s farmland.
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cleared areas, and Germany will be flooded before the water will reach the Netherlands,
making the Dutch overflow areas unnecessary.
In the densely populated Netherlands, sacrificing land has proven difficult. Not surprisingly,
people currently living in these potentia l flooding areas do not agree with the government’s
plans. Especially because due to successful history of combating floods and the subsequent
false sense of security, the flooding issue is still perceived as less acute and relatively easy to
solve and for many, it is counter-intuitive that soil, which was claimed over centuries, is given
back to the sea or a river. Some towns and villages are already told that they cannot build new
infrastructure, because their surroundings will be given back to the rivers in the coming
decades. More recently, some towns got permission to build along rivers again, but only if
they take increasing water heights into account; the municipality Nederlek is now considering
building houses on stilts and recreational development of their area in the form of harbors, for
instance. Business opportunities are seized as well: one company has started designing giant
floating farms, houses, commercial parks and towns that could be stationed in flood-storage
areas.
Theory behind Dutch Water and Flood Management
The traditional approach in water management in the Netherlands is the based on the ‘Polder
model’ which in turn is based on the notions of solidarity and equality. In the Polder model,
parties strive for consensus; confrontation is not an option. In many liberal democratic
societies attempts are made to institutionalize multi-stakeholder processes in strategic
environmental decision-making. In the Netherlands, this has resulted in the so-called ‘Green
Polder model’ which is the Polder model concept applied to environmental policies. In it,
social organizations and interest groups are given the opportunity to air their views and
present their arguments at an early stage in the decision-making process, including decisions
related to flood management. In the past, the Polder model (or striving for consensus) has lead
almost automatically to heightening the dikes. When the crises of the high river discharges of
the Rhine and Meuse in 1993 and 1995, took place, they could not be addressed by the
existing rules or systems. Therefore, the initial response was close to a denial of the need and
it was soon decided that the dikes needed to be heightened. Fortunately, it was realized that
this could only be a short-term solution. Today, the Polder model is used to shift paradigms –
instead of combating the water; people are learning and accepting how to live with water.
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Table 4.2: the details on the shared floods during the period 1985-2005 in the international
river basins the Netherlands is part of. Data from chapter two.

Transboundary Floods in the Netherlands
The Schelde River has not experienced any shared river floods during the period 1985200559 , but the Rhine River Basin has experienced 11 transboundary floods; four of them
reached the Netherlands (see table 4.2) and caused 100% of the river-flood-related casualties,
displaced people and financial damage. These four floods intensified the international
cooperation between the Rhine (and Meuse) riparians; in 1998, action plans for both the Rhine
and later on the Meuse were agreed upon by all riparians. The Rhine Action Plan specified,
among other things that damage resulting from transboundary floods should be decreased by
means of, for instance, spatial planning projects, retaining and storing water when water levels
are extremely high, giving room (back) to the rivers, and improving the warning systems. The
Action Plan for the Meuse basically states similar objectives, except the measures are not as
specifically mentioned as in the Rhine Action plan (Ministry of Transport, Public Works and
Water Management, 2005). The Dutch government furthermore officially acknowledges that
international coordination is an important factor to reduce the changes and results of floods.
Cooperation is especially necessary with Germany (Rhine) and Belgium (Meuse). The
Netherlands has officially promised to Germany that whatever measures they will implement,
will not harm or intensify flood-related consequences for them. The options for actual
international cooperation, with regards to transboundary flood-containment-constructions and
policies, has yet to be figured out; several studies are carried out to work out the options every
country can agree upon (Ministry of Transport, Public Works and Water Management, 2005).
59

For methodology and additional background information, see chapter two.
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International Water Institutions related to Transboundary Floods
Cooperation over shared water resources started with collaboration over fishing and
transportation – issues that are equally important to both the upstream and downstream
riparians. Later on, environmental issues became important and the quality of the water was
reason to combine forces with the other riparians. The floods of 1993 and 1995 made
everybody realize that cooperation over shared floods should no longer be ignored. The
international institutions already set up for the international river basins to deal with the
previous mentioned issues are now being used to integrate transboundary flood management
issues. The institutional capacity present in the international river basins that the Netherlands
are part of and that can absorb flood-related changes in the basin is summarized in tables 4.A
and 4.B in appendix (page 258 and 259).
Of the six river basin organizations present in the Rhine River Basin, one of them, the
International Commission for the Protection of the Rhine (ICPR) has flood events as a
principal issue and all the riparians including the Netherlands are members of this
commission. It was initiated by the Netherlands, and started as a common forum for all the
riparian states of the Rhine in 1950, where questions relating to the pollution of Rhine water
were discussed and solutions were sought. In the ICPR, decisions are taken jointly and each
country, land or regional government adopts the ensuing measures. The ICPR is not an
international administrative institution, but more of an advisory body and committee of
negotiation. Efforts to protect the Rhine from pollution and to recover the health of its
ecosystem have resulted in the signing of the Convention of the Protection of the Rhine in
1998 by its five riparian countries and the European Union. One of the main goals of the new
Convention is holistic flood prevention and protection, while taking into account ecological
requirements. The Convention considers the drainage basin as one unit and takes into account
the interconnectedness between different parts of the ecosystem.
One of the consequences of the great floods of the Rhine in 1993 and 1995 was that riparians
realized that their cooperation should be intensif ied. Therefore, the Ministers of the Rhine
riparians adopted the ICPR “Action Plan on Floods” on the 22nd of January, 1998. The ICPR
has produced an action plan for flood defense which provides an assessment of flood retention
effects on the flooding in the Rhine basin. This considers effects both local to the immediate
surroundings of the protection measure and the broader impact of the whole river (see
http://www.iksr.org/ for further details).
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When it comes to the Rhine River Basin, much of the Water Framework Directive (see page
137) elements have been incorporated into the goals and tasks of the ICPR, which are:
-

Decrease damage risks

-

Decrease levels of high water

-

Increase awareness of high-water

-

Improver high-water warning systems

The Rhine-riparians have agreed to share the responsibilities; every country must do its share
to realize the EC and ICPR goals. The German states are responsible for high-water protection
and high-water prediction and transboundary cooperation takes place between German and
Dutch national and regional water authorities. They work together in order to coordinate and
optimize retention measures in the border areas. The Germans do not want to interfere in the
Dutch way of dealing with national flood risks and there seems to be no other variables to
hinder further organizational cooperation, although more intensified cooperation is necessary.
The Rhine has become an example in the field of international cooperation over water.
Viewed from a global perspective of conflicts and cooperation in the water sector, during the
last 200 years the Rhine basin and its riparians has not seen conflictive events on an
international scale, and from a historical long-term perspective, transboundary cooperation has
advanced very strongly.
The international cooperation for the Meuse river basin is not yet as complete and certain as it
is for the Rhine. The cooperation for the Meuse river basin is complicated by the fact that the
riparians all have different levels that define ‘high water’ – the Netherlands is the country that
aims higher than all the other two countries. In order to comply completely with Dutch safety
standards, the Flemish part of Belgium has to intervene in a relatively big way by means of
constructing more gullies, widening canals etc. The most concrete international agreement is
that Belgium measures cannot have negative consequences for the Netherlands. The decision
has been made to tackle the high-water levels together, and this will be used to initiate
conversations with the other riparians (Ministry of Transport, Public Works and Water
Management, 2005). It seems a joined research about the Meuse discharge is a necessary
missing element.
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International Flood-related Freshwater Treaties signed by the Netherlands
There are 44 international freshwater treaties specifically drafted for the Rhine River Basin,
but only three of these are flood-related60 and not signed by the Netherlands (see table 4.A in
appendix, page 258). Probably the best-known treaty in Europe, the Convention on the
Protection and Use of Transboundary Watercourses and International Lakes (or UNECE
Water Convention, drafted 17 March 1992), drawn up under the auspices of the Economic
Commission for Europe (ECE), went into force on 06 October 1996 and has 35 partie s, none
of which part of the African continent. It is intended to strengthen national measures for the
protection and ecologically sound management of transboundary surface waters and
groundwaters (for more information, see http://www.unece.org/env/water/).
On an even more encompassing international level, the UN Convention on the Law of the
Non-navigational Uses of International Watercourses (adopted by the General Assembly of
the United Nations on 21 May 1997 61 ) has one article that relates to floods: article 27,
Prevention and mitigation of harmful conditions, states that:
‘Watercourse States shall, individually and, where appropriate,
jointly, take all appropriate measures to prevent or mitigate
conditions related to an international watercourse that may be
harmful to other watercourse States, whether resulting from natural
causes or human conduct, such as flood or ice conditions, waterborne diseases, siltation, erosion, salt-water intrusion, drought or
desertification’ (UN, 1997).
In addition, the Guidelines on Sustainable Flood Prevention were adopted by the parties to the
Convention in March 2000. These guidelines aim to ‘recommend measures and best practices
to prevent, control and reduce the adverse impact of flood events on human health and safety,
on valuable goods and property, and on the aquatic and terrestrial environment’. Most
recently, the Joint meeting of the Legal Board and the Flood Task Force took place in Geneva
on 20-21 June 2006, and drafted model provisions on transboundary flood protection,
prevention and mitigation. It drew inspiration from the UN 1997 Watercourses Convention;
60

Namely: the treaty between Switzerland and Austria -Hungary for the straightening of the
Rhine from the mouth of the Ill until Lake Constance (1892); Exchange of notes constituting
an agreement concerning the execution of improvement works on the River Gander at
Mondorff (France) and at Mondorf-les-Bains (Luxembourg), Paris (1986) and the Agreement
between the government of the French Republic, the government of the Federal Republic of
Germany, and the government of the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg on flood warning for the
catchment basin of the Moselle (1987).
61
Status of ratification relevant for this chapter: Belgium and Tanzania abstained; Swaziland,
Zaire and Zimbabwe were absent during the vote.
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article I states that the riparian parties ‘shall take all appropriate measures to prevent, control
and mitigate flood risks’.
Current developments on the European scale have opened the door for more international
cooperation. On 22 December 2000 the European Water Framework Directive (WFD) was
officially published and thereby entered into force. The WFD establishes a framework for
water management in Europe and complements the many water directives that already exist.
The WFD is mainly oriented at improving the quality of the water and (to some part) the use
of the water for socio-economic purposes. The backbone of the Water Framework Directive is
a system of river basin management. Member states are obliged to identity their river basins
and assign these to "river basin districts". For all districts, national and international, sixyearly river basin management plans and programs of measures need to be deve loped. To
ensure the necessary national and inter national co-ordination, member states need, among
others, to identity a "competent authority" (art. 3, 11, 13, 14, 15, Annex VI, VII). Flooding is
mentioned (article I states the aim to contribute to mitigating the effects of floods and
droughts) but the WFD provides hardly any provisions in this field. The reason for not
including flooding (and quantity aspects in general) is political. Several countries felt that
including possibilities to extend quantity in the WFD would restrict them in their planned
developments of the resource. Consensus could be reached on quality only. Initiatives are
taken to include flooding in a later stage. However, in 2004, the European Commission (EC)
announced via the ‘Flood risk management program’ that a coordinated and integrated
approach to flood protection is necessary to decrease the size and chance of flood disasters in
Europe. With this, the EC created the conditions necessary to realize cooperation on a river
basin scale. The EC proposed that the member states and the commission work together to
draft and execute a coordinated program to prevent, protect and soften the consequences of
floods. The most important elements of that action program are:
-

Improved cooperation and coordination by creating and executing flood risks management
plans;

-

Establish and use flood risk maps as planning and communication instruments;

-

Improve the exchange of information, experiences and coordinated development and
improvement of good practic es;

-

Strengthen the ties between the water management institutions and flood protection
authorities and scientific researchers, and

-

Strengthen the communication and awareness of flood risks by involving all stakeholders.
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Mozambique: General Background Information
Mozambique can be found in South-eastern Africa, bordering the Mozambique Channel,
between South Africa and Tanzania. The country is situated on Africa's largest coastal plain
(half the territory is no more than 230 meters above sea level) and shares land borders with
South Africa and Swaziland in the south; Malawi, Zambia, and Zimbabwe in the west; and
Tanzania in the north. With about 800,000 km2 , Mozambique is about 23 times the size of the
Netherlands.
Mozambique has over 100 rivers, nine of are shared with other countries to which it is the
downstream riparian to: the Buzi, the Incomati, the Limpopo, the Maputo, the Pungwe, the
Rovuma, the Save, the Umbeluzi and the Zambezi (see figure 4.4). All these rivers, except for
the Rovuma, have their floodplains inside of Mozambique. 57.9% of the Mozambican territory
is part of these international river basins and about 7.7 million (of the 19.7 million) people live
in them. More than 50% of the total annual runoff is generated outside Mozambique, making
Mozambique extremely dependent on these shared rivers.
Since independence in 1975, Mozambique has been going through a period of transition and
the past three decades have been tumultuous on a political, social and economic scale, going
from one extreme to another: from Portuguese colonial rule, with a system of suppression and
colonial capitalism, to a revolutionary phase with a one-party socialist system and centrally
planned economy, which eventually led to a brutal civil war that devastated the countryside,
national infrastructure and displaced millions. In 1978, Mozambique embarked on a new
course aimed at transforming the planned economy into a market economy and moved to a
multi-party democracy, but only at the end of the civil war in 1992 and the first democratic
elections in 1994 supervised by the UN, stability was restored. Mozambique became one of
the fastest growing economies in the world, and the economic outlook is favorable. However,
as number 168 on the HDI list, Mozambique is still among the world’s ten poorest countries
of the world; about 1 /3 of the urban people and 2 /3 of the rural population lives in absolute
poverty.
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Figure 4.4: map illustrating the nine river basins Mozambique shares with its neighboring
countries.
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Thus in many ways, Mozambique is a ‘transition country’ moving from socialism to
capitalism. In different parts of the world, periods of transition from one-party socialist rule
towards a multi-party democracy and a market economy have tended to provide an
environment that is conducive to the expansion of organized crime. The same occurred in
Mozambique. The social control mechanisms introduced under socialist rule, which
included measures that encouraged people’s participation in the decision-making process
and held government officials accountable for their actions, collapsed and were replaced
by weak state structures that could provide only symbolic safety and security to a
population that was left to fend for itself. Today there is a lack of political will to fight
organized crime and corruption, and a general perception that some of the political elite are
either involved in or are connected with organized crime. There is a general fear that
Mozambique is very close to becoming a criminalized state (Gastrow and Mosse, 2002).
Basically, there are two very different images of Mozambique. One is of rapid GDP growth
and growing exports and of transparent and clear management of donor money. The other is of
worsening poverty in rural areas and of state capture, with a predatory elite that robs banks
and non-donor resources, smuggles and kills, and maintains a corrupt justice system.
Mozambique's once substantial foreign debt has been reduced through forgiveness and
rescheduling under the International Monetary Fund's Heavily Indebted Poor Countries
(HIPC) and Enhanced HIPC initiatives, and is now at a manageable level. However,
Mozambique remains dependent upon foreign assistance62 for much of its annual budget, and
the majority of the population remains below the poverty line. Subsistence agriculture
continues to employ the vast majority of the country's work force. Mozambique is mainly a
rural society; about 85% of the people is self-supplying and lives from their own harvest.
In December 2004, Mozambique underwent a delicate transition as Joaquim Chissano stepped
down after 18 years in office. His newly elected successor, Armando Emilio Guebuza, has
promised to continue the sound economic policies that have encouraged foreign investment.
Until now, he seems to focus on stimulating the private sector and poverty reduction, which is
encouraging. Political analysts however wonder if the democratic system will be sustained;
there is no political opposition so far, therefore any critical political dialogue is absent.

62

The country receives enormous amounts of development funds. For instance, it has received
35 million Euros as bilateral development cooperation aid from the Netherlands in 2004.
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Water Management in Mozambique through the Ages
During the colonial times in Mozambique, policies were designed to benefit Portuguese
immigrants and the Portuguese homeland, thus little attention was paid to Mozambique's
national integration, its economic infrastructure, or the skills of its population. The first
colonial legislation concerning inland waters was enacted in 1901 and established a dual
regime of water property. Based on the Portuguese Civil Code, water flowing on private lands,
including those originating from rain, were considered private as long as they were confined
within the limits of that land; the remaining was public water and its administration was
assigned to the colonial Public Works Department. This regime was revoked in 1975 by the
first Constitution of Mozambique which ruled that all inland waters were to be considered
state property and therefore public. Management of all water resources and the provision of
water and sanitation services were taken over by the Central Government.
Today, the government of Mozambique has central responsibility for overall water
management. There is a traditional dependence on centralized command and control
administrations for water resources development and management and an over-reliance on
government agencies to develop, operate and maintain water and sanitation systems. At the
central level, the Ministry of Public Works and Housing (MOPH) houses the National
Directorate of Water (DNA), the central institution in charge of policy making and
implementation. However, authority and responsibility are dispersed among numerous public
entities at both the national and local levels. Consequently, there are neither well-structured
central goals nor controls. In addition, there is an insufficient number of experie nced staff and
a lack of financial resources. DNA has created the so-called Regional Water Authorities
(ARAs), five in total, which are organized on hydrographic basis:
-

ARA – South: includes all the basins south of the Save, and the Save river basin itself;

-

ARA – Centre: covers all the basins between the Save and Zambezi basins;

-

ARA – Zambezi: corresponds to the Zambezi river basin;

-

ARA – Centre-North: covers the Zambezi basin as far as Lúrio river, including the Lurio
basin, and

-

ARA – North: covers all the basin north of the Lurio basin.

The main functions of these basin authorities are to prepare and implement hydrological basin
development plans, maintain and operate hydrological infrastructures (dams, water ways),
maintain a register of water users, collect water user taxes and fees, issue water use and
effluent licenses and operate the hydrological measurement network. However, the water
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organizations are neither completely centralized nor decentralized. Furthermore, the ARASouth, ARA-Centre and ARA-Zambezi are the only operational ARAs and only the ARASouth has slowly developed into a full-fledged regional water management authority. This
decentralization process brings greater flexibility to react to unexpected events and provides
the planning author ities at central level with data that are more realistic. The main constraint
of the decentralization process is posed by the scarcity of technically qualified personnel and
financial resources (Carmo Vaz and Pereira, 2000).
Mozambique introduced its current water law in 1991, following years of reform of many
other constitutional issues of the country and approved a new National Water Policy in 1995.
This water law pays special attention to issues of shared river basins. The water law refers to
the need for Mozambique to cooperate with the other watercourse states and adds emphasis on
integrated water resources management. The following objectives are mentioned:
-

Adoption of coordinated management measures for the shared river basins, taking into
account the interests of all the watercourse states

-

Equitable utilization of common water resources

-

Preparation and/or joint realization of projects and construction of hydraulic
infrastructures

-

Control of water quality, prevention of pollution and soil erosion and

-

Exchange of information on issues of common interest.

The government concretized this by creating the Gabinete de Rios Internacionais (GRI or
International Rivers Office), in 1999, installed in the DNA, and charged specifically with
transboundary issues. The GRI is already contributing to a significant improvement in the
relationships, communications and discussions between DNA and the water authorities of the
other riparian countries. Their responsibilities are entirely focused on the urgent day-to-day
issues driven by the scope of the SADC water sector activities, negotiations related to the
establishment of joint river commissions and coordination within some line ministries.
Flood Management in Mozambique through the Ages
Mozambique has a history of floods and natural conditions for periodic occurrences of
extreme hydrological extremes (see figure 4.5). Decennia of living along the riverbanks have
given inhabitants of the area a wealth of knowledge of the river's behavior. People occupy the
floodplains in the drier times in lightweight huts that they can disassemble and remove. When
the floods come the inhabitants move their huts to higher ground. Locals possess methods for
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predicting floods and in general, there is a historic reliance on these traditional warning
systems and experience, and less faith in engineering structures. This has caused problems in
the past; there are indications for instance that in the case of the 2000 flood, the traditional
authorities did not believe in the flood warnings because it went against their experiences. In
other cases, the warnings were too technical for common people to understand.

Mozambique's cycle of floods and droughts
1976-2005
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Figure 4.5: the cycle of floods and droughts Mozambique has gone through since 1976.
The general Mozambican disaster strategy is to include disaster prevention and mitigation
measures as integral parts of any development plan. Mozambique has tried to minimize the
negative impacts by constructing and implementing mostly structural measures (see chapter
three). Due to a lack of financial resources, Mozambique has been able to built only five
dams 63 with sufficient storage capacity to have an impact on large floods, although three of
them are built on tributaries (Carmo Vaz, 2000). All the reservoirs incorporate in their
operating rules a flood reserve during the rainy season. Levees for protection against floods
are used in irrigation areas seem to be a good solution, but on a local scale only. The levees
are designed for return periods of five to 20 years. However, the heights of some stretches of
levees are at lower levels than initially designed and constructed due to erosion. The
responsibility as to who must maintain, repair or inspect the levees is not clearly defined
(Carmo Vaz, 2000). In June of 1999, a national policy on disasters management was
formulated and the Instituto Nacional de Gestao das Calamidades64 (INGC or Institute of
Disaster Management) was created, marking a substantial change in the philosophy of dealing
63

The Pequenos Libombos (1988), Corumana (1989), Massingir (1977), Chicamba (1968) and
Cahora Bassa (1975) (Carmo Vaz, 2000).
64
According to the National Policy on Disaster Management the objective of the INGC is
disaster management and the coordination of prevention activities, relief to disaster victims
and the rehabilitation of affected infrastructure.
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with disasters and the need for an integrated long-term plan of managing disasters. The INGC
was established as a national coordinating entity with the legal authority to call on all partners
to plan and implement responses and prevention measures. Thus necessary policies seem to be
in place. However, at present, flood management infrastructure is incomplete, not maintained,
or simply broken. This makes the creation of an effective flood management plan a highly
challenging task.
Mozambique has no experience with the possible impacts in terms of flood reduction. None of
the flood prone basins in Mozambique, for instance, have defined flood areas to where part of
the floodwater could be channeled or temporarily stored. Recently, the notion that floods
cannot be avoided, and people have to learn to live with floods has entered into the
Mozambique field of water policy, although it has not yet been conceptualized or concretized
in new policies (DNA, 2000). Each basin though has areas which are normally flooded and not
occupied for any particular use.
Floods and Foreign Development Aid
Droughts and floods are a priority for Mozambique’s disaster reduction, because it faces a
regular cycle of these; see figure 4.5. But at the same time, it suffered (and suffers) from a
wide range of natural and man-made disasters. Since its independence in 1975, it has been
victim to cyclones, massive war-provoked population displacements, coastal oil spills, erosion
and landslides, wildfires, pests, epidemics (cholera, bubonic plague, meningitis, HIV/AIDS),
forest fires, and large transportation accidents. Disasters hurt developing countries and poor
people disproportionately because poverty and disasters are mutually reinforcing and
undermining incentives for development (Gruntfest, 1994; Anderson, 1991). This is no
different for floods; the effects of floods in the lesser-developed countries are often more
serious compared to effects of floods in more developed countries, especially since recovery is
much more difficult. As stated previously, Mozambique is still highly dependent on foreign
aid development funds, even more so when it comes to disaster relief. Development assistance
for ongoing projects or projects in pipeline have USD 6.1 billion committed to them
(OdaMoz, 2006), but of all development aid projects sponsored by foreign donors, most of
them are in the ‘Government and Civil Society’ and ‘Health’ sectors (see figure 4.6). There
are ten ongoing projects related to floods, nine of them initiated by the EC, one by the USA,
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Development aid projects (ongoing / in pipeline) in Mozambique
Total number of projects: 711

Other multisector

Flood prevention/control

Agriculture, forestry, fishing
Environmental policy and administrative
management
Bio-diversity

Environmental protection

Transport policy, admin. management

Education

Government and Civil Society

General environmental protection

Health

Figure 4.6: of all the 711 development aid projects ongoing or in pipeline in Mozambique,
only ten are dedicated to flood/prevention or control, for a total around USD 74 million.
These projects, however, are all post-flood reconstruction projects; none of them address
flood prevention or mitigation options. Data from OdaMoz, 2006.
for a total of USD 74 million (1.2% of the total amount committed), but these are all postflood reconstruction projects. None of them focuses on flood mitigation, adaptation or
reduction. No doubt relief and rehabilitation are crucia l from the point of view of supporting
the households and families hit by floods, and humanitarian action to relief the impact of
disasters will always be vitally important (UNDP, 2004), but equally and arguably in the long
run even more important are long-term provisions such as insurance, and mitigation measures.
Next to post-facto , pre-facto aid should be offered in the form of building more institutional
capacity: training qualified people for the DNA, the GRI and the ARAs in the various
disciplines that deal with flood management. Additionally, the national Mozambican flood
warning systems still need strengthening while the equipment and models used for flood
warning in the country are old and need updating.
Theory behind Mozambique Water and Flood Management
In Mozambique, the water law’s history is following the Portuguese Water laws until
independence in 1974. In 1991, a new water law was introduced and considered all water as
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state owned, a public good, and all infrastructure, bridges, dams and canals build by the state.
The concept is that all water resources are to be governed by the state for the benefit of the
population. Water is seen as free for all. Only the large-scale users need permits and
concessions. The 1991 law has characteristics of a revolutionary time, using the concept of
rational use, which implies a set of non-stated values.
Transboundary Floods in Mozambique
Mozambique has a long history of floods and major floods have been recorded in all
international river basins, with the exception of the Rovuma. During the period 1985-2005,
Mozambique has experienced 15 river floods, six of which were transboundary (see table 4.3)
and accounting for 85% of all the river flood-related casualties, 66% of all displaced people
and 91% of all financial damage pointing to the massive human and financial impact
transboundary floods have on this country.
The impacts of the 1997 flood in the Zambezi were felt only locally, but the one in 2001 was
the second most severe flood since 1975 for Mozambique. The floods in 2000 in the Umbeluzi
basin were quite serious, but damages and casualties were reduced by the Pequenos Libombos
reservoir and a flood warning system.
The floods in February of 2000 were, according to the Mozambique officials, the worst flo ods
on record. The Limpopo, Incomati and Umbeluzi rivers exceeded all recorded water levels
since 1937. DNA and ARA-Sul issued flood warnings, although it became clear that the flood
propagation model that was used was inadequate and unable to make reasonable forecasts of
water levels at the Lower Incomati. There was an effective flood warning mechanism between
the Government of South Africa and Mozambique on the Limpopo River, which was used to
warn Mozambique. However, the Mozambican government failed to move the communities
from affected areas because of insufficient capacity (logistics, flood hazard maps etc). In
addition, the inhabitants refused to move out of the area, as they did not comprehend the
magnitude of the floods. The degree of vulnerability of their settlements was not known to the
population, nor safe havens and refugees been identified. As a result, the floods caused
enormous destruction and losses; it killed 800 people and affected 1,500,000 (about 12% of
the nation's people). The floods triggered immediate assistance by South Africa and a
watershed of relief support by the international community and emphasized once more the
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Table 4.3: the details on the shared floods during the period 1985-2005 in the international
river basins Mozambique is part of. Data from chapter two . Note that differences in
development of the structures for reporting disaster damage might play a role when it comes
to the reliability of this data, as well as the availability and accuracy of demographic data,
and misrepresentation of events for political reasons.

need for further regional cooperation. In the following year, 2001, the country was flooded
again in the central region, as well as in 2003 in the northern region.
It is important to raise awareness of people in relation to floods and to promote education
programs, at all levels, so that the population in general becomes more prepared to face large
floods and react adequately when they occur. Women play a key role in the Mozambican
household livelihood systems (DNA, 2000) and without an understanding of their roles and
responsibilities an appropriate flood protection and mitigation strategy cannot be formulated.
The problem of floods cannot be resolved without public participation. There is a need to
work with the people who are affected by floods. In general, public participation enables
informed and innovative decision-making and building citizenship for joint disaster
mitigation. People’s contribution and ownership of flood protection measures are considered
key and no steps should be taken by the government unless people are willing to participate in
the maintenance of the infrastructure that is developed.
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International Water Institutions related to Transboundary Floods
Mozambique shares nine rivers with other countries. Some of the basins have international
freshwater treaties, but none of these are specifically drafted for hydrological extremes like
floods. There are also several transboundary water institutions for the Incomati, Limpopo and
Zambezi (three, five and three) and Mozambique is a member of all of them except for two of
them for the Zambezi (see table 4.C and 4.D in appendix, page 260 and 261), but again, none
of these institutions deal partly or completely with transboundary floods.
At the time of independence, Mozambique inherited a situation in which there were almost no
agreements on sharing water resources and its management in common river basins.
Nowadays, international cooperation in the Limpopo River Basin is present in the form of an
agreement for the establishment of the river basin commission (to be called LIMPCOM),
which was signed in 2003 and the four riparians have agreed to establish a Joint Limpopo
forecasting system for the entire basin. In addition, the hydrometric stations have been
upgraded, and a telemetric network has been installed.
In the Zambezi River Basin, the riparians have signed an agreement in July 2004 for the
establishment of the river basin commission (to be named Zambezi River Commission or
ZAMCOM). Since 1987, the establishment of ZAMCOM has been given full priority by
SADC and final draft consensual text was reached early in 2003 and a ratification process will
Follow. There already is a Joint Operational Technical Committee, a coordinated body for
exchange of data on management of Kariba and Cahora Bassa, which played a crucial role in
the reduction of the floods in 2001.
In the Incomati River Basin, the inequality of the three riparian countries in terms of
geographic position, economy and technological know-how is salient. The upstream country,
South Africa, is the most powerful, whereas the downstream country, Mozambique, is
comparatively weak65 . In such a situation the upstream country may be tempted to ignore the
interests of other riparians. This would provide fertile ground for open conflict to emerge. Up
to 1991, South Africa indeed developed its water resources largely without considering the
needs of Mozambique, while taking a more careful approach with regard to Swaziland. Yet at
65

The geographical location of a riparian does not guarantee the amount of power a country
holds – the upstream country can also be the weakest party, as is the case with the riparians
Nepal, Bhutan and India that share the Ganges-Brahmaputra-Meghna river basin (Baillat,
2004).
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various crucial moments in the history of water sharing, South Africa also took Mozambique’s
interests, which it could have ignored, into account. In the late 1980s and early 1990s, South
Africa announced that it intended to construct the Driekoppies Dam, which, together with the
Maguga Dam, was erected with the purpose of utilizing floodwaters not used by Mozambique.
Mozambique in response stated that “serious shortages of water are expected to occur along
the Incomati river in Mozambique” and demanded that South Afric a would guarantee a
minimum flow in the Incomati at the border. Swaziland needed World Bank funding for the
construction of the Maguga dam, and the World Bank demanded a declaration of ‘no
objection’ from Mozambique, forcing Swaziland and South Africa to address Mozambique’s
conditions. A water use arrangement was therefore the central issue of the Tripartite
Permanent Technical Committee (TPTC) meeting on 14 February, 1991. A day later, the
ministers responsible for water agreed that, pending future agreements resulting from a Joint
Inkomati Basin Study, the base flow at the border between South Africa and Mozambique
should be maintained at no less than 2 m3 /s. The minister of water affairs personally
guaranteed the minimum flow at the border at Ressano Garcia in 1997. Subsequent
developments show that South Africa remains committed to considering downstream interests,
also explicitly stated in its National Water Act of 1998. This commitment has been
reconfirmed with the signing of the Tripartite Interim Agreement in 2002. By the same token,
Mozambique showed its commitment to recognize upstream interests, relying in return on
South African investments (e.g. Maputo corridor and Mozal) as a cornerstone of its new
pragmatic policy of economic reconstruction (van der Zaag and Carmo Vaz, 2003).
Mozambique is member of the Southern African Development Community (SADC), an
organization that aims to promote Southern African regional cooperation in economic
development. The other eight founding members are Angola, Botswana, Lesotho, Malawi,
Swaziland, Tanzania, Zambia and Zimbabwe. Namibia, South Africa, Mauritius, the
Democratic Republic of the Congo and Madagascar have joined since. SADC has a Disaster
Management Strategy. The main objective of this strategy is to reduce the vulnerability of the
people in the region to threats of floods (and droughts) and pool resources to address
preparedness and response to these phenomena. Some relevant features of the strategy are:
building and promoting potential and complementary synergies, avoiding duplication of
efforts in the area of floods (and drought) management, defining clear roles of those involved
and addressing issues of preparedness, early warning, mitigation, response and recovery. In
addition, the organization has a website that:
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‘aims at providing up-to-date information on development and
impacts of floods, drought and adverse weather in the Southern
Africa region’ and ‘intended to facilitate the exchange of technical
and other useful information that can be used by the disaster and
technical communities in preparing for and responding to the
occurrence of cyclones, floods and droughts’ (see
http://gisdata.usgs.net/sa_floods/).
At the political level, SADC states acknowledge water resources as a key factor in regional
development and strive to minimize disputes over scarce resources through implementation of
the protocol and promotion of bi- and multinational negotiations in transboundary river basins.
Since 1987, SADC has made tremendous efforts to develop a common understanding of the
management of its water resources. These efforts culminated in the signing of the first
Protocol on Shared Water Courses in 1995 which was met with reservation from the
beginning, particularly from the so-called downstream countries like Mozambique. This
protocol underwent extensive revision until a revised protocol was signed in 2000 and came
into force in 2003 after ratification by more than two-thirds of its member states, as is
mandated by the SADC treaty.
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Lessons Learned
When the compare the vulnerability variables (see chapter two) of both case study countries
(see figure 4.7; compiled with data from table 4.2, 4.3, and data from chapter two and three),
we clearly see that, although the flood magnitudes are about the same, the death and
displacement toll in the most developed country, with the most institutional capacity, are much
lower than in the less developed country. In addition, the global trend that river basins with
more riparians in it, on average have more institutional capacity (chapter three) also holds true
when comparing these two countries.
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Figure 4.7: the average death and displacement tolls for transboundary floods are lower in
the Netherlands than in Mozambique, while the flood magnitudes are in the same severity
class. Data from chapter two.
This can partly be explained by the obviously enormous (historical) differences between the
two countries: the Rhine and Schelde riparians are all countries with a smooth running,
profitable economy, modern societies, high levels of knowledge and high population densities.
The catchments have adequate, border-crossing flood-warning systems and all riparians have
more than enough human and financial resources should catastrophe strike. The catchments
that Mozambique is part of, on the other hand, have much less developed countries. The
economies are far less profitable and flood-problems are just one of many life-threatening
natural events for the majority of the population. In addition, one of the main features of the
SADC region is that the pace and depth of development across the SADC countries have been
uneven, making the riparians much less comparable on a political, economical and cultural
level than the West-European countries are.
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Table 4.4: summary of some of the geographical, historical and cultural factors that have
shaped flood management practices in the two case study countries. Additional data from the
CIA World Factbook, 2006 and TFDD, 2006.

Not only do these differences result in differences in quantities as figure 4.7 shows, but they
also clearly illustrate varying bases for governmental intervention in flood hazard
management. The specific conditions, like the level of socio-economic development and the
level of established international cooperation, but also the historical, social, geographical and
cultural factors (table 4.4) influenced the way international water problems were tackled.
Overall, though, both countries clearly demonstrate that cooperation in the management of
shared water resources is possible and in general, water has driven them towards cooperation.
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National Flood Policy
In Mozambique (and for that matter, in China, Bangladesh, Cambodia, Poland, Germany, the
United States, and Chili), flood management strategies are still based on a resistant system,
where there is no damage at all. However, the problem with resistant systems is that if the
system fails, there is chaos. Thus in Mozambique, floods still cause disasters partly because of
this utilization of the traditional flood risk management strategy. However, Mozambique is at
a point in history where it still has to decide upon a national future flood management strategy.
It is hard to say what direction it will take, but it seems that there are only two realistic
alternatives: the traditional path of dike systems, or living with floods. In general, the
Mozambican people are practically forced to live with floods, but there is an understandable
drive to further develop the region66 . Van Ogtrop (2005) looked at the advantages and
disadvantages these two options might have and concluded that the sustainability of one or the
other pathway depends strongly on the future conditions within the river basins. If conditions
do not change much, the traditional approach will be the sustainable way to go, just as was
done in the Netherlands. However, anthropogenic and climatic pressures can change the
riverine environments significantly, making it necessary to have a more flexible system of
flood management in place that can absorb fluctuating conditions. This path is the more
flexible of the two options. Thus, in summary, the choice for future flood management must
consider the current speculations on changing climate conditions, as well as the population
growth rates and choose the most sustainable path accordingly. It is now recognized that
totally controlling floodwaters may not be the optimal flood management strategy. Therefore,
it is highly recommended that strategies other than those traditionally adopted in developed
countries be considered. Furthermore, current understandings of climate change together with
the already highly naturally fluctuating conditions in all the IRBs of Mozambique all seem to
suggest that the more flexible pathway is the most sustainable choice for future flood
management. However, there needs to be a willingness to review and consider the possibilities
for the implementation of alternative flood management strategies on all political measures.
Compared to the Netherlands, very little needs to be undone in order to adhere to this
alternative strategy. Hence, it can even lead the way toward postmodern flood management
and set an example for developed countries where it proofs to be difficult to revert back to a
system whereby nature is again given space.
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The construction of the Moamba major dam in the Lower Incomati basin is an example of
this (van Ogtrop, 2005).
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International Cooperation
The level of symmetry between the riparians influences the way cooperation takes place – the
‘stronger’ (not always the upstream) state can dominate decision making and cooperation. It is
recommendable that transboundary water management should try to eliminate upstreamdownstream thinking which often is equal to acting on strong and weak positions. In general,
it is mostly the downstream country that has the most to lose, and thus has to work hardest to
guarantee the other riparians take his best interest into account. The downstream countries are
often put in a position of responding and reacting to upstream faits accomplits, and find it
difficult to influence the agenda. The case of the Netherlands indicate that it pays of to take on
a very dynamic attitude and combat the tendency of large impact decisions being taken in each
country individually. When riparian countries take individual decisions that can potentially
damage another country's interests, without it being the result of negotiations and agreements,
it is worth it to voice protests firmly and consistently until a change in attitude is adopted. In
addition, the general public should be duly informed of what is happening and why. This has
not been the case in Mozambique. Therefore, Mozambique in general, and DNA in particular,
should be more active, as was the Netherlands, in face of the developments taking place in the
other countries, and be the most interested and pro-active party in encouraging negotiations
and agreements.
Flood-related Events, Treaties and Institutional Capacity
Our research revealed the absence of flood-related treaties and flood-related institutional
capacity but also the absence flood-related conflictive events (see also chapter three) in
international river basins of both the Netherlands and Mozambique. The absence of floodrelated treaties might be explained by the fact that these events are not regular enough to
guarantee a high placement on governments’ priority lists, because they are too difficult to
capture in official language or because it is considered taken care of under the IWRMumbrella. Still, the apparent lack of institutional capacity did not result in conflictive
interactions between the riparians. Globally, cooperation over water is much more common
than fighting over water (Wolf et al., 2003), but for the Rhine and Schelde River Basins, this
might also be explained by the fact that there is no serious water shortage problem and there
are advanced standards of transboundary cooperation and international law in Western
Europe. Also the inherent pressure for nation states to behave as good neighbors might play a
role when catastrophes hit. As for Mozambique, history also proofs that this country rather
cooperates over water than start wars over it: the country realizes its vulnerable downstream
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position and participated in international water initiatives during their civil war, although the
political circumstances did decrease the amount of trust between the riparians 67 . Now, water
management forms one of the foundations for cooperation in the Southern African region, via
SADC, although it has been argued that each country started out promoting only its own water
own water developments (Carmo Vaz and Lopes Pereira, 2000), without taking the needs of
the other riparians into account.

67

For instance, it was agreed in 1991 by Mozambique, South Africa and Swaziland to do a
joint study on the Incomati River that would serve as a basis for future negotiations on water
sharing; but Mozambique did not participate in the study because the required environment of
trust was lacking. This undermined the study itself, but also Mozambique's negotiating
position (Carmo Vaz and Lopes Pereira, 2000)
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Discussion and Recommendations
General
One-tenth of all river floods experienced worldwide in the period 1985-2005 were shared
between two or more countries. This 10% is responsible for 32% of all river flood-related
casualties, almost 60% of all affected individuals and 14% of all financial damage (see chapter
two), indicating that transboundary floods cannot be ignored.
Flood Institutions and Transboundary Water Management
Governments and flood-related institutions and policies should be flexible enough to adapt to
changing streams of ideas. They must be able to keep pace with, and remain responsive to,
changing understandings of the causes of flood hazards and changing interpretations of the
relationships between society and environment. They should be able to constantly reassess,
and be prepared to rethink and adjust, their flood hazard reduction policies in the light of the
changing stream of ideas, evidence and proposals for new emphases, paradigms and
approaches. This is the only way paradigms can be shifted, as they were in the Netherlands.
The ecological, economical and physical interconnectedness of river basins naturally calls for
collaboration between countries. In addition, riparian countries share a common resource, a
common history, and a common future, which creates an inherent pressure for nations to
behave as good neighbors, even when political ideologies diverge. Furthermore, there are
outside pressures on nation states to act responsibly and to honor existing regional and
international conventions. A holistic approach therefore has to be based on multilateral and, if
necessary, international co-operation, including interdisciplinary planning for the whole
catchments areas. If a river basin covers more tha n one country, the national authorities should
provide the necessary support for a joint river basin authority or committee with responsibility
for the integrated management of the water resources in the basin. At the very least, a central
authority needs to provide a system of linkages between existing organizations dealing with
water resources with a view to harmonizing approaches and policies. Nevertheless, flood
management at root will be a national endeavor, but because local or national flood protection
measures can have negative affects both downstream and upstream, national flood protection
measures should always take into account their possible impact on the other Riparian States.
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Furthermore, national efforts need to maintain synergy with those at bilateral and regional
levels. Lastly, the crucial sovereignty principle 68 should not be ignored.
The Netherlands: National Level
The Netherlands experienced four floods in the period 1985-2005, all of which were
transboundary and in the Rhine basin, thus accounting for 100% of all flood-related casualties,
displacements and financial damage. Historically, individuals were responsible for the
maintenance of the dikes, but over the years, responsibility for action shifted from the
individual to the public at large to a national institution, called Rijkswaterstaat, at present
arguably the most efficient governmental water institution in the world and responsible for the
safety of all the Dutch citizens.
The case study of the Netherlands showed that a traditional flood management approach,
coinciding with a hierarchist management style (or total control) can change in part because
the views of people influenced a radical shift in management style. For hundreds of years, the
Dutch have tried reasonably successfully to tame the rivers, and spend millions of dollars
protecting their people by means of dikes and levees. However, the many technical solutions
that have been implemented have actually exacerbated flood vulnerability. Now, it turns out
that it is more efficient and safer in the long run to give this land back to the rivers and learn to
live with the reality of floods. So recently, the Dutch shifted paradigms. They do not focus on
prevention of floods, but rather on avoiding damage and rapid recovery after floods. In other
words, they have accepted the reality of floods and are learning to live with them.
The Netherlands: International Cooperation
The Netherlands is a member of the International Commission for the Protection of the Rhine
(ICPR), a joint institution of which all Rhine-riparians are members, and that deals with the
transboundary water issues, including transboundary flood events, of the Rhine River basin.
The history of the development of the ICPR supports the idea that non-legally binding norms,
such as work programs defining common concerns are worth considering as an initial step to
establish mutual trust and co-operation practices. However, it should be kept in mind that
much of the ICPRs progress was achieved because of unique regional circumstances, namely
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The sovereignty principle tells us that each nation has the right to develop its own policie s,
laws and institutions and their own strategies for natural resources development and utilization
principles.
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in the aftermath of the Sandoz crisis 69 which created a lot of public concern and windows of
opportunity. There is also a joint commission for the Schelde River basin, the Commission
internationale pour la protection de l'Escaut (CIPE or International commission for the
protection of the Schelde), the other international basin the Netherlands is a part of. However,
this commission has as of yet not incorporated transboundary flood events into their mandate.
This might be due to the fact that the Schelde has never seen any huge flood disasters, and
thus so far, no windows of (political) opportunity were present. In addition, the quality of the
Schelde waters is of little to no importance to the riparians, because it is not being used for
drinking water or agricultural purposes. Hence, there is no immediate incentive for the
Schelde riparians to work together on issues of quality, let alone quantity. The EU wide Water
Framework Directive (WFD) mentions transboundary floods, but quantity aspects could not
yet be agreed upon due to political tensions
Mozambique: National Level
In total, Mozambique has experie nced six (out of a total of 15) transboundary river floods that
accounted for a disproportionate 85% of all the river flood-related casualties, 66% of all
displaced people and 91% of all financial damage, indicating that transboundary floods are
significant events in this country. Historical and present records show that the Mozambican
government is officially responsible for the protection of the Mozambican people, but in
reality, the responsibility lies with the individual, since the country has significant constraints
in terms of financial and qualified human resources and its weak economic infrastructure is
aggravated by the other frequent natural disasters such as cyclones, droughts, bush fires, and
various epidemics. For instance, the responsibility as to who must maintain, repair or inspect
the levees is not clearly defined. This indicates the need for strengthening of the institutional
capacities in Mozambique in the field of water resources and flood management at both the
central and local level. A promising start has been made with the creation Regional Water
Authorities (ARAs), five in total, which are organized on hydrographic basis. However, the
ARAs all have different perceptions of the local problems in their region and view irrigation
as a more pressing issue than floods.
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On November 1, 1986, a fire broke out at a Sandoz storehouse near Basel, Switzerland. The
storehouse contained about 1,300 tons of at least 90 different chemicals. The majority of these
chemicals were destroyed in the fire, but large quantities were introduced into the atmosphere,
into the Rhine River through runoff of fire-fighting water (about 10,000 to 15,000 m3 ), and
into the soil and groundwater at the site.
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At present, flood management infrastructure is incomplete, not maintained, or simply broken.
This makes the creation of an effective flood management plan a highly challenging task. In
addition, there is an overall lack of qualified staff at DNA and GRI, the war situation and lack
of financial resources resulted in an insufficient amount of attention paid to the management
of the country’s water resources. In addition, Mozambique has multiple other pressing
challenges, including the need to consolidate democracy, continue the fight against corruption
and extreme poverty, and progressively reduce the country’s dependency on high levels of
external aid by promoting economic growth through export diversification and enhancing a
favorable business environment. However, since 2002, institutional strengthening through
‘process analysis’ has started in order to support and strengthen the DNA, and in particular the
GRI, but the key area of institutional weakness within these institutions is still the lack of
expert resources to analyze the strategic impact of the water-related agreements on the
economy of Mozambique. There is an urgent need to develop decisions support systems,
evaluation tools, and access to data and information for input to the analysis. Mozambique
will therefore have to strengthen its own financial resources, as well as its human resources
capacity.
There is an urgent need for a more comprehensive national flood strategy that need to be
incorporated into the National Water Policy (DNA, 1995) , in which there is as of yet not
mention of flood-related mitigation policies. However, corruption at various levels of the
administration is one of the barriers to more effective institutional capacity related to
international river basins. Other significant constraints in terms of effective flood management
are lack of financial and qualified human resources.
Mozambique : International Level
As the last downstream riparian of nine major international rivers basins that discharge
through Mozambique, the nation is dependant on sound transboundary resource management.
In addition, as the development of the water resources in the riparian countries is continuing,
some might say accelerating, Mozambique will probably not only receive less but more
polluted water in the future, but also larger floods. The Incomati, Limpopo and Zambezi River
Basins have joint institutions set up for the basin, but the other six international river basins
Mozambique is a riparian to (the Buzi, Maputo, Pungwe, Rovuma, Save and Umbeluzi,) have
not. The experience with ZAMCOM reveals that when the number of riparian countries is
high, it has been more difficult to reach a common understanding about development priorities
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owing to the wide range and multiplicity of water users and goals in question. Regardless of
the fact that the effectiveness and quality of these agreements can be questioned (Carmo Vaz
and van der Zaag, 2003), they do represent a hopeful indication of willingness to cooperate
over water. None of the institutions have transboundary flood events as one of their principal
issues, although both the Limpopo and Zambezi river basins have experienced several shared
floods in the past, which should put the management of these shared river basin and reaching
agreements with the other riparian countries on water floods high on the priority list of
Mozambique. Note however that the Mozambican capacity to negotiate transboundary water
agreements is not strong and needs strengthening particularly when it comes to legal and
technical aspects.
Most SADC countries have flood disaster and mitigation units, but these are generally ill
equipped and have inadequate staff. It was telling that, though some SADC countries came to
the aid of Mozambique’s flooding in 2000, comprehensive assistance only came from outside
the SADC region. The countries in the SADC region are not only connected by their
geographical position; whatever happens in one of the countries, will inevitably have
repercussions for the entire SADC region as far economic stability, democratic governance,
and the investment environment is concerned. This should be enough of a stimulus to develop
a more comprehensive flood disaster and mitigation institution build up from national units for
the SADC countries. Strong cooperation and support from the other SADC countries with
which it shares various river basins would include but is not limited to a free and smooth flow
of data, collaboration between the responsible meteorological institutions for forecast of
extreme meteorological events. The Mozambican ARAs, the Catchment Management
Agencies in South Africa and the proposed River Basin Authorities in Swaziland (van der
Zaag and Carmo Vaz, 2003), will all presumably facilitate necessary data sharing and
coordination of action and aid during a shared flood event.
The lack of hydrological data and scientific knowledge on floods as well as insufficient human
and institutional capacity, i.e. a lack of efficient national water management institutions, not
only in Mozambique, but in the other riparians as well, are major obstacles that have to be
overcome in order for international water cooperation initiatives to be implemented. Vital
steps towards the integration shared flood management into joint riparian management
strategies are to have human and institutional capacity building programs, to establish
monitoring programs for quality and quantity of the water resources, and to promote research
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on floods. This can be aided by shifting the goal of foreign aid assistance projects to pre-facto
aid and focus more on institutional capacity and governance. Responses to flooding must be
made part of daily governance, not only post-facto relief. In other words, the institutional
capacity to respond to floods whenever and wherever they occur must be strengthened.
Lessons Learned
The respective roles and responsibility of the individual and state regarding response to flood
hazards are defined according to the different traditions and institutions present in a country,
while the definition of an appropriate flood management strategy is shaped by history and
reflects the culture of that country and local flood conditions. As expected, differences in GNI,
the proportion of the population living in the international river basins, the history and the
average spending of a household on food 70 are all reflected in the flood management policy
adopted in different countries and the consequences of transboundary floods in terms of
financial damages, and death and displacement tolls.
The structure of the institutions created in both countries is influenced by, first of all, the
quantity of water present; when there is sufficient water, as in the Netherlands, there is no
immediate need for tight arrangements among users and conflicts and environmental concerns
are minimal. Another influence on the structure of institutions is the speed at which water
problems have come up. In the case of the Netherlands, an umbrella -organization was present
for hundreds of years when catastrophe hit in 1953 – the institutional capacity was present to
respond, adjust and change in response to this crisis. Mozambique on the other hand, has to
deal with catastrophic flood events nearly every year, while institutional capacity is virtually
absent. Mainly due to its chaotic history and turbulent past three decades, it does not have the
financial nor human resources to adjust or make drastic institutional changes in an orderly
manner. A third influence is the relative population density. In well managed, densely
populated areas, like the Netherlands, many management decisions reside in local units where
people readily cooperate and work together to solve conflicts and maximize mutual benefits.
The local water management organizations in the Netherlands have had hundreds of years to
70

An industrialized country is likely to have about 4% of the population engaged in
agriculture, with agricultural production contributing less than 7% of national income; the
average household is likely to spend less than 25% of their income on food. Conversely,
developing countries are characterized by 60-70% of the population living in rural area, with
30% of national income coming from agriculture and by the poor spending 60-70% of their
income on food. Agriculture in the developed countries is typically heavily subsidized
whereas in developing countries it is a net contributor to the national exchequer (Green, 2006).
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fine-tune their communication, while the regional water management agencies in Mozambique
were just erected and, except for one, are not even operational yet.
In the developed world, the past is largely a history of mending failures in water management
and much of the current investment in those countries is devoted to seeking to recover from
the damage done to rivers and catchments over the last one hundred years. Consequently if we
look backwards, it should only be to learn lessons for the future. Limitations of current
knowledge will always be a problem, but the weaknesses of the past approaches can be
avoided. Perhaps the most useful of those lessons is about attitudes, rather than about
technologies adopted. Past approaches were characterized by technology driven solutions,
while ignoring alternatives and believing that the problem could be fixed.
In general, lack of scientific assessment of vulnerabilities, weakness and corruption in
governance structure, and inadequate required technical, human and financial resources
exacerbate vulnerability to floods along international waters. So in the less-developed
countries, like Mozambique, where there is a lack of access to resources, to education and to
decision-makers, and poverty generates vulnerability amongst people, societies are
particularly vulnerable to floods, even exacerbating the lasting effects of these events (Green
et al., 2000, Blaikie et al., 1994). In these areas, shared flood events need to be addressed
systemically through stimulating social and economic development rather than only through
flood alleviation schemes. Noteworthy is the consideration that less developed countries often
have highly variable environmental conditions 71 . Hence, flood management policies that are
successful in Europe are not necessarily effective in countries with more extreme or variable
climates.
This (and the previous) chapter showed that the greatest impact of floods is still on the poorer
countries in the world, which exerts an enormous toll on future development. It is therefore
highly recommended to help decrease the vulnerability of those who are most exposed. This
would include searching for alternative flood management strategies to decrease overall
vulnerability. If recommending an alternate or additional flood management plan for
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Savenije (1995) suggests that developed countries are not more developed because of a
higher state of knowledge, but they are developed because of the robust nature of the
environment where these societies have formed, suggesting that the European environment is
better able to absorb or adapt to shifting forces such as increasing precipitation or population
pressure (Mudelsee et al., 2003).
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Mozambican (shared) river basins, it would be very tempting to adopt flood management
policies that have been implemented in developed countries that have helped allow developed
countries like the Netherlands to evolve into highly structured and powerful societies.
However, it is now recognized in many developed countries like the Netherlands that to
completely control floodwaters is not the optimal flood management strategy. In addition,
years of living along the riverbanks have made the inhabitants learn to live with and predict
future floods. This knowledge is essential and should be regarded as valuable while forming
the basis of future flood management policies (Van Ogtrop et al., 2005). Thus, it is highly
recommended that strategies other than those traditionally adopted in developed countries be
considered, especially because in Mozambique (and for that matter, in China, Bangladesh,
Cambodia, Poland, Germany, the United States, and Chili) flood management strategies are
still based on a resistant system, and floods still cause disasters partly because of this
utilization of this traditional approach. The choice for future flood management in
Mozambique ought to consider the current speculations on changing climate conditions, as
well as the population growth rates and choose the most sustainable path accordingly. Overall,
it seems that the alternative flood management approach is the most flexible thus most
sustainable choice for future flood management. In addit ion, increasing resilience can lessen
the impact of or even prevent catastrophes. Compared to the Netherlands, very little needs to
be undone in order to adhere to this alternative strategy, not only because there is still more
faith and reliance on traditional flood risk warnings and indigenous approaches than the
traditional engineering structures, which is already very compatible to the holistic approach of
flood management, but also because very little needs to be undone in order to adhere to this
alternative strategy. Hence, Mozambique can even end up setting an example for developed
countries when it comes to post-modern flood management.
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Chapter Five: Conclusions
Floods are among the world’s most frequent and most destructive of all natural disasters and
annually affect the lives of millions all over the globe. The dramatic reality of floods and their
effects goes back to the beginning of history of the earliest civilizations. The force of
excessive or uncontrolled water, or its intrusion into areas reserved for other purposes,
represents a hazard to the majority of the global population’s way of life and their social wellbeing. River floods, the type of flood examined in this research, have become more frequent
over the last 25 years. However, not much is known about vulnerability of societies to floods.
The international community has responded to this concern with an increase in research
activities, but seem to ignore the fact that floods do not recognize national boundaries; the
phenomena of shared, or transboundary floods occurring in international river basins (IRBs) is
rarely touched upon. Consequently , vulnerability and adaptation to shared floods is poorly
understood. The primary purpose of the present work therefore is to fill this gap in knowledge
and explore transboundary river flood events in more detail.
To meet this objective, global data was combined to assess how many of all floods were
riverine and how much of these were shared between two or more countries. The results show
that in the period 1985-2005 a total of 1760 worldwide river flood events killed over 112
thousand people, affected 354 million individuals, and caused 687 billion US dollars of
damage. Almost one tenth, 175 of the 1760, of all river floods were shared by two or more
countries, but globally accounted for 32% of all casualties, almost 60% of all affected
individuals and 14% of all financial damage. These numbers point to the massive impacts of
both national and transboundary river flood events on a global scale. Our data furthermore
shows that transboundary floods are more severe in their magnitude, affect larger areas, result
in higher death tolls (except in the high developed countries) as well as higher displacement
tolls in high developed countries, and cause more financial damage than non-shared river
floods do. On a global scale as well as a per country scale, we clearly see that shared floods
are more severe than all river floods combined. However, selecting the one country, continent
or river basin that is the most vulnerable to –transboundary– floods, is impossible since the
answer heavily depends upon the specific definition of vulnerability. This indicates that
vulnerability to floods is a complex phenomenon which cannot be explained by using the
results of this study only.
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The research furthermore revealed an alarmingly low institutional capacity related to
transboundary river floods. Although almost 30% of the IRBs have some form of shared rivers
institutions, only eight of these institutions are dealing with transboundary flooding, five of
which are located in Africa, two in Europe and one in Asia. Globally, no more than 11 basins
have international freshwater treaties with floods as their principal issue. However, a slightly
alarming trend of less cooperative events related to floods over the past 15 years is noticeable .
More than 15% of the IRBs have experienced transboundary floods but do not have any type
of institutional capacity in the form of international institutions or organizations for
international river basins, let alone institutions specifically aimed at shared flood events. Their
average death and displacement tolls relative to the million population living in the IRBs are
higher than in the basins that do have such institutional capacity, despite the fact that the flood
magnitudes are always significantly higher. This could be an important indication that
institutional capacity, i.e. international cooperation before, during and after the flood events,
might play an important role in the reduction of flood-related casualties and affected
individuals. Collectively, these results indicate that there may be more need for official
international institutions dealing with transboundary flood-events, especially in those basins
that have experienced more than one transboundary flood in the past, nor signed any floodrelated treaties72 . Those IRBs that already have set up institutions to cooperate over their
shared waters, but as of yet have not focused on flood-events, should seriously consider
including flood-related issues in their mandate.
History shows that existing institutions should be able to absorb and manage any change
– which includes shared flood events – that occurs in the basin’s physical setting. This
requires that sound, comprehensive institutions to deal with these events are in place, but also
that these institutions and organizations should be flexible enough to adapt to uncertainty.
Flood management is difficult enough in national river basins controlled by a single, national
authority, but becomes even more challenging when dealing with transboundary floods. We
therefore examined the differences or similarities in vulnerability to transboundary floods by
looking at the responses, measures taken, international water treaties signed and institutions
created of a developed downstream country prone to flooding (the Netherlands) and a lesser
developed yet relative equally exposed country (Mozambique). The comparison indicated that
72

The Juba-Shibeli in Africa, the Han, Kura-Araks and Ma in Asia , the Maritsa and Po in
Europe and six basins in South America: the Coco/Segovia, Grijalva, Artibonite, Changuinola,
Coatan Achute and Orinoco river basins.
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Mozambique’s flood management approach mostly still resembles the old Dutch approach
(and many other developed countries’) of trying to prevent floods by fighting the water with
massive flood-containment and landscape altering constructions. However, it is now
recognized that controlling floodwaters is not the optimal flood management strategy. Thus
while it would be very tempting to adopt flood management policies that have been
implemented in developed countries and have helped allow developed countries like the
Netherlands to evolve into the highly structured and powerful societies they are today, it is not
recommendable. The choice for future flood management in Mozambique should be for the
less rig id strategy, since changing climate conditions and population growth rates will most
likely demand flexibility. Therefore, to decrease the vulnerability of those who are most
exposed, the pathway of living with floods would be the most sustainable choice for future
flood management. Compared to the Netherlands, very little needs to be undone in order to
adhere to this alternative strategy, not only because there is still more faith and reliance on
traditional flood risk warnings and indigenous approaches than the traditional engineering
structures, already very compatible to the holistic approach of flood management, but also
because very little needs to be undone in order to adhere to this alternative strategy. Hence,
Mozambique can even end up leading the way and setting the example for developed
countries when it comes to post-modern flood management.
This study provides unique qualitative and quantitative data on the phenomenon of
transboundary river flood events on a global, continental, IRB and country scale. It is hoped
that the findings are considered by water policy makers around the world during the design or
readjustment of international flood policies.
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Appendix 2A: The average annual number of flood related casualties per country plotted
against the total number of river floods that country has experienced during the period 19852005. Countries in the upper right have experienced many floods and have had high
casualties on average.
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Appendix 2B: The average death toll relative to the million population living in the river
basins plotted against the average annual number of flood-related deaths shows no apparent
pattern, indicating that vulnerability to river floods cannot only be described by looking at
these factors.
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Appendix 2C: The average river flood related death toll relative to the million population
living in the river basins plotted against the number of floods a country has experienced over
the period 1985-2005.
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Appendix 2D: Average displacement toll relative to million population in the river basins
plotted against the average annual number of displacements during the period 1985-2005.
The trend that can be found wh en including the entire population of a country disappears
when we only look at those fractions actually living in the river basins and therefore directly
vulnerable to river floods.
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Displacement toll vs. Death toll
relative to million population in riverbasins
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Appendix 2E: When we plot the average displacement toll and the average death toll per
country (both relative to the million population in the river basins), we see that there is no
distinct tendency of high displacement tolls resulting in lower death tolls.
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Appendix 2F: The average amount of financial damage per year, divided by the number of
countries in that HDI class, with the purple line representing the high and medium HDI score
countries, and the orange cones representing the low HDI score countries.
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Appendix 2G: The number of floods and the financial damage per year relative to the GNI of
a country clearly shows that it is mostly the medium developed countries that suffer the most
financial damage relative to their GNI.
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Appendix 2H: the high developed countries experience higher death tolls relative to their
population during all river floods, while the low developed countries experience higher death
tolls relative to their population during shared floods.
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Appendix 2I: comparing the displacement tolls per types of floods shows that on average,
transboundary river floods have lower displacement tolls.
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Appendix 2J: shared floods results in higher financial damages relative to a country’s GNI
than non-shared floods do.
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Appendix 2K: average displacement toll relative to million population in the river basins
plotted against the average number of annual number of displacements during the period
1985-2005.
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Appendix 2L: The average amount of financial damage per year, divided by the number of
countries in that HDI class, show that the low developed countries almost every year
experience lower financial damages related to shared flood events than the more developed
countries do.
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Appendix 2M: the top 12 of the IRBs with the highest average flood magnitude show the
dominance of African and South American IRBs.
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Appendix 2N: When the amount of floods experienced by an IRB is plotted against the average
death toll per million basin population, the Pedernales river basin is by far the most impacted
river basin. For basins that have experienced more than the average amount of transboundary
floods, the death toll seems to stabilize on the European and Asian continents, and slightly
less for African IRBs. The average death tolls for the South American IRBs have the broadest
range, with no apparent pattern.
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Appendix 2O Frequency graph of the average death toll for IRBs. The highest frequency is
found in the classes below 10 deaths per million river basin population. Unmistakably, the
Pedernales death toll of 187,000 (represented in the class ‘More’) is an extreme outlier.
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Appendix 2P: The amount of floods experienced by an IRB against the average displacement
toll per million basin population shows that the Rio Grande in South America is the river
basin that has seen the highest impact of all IRBs.
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Appendix 2Q: When the average death toll per IRB is plotted against the average
displacement toll per IRB, categorized per continent, we see that, even though the average
death toll does not nearly climb as fast as the average displacement toll does, the two
variables do seem to be linked. Noticeable is that the European IRBs are the only IRBs that
are less scattered; the average death toll does not exceed 15.6 and the average displacement
toll does not exceed 21,454, whereas the ranges of the other IRBs are far more spread
throughout the entire Appendix. When plotted on a linear scale, a threshold will appear.
Where this Appendix only revealed that both variables climb, a linear Appendix clearly shows
that around 10,000 displaced people per million population, the average death toll suddenly
begins to rise more quickly. This indicates that when the average displacement toll rises above
10,000, the flood is apparently so severe, that it causes comparatively more victims than
floods that do not displace that many people [or the other way around: floods that cause less
than 10,000 displacements per million population, do not cause many victims]. Clearly visible
is that the European IRBs have not crossed this threshold.
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Table 2A: List of transboundry river flood events 1985-2005
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Appendix 3A: the principal issues of transboundary water institutions found on the African
continent.
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Appendix 3B: the principal issues of transboundary water institutions found on the Asian
continent.
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Appendix 3C: the principal issues of transboundary water institutions found on the European
continent.
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Appendix 3D: the principal issues of transboundary water institutions found on the North
American continent.
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Appendix 3E: the principal issues of transboundary water institutions found on the South
American continent.
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Principal issues worldwide of all transboundary water institutions
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Appendix 3F: summarizing the principal issues of all institutions concerned with
transboundary water issues clearly shows that joint management is the overall top priority,
followed by water quality and technical cooperation/assistance. Of all the 14 issues, flood
control/relief comes in on a shared tenth place (together with irrigation), mentioned only 9
times as a principal issue of the transboundary institution.
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Flood related events per International River Basin
1948-2004
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Appendix 3G: Flood related events per basin. Data for the period 1948-1999 was adapted
from Yoffe (2001). Globally, there are 23 International River Basins that have experienced
one or more flood-related events, but it is the European Danube River Basin that has
experie nced the most (15), followed by the Asian Ganges-Brahmaputra-Meghna River Basin
with eight incidents.
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Flood related events per decade on a BAR scale
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Appendix 3H: the number of flood related events per decade (and the period 2000-2004) on a
BAR scale (Yoffe, 2001). The BAR scale runs from -7, representing ‘Formal declaration of
war’ to +7, representing ‘Voluntary unification into one nation’, but the events related to
floods can be plotted on a BAR scale from -3 to +6.
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Appendix 3I: flood-related events ranked by BAR-scale and by continent show us that events
that have happened on the North American continent have the broadest range, while events
happening on the European and South American continent were all cooperative.
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Appendix 3J: every continent has international water treaties, but these are rarely principally
drafted for transboundary flood issues. Appendix adapted from Yoffe (2001); note that the
data covers 1948-1999 only.
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Basins with number of treaties drafted for flood issues
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Appendix 3K: of the 279 international river basins known today, only 11 have treaties that
deal with transboundary flood issues. Europe might score highest when it comes to absolute
numbers, but when solely looking at basins, flood issues are dealt with in 4 out of 19 basins in
North America, covering 21% of its basins, while Europe with 6 out of 69 only has 8.7% of its
basins covered, and South America, with 1 out of 65, merely 1.5%.
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Table 3A: List of international river basin commission on the African continent
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Table 3B: List of international river basin commission on the Asian continent
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Table 3C: List of international river basin commission on the European continent
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Table 3D: List of international river basin commission on the North American continent
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Table 3E: List of international river basin commission on the South American continent
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Table 4A: summary of the institutional capacity related specifically for transboundary floods
in the Netherlands. Data from chapter 2.Note that the data related to treaties comes from a
database over the years 1945-2000, therefore excluding recent EC-based decisions.
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Table 4B: summary of the international water institutions the Netherlands is a member of.
Only the IKSR has transboundary flood issues listed as a principal issue.
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Table 4C: summary of the institutional capacity related specifically to transboundary floods in
Mozambique. Data from chapter 2. Note that the data related to treaties comes from a
database over the years 1945-2000, therefore excluding newer decisions and agreements.
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Table 4D: summary of all the international water institutions Mozambique is part of; none of
them have transboundary flood issues listed as a principal issue.

